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Fore\vord
The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has established interdisciplinary research on policy
problems as the core of its educational program. A major part of this program is the nine-month policy
research project, in the course of which two or three faculty members from different disciplines direct the
research of ten to twenty graduate students of diverse backgrounds on a policy issue of concern to a
government agency. This "client orientation" brings the students face to face with administrators. legislators.
and other officials active in the policy process and demonstrates that research in a policy environment
demands special talents. It also illuminates the occasional difficulties of relating research findings to the
world of political realities.
This report on a space strategy for Texas for the 1990s is the result of a policy research project
conducted during the 1991-92 academic year with financial support from the Center for Space Research
(College of Engineering, The University of Texas at Austin), the Texas Space Grant Consortium, and the
Lyndon B. Johnson Foundation. In the summer of 1991, the LBJ School and the Center for Space Research
agreed to undertake the development of a long-term space strategy for the state. These two University of
Texas at Austin units decided it was critically important to formulate a strategic framework to address spacerelated economic and business development and, in so doing, to demonstrate the breadth and depth of
resources at state universities that can be brought to bear on important state policy issues. This report
details this strategic framework and specifies the primary objectives that should be implemented by the
state's public sector, private sector, and universities in the 1990s.
The curriculum of the LBJ School is intended not only to develop effective public servants but also
to produce research that will enlighten and inform those already engaged in the policy process. The project
that resulted in this report has helped to accomplish the first task; it is our hope and expectation that the
report itself will contribute to the second.
Finally, it should be noted that neither the LBJ School nor The University of Texas at Austin
necessarily endorses the views or findings of this study.

Max Sherman
Dean
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Executive Summary
Texas must fundamentally change its economic base to recover fully from the current recession anJ
stabilize its economy. Diversification, with particular emphasis on developing space technology and other
select high technology areas, will be the primary characteristic of the Texas economy in the 21st century.
Five premises and assumptions serve as the departure point for strategy development in this project:
1.

that the state as a whole is committed to the effort to restructure, diversify, and broaden its
economic base and that this commitment will remain in place regardless of changes in the state's
political climate and in the balance of political power or philosophy;

2.

that the development effort to effect this economic change is long-term, at least one to two decades,
and that, as a consequence, a rigorous, long-range framework is mandatory;

3.

that the effort to achieve the new economic goals will proceed as rapidly as resources and
circumstances allow;

4.

that the long-range development effort will be economically driven (i.e., be sufficiently broad-based
to accommodate all of the essential elements of the state's current space infrastructure); and

5.

that space technology will remain as one of the essential, first priority sectors for development in the
new economic base.

Although it is anticipated that the United States will maintain its leadership position in human space
flight and that the Johnson Space Center (JSC) will remain the lead National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) center for these programs, future growth of the national civil space program is likely
to be restrained. New space-related technologies available to NASA will also be available to states.
Moreover, commercialization of space will not occur primarily at the federal level; rather, states have a
unique opportunity to foster the development of space-related industries and economies by providing the
commercial and industrial framework lacking at the national level. Texas is particularly well-positioned to
achieve a leadership role, given the presence of JSC, the Texas Space Grant Consortium, legislative and
gubernatorial initiatives (including the Texas Space Commission), an expanding space industry, and public
and private high technology business development programs.
Consistent with this Texas space infrastructure and with the diversified economic framework
required by the state in the 21st century, the long-range goal of the project's strategic approach is as follows:

Achieve a self-sustaining space-related
economy in Texas by the year 2020.
Based on technological and market potentials, it is reasonable for Texas to expect that a space-related
industrial economy in the state can achieve a self-sustaining level (i.e., be able to survive and maintain
sustained growth on its own merit and economic return) by the year 2020 at a minimum, depending on the
state's commitment. The year 2020 also implies that the long-range goal lies beyond the timeframe of the
initial, or baseline, strategy (i.e., the 1990s) and that a series of approximately decade-long
strategy/ implementation periods will be necessary before achieving the long-range goal.
The space-related economy that evolves from implementing the baseline strategy and its successors
will, like the strategies, be highly integrated, broad-based, and multifaceted. It will require an aggressive and
efficient organization whose range of operations is statewide; a new public-private partnership and
perspective that ties together the state's industrial base with its research and development base and realigns
XllJ

the supporting infrastructure base: and a willingness to consider nontraditional approaches to an im·estment
base. Thus before making a decision for Texas to undertake a development period of long duration and wit h
high stakes. as this effort requires, the state's public and pri\'ate sectors must recognize and assess the risks
and accept the likelihood that, to counter these risks, unconventional relationships and wide latitude in
policymaking authority may become commonplace.
Commitment to this long-range economic goal, by virtue of its magnitude and the commensurate
level of required effort, also will reasonably assure the state that it can aspire to a leadership role (presently
vacant) among the space-faring states and that it can establish a strong competitive market position in the
development and return of benefits from space-related industry and the commercialization of space. Given
the high probability that new enabling technologies will also be available elsewhere, however, access to space
is an essential capability for market development and a strong competitive position. This premise should be
regarded as a fundamental underpinning to the initial strategy and its successors.
The state's commitment to a space strategy for the 1990s will require sustained, albeit modest, public
and private support in order to move Texas space-related activity steadily toward a level of critical economic
importance. This requires a (minimal) baseline strategy as follows:
Establish an organizational and operational foundation in Texas from which to
address a limited number of primary and critical objectives in the 1990s that set in
place the long-tenn direction and framework for economic development and that
preserve and enhance future options to expand development, as resources and merit
direct.

Three considerations underlie the primary objectives accompanying this strategy:
1.

A strategy requires an institutional base to implement it; if none exists or current organizations are

not appropriately chartered, an appropriate institutional focus must be created.
2.

Project findings and assessments indicate that the state's R&D base for selected technology and
business development and its capability for access to and commercialization of space either do not
exist or lack an adequate framework.

3.

For the commercialization of space, in its broadest sense, to become a factor in the economic
development of the state, a new perspective on federal-state (JSC-Texas) relations is needed.
These considerations lead in turn to the project's (required) institutional focus and primary objectives:

Institutional Focus: Establish an independent, public-private space authority to provide the institutional focus
for implementing the state's space strategy for the 1990s.
Objective: Establish Jonna/ relationships between Texas and the Johnson Space Center (JSC) to meet selected
JS C needs for state space-related R&D, technology transfer, industry, education, and infrastructure and to access
JS C technology, engineering, systems management, and business development strengths and services in the
implementation of the Texas space strategy for the 1990s.
Objective: Establish a statewide network of space business incubators in Texas emphasizing technologies that
are critical or enabling to a self-sustaining space-related economy.
Objective: Establish an integrated payload services capability in Texas to foster the space-related business
development, investment, R&D, technology transfer, infrastmcture, and human resources necessary to sustain a
space-related economy.
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Objective: Establish a public-private developm ent program for a Terns satellite system prm·iding remote sensing
associated data management, and other communications services for industrial, commercial, scienriflc,
educational, and govemmental applications.

The institutional focus and primary objectives for this baseline strategy are an integrated set of
action items that need to be addressed in Texas in the 1990s. They are intended to guide the
implementation of this initial strategy and to set in place the framework leading to the long-range goal.
Consequently, the degree to which they are successfully carried out will determine the base on which
subsequent decadal strategies are conceived and, ultimately, the length of time necessary to achieve the longrange goal.
To achieve the self-sustaining quality of the long-range goal, the Texas space infrastructure must
have an institutional focus -- a Texas space authority -- and be organized for the sole purpose of building the
space-related sector of the state economy. Given the pervasive nature of the current and projected space
infrastructure in Texas and the broad base of vital space interests, neither a strictly public nor a strictly
private institution is adequate to encompass effectively these factors and the infrastructure. An innovative
and imaginative space authority is needed to bridge these elements.
Once the institutional focus has been established, all primary objectives are considered essential, and
therefore all have equal weight and priority. The order in which the objectives are implemented is of no
particular strategic importance; it is largely matters of tactical planning, priority, and timing that will
determine their actual phasing over the period of the 1990s. However, full strategic importance is only
realized with implementation of the entire set; a lesser effort will delay the attainment of the long-range goal.
These objectives have been designed and constructed to be linked inextricably with each other; their strength
and strategic importance are contained within the entire set. To perceive them separately or address them
individually has virtually no larger strategic value. Taken together, the primary objectives are specific actions
intended to initiate and sustain a state infrastructure to build the technology R&D base, to develop systems
and capabilities to use and apply the technology, and thereby to provide the critical leverage needed to
aggressively challenge and compete for a significant market share of space services.
Because a statewide constituency is vital to sustaining the growth of a space-related economy over
the periods of the baseline strategy and the long-range goal, the involvement of increasing numbers of Texas
citizens and organizations is an integral part of the formative planning stage of strategy implementation.
Also a vital element of the preparation leading to the organization of the institutional focus and the
implementation of this state space strategy for the 1990s is the completion of several studies, including:
1.

the specification of models of private-public authorities having the necessary operational
characteristics for an effective institutional focus;

2.

the selection of critical technologies for space incubators;

3.

a feasibility study of the technology base for an integrated, comprehensive payload services
capability;

4.

a feasibility study of a state satellite system;

5.

a database of the state's space infrastructure; and

6.

site studies for the location of space business incubators.

The Texas Space Grant Consortium is an appropriate institution to undertake or oversee these preimplementation studies and to foster the development of a statewide constituency for strategy
implementation.
xv

Chapter 1.
Introduction

Rationale for a Texas Strategy
Texas must fundamentally change its economic base to recover fully from the current recession and
stabilize its economy. It is unlikely the state can reacquire its former economic position through a recovery
of its oil industry. Further, if the oil economy, for unforeseen reasons, recovered, the state could again find
itself in the same vulnerable position (i.e., a narrow-based economy with virtually no safeguards or
contingencies to offset recession effects).
Diversification, with special emphasis on developing a range of select high-technology areas to
strengthen and provide new opportunities for growth and to lessen the effects of future recessions, must be
the primary characteristic of the Texas economy in the 21st century. This policy of diversification, with its
commensurate implications for economic policy, clearly recognizes the nature of the necessary investment
and the long periods of time required to successfully reshape and redirect an already large and complex
economy. Although the magnitude of the effort is sobering, the state's economic conditions and the longterm risks in maintaining a predominantly oil-based economy are unacceptable.
These economic conditions prescribe a strategic approach to lead and guide the state through an
arduous and long transition period. While the conditions that characterize a strong, vital economy generally
can be agreed upon, the long path, or paths, leading to a new economic base over periods of time exceeding
ten or more years cannot be perceived or visualized in advance. A strategic framework which provides a
basis for making prudent, rationale choices in the development of a new economic sector and which
maintains the momentum toward a long-range goal is needed.
The designation of space technology as one of the priority economic sectors for development in
Texas gives rise to the rationale for this project. Although the state's public and private sectors have
declared their intentions to operate in this economic sector, this designation has not to date been buttressed
with a level of support that matches its priority position in the new Texas economy.
With this background and rationale, the project has specified the following premises and assumptions
as the initial departure point for strategy development:
1.

that the state as a whole is committed to the effort to restructure, diversify, and broaden its
economic base and that this commitment will remain in place regardless of changes in the state's
political climate and in the balance of political power or philosophy;

2.

that the development effort to effect this economic change is long-term, at least one to two decades,
and that, as a consequence, a rigorous, long-range framework is mandatory if the state and its
people are to realize the benefits of a new economic base within reasonable time frames;

3.

that the effort to achieve the new economic goals will proceed as rapidly as resources and
circumstances allow;

4.

that the long-range development effort will be economically driven [i.e., be sufficiently broad-based
to accommodate all of the essential elements of the state's current space infrastructure (e.g.,
education institutions, space industry, related nonprofit R&D institutions, federal space facilities,
federal and national laboratories, and, as importantly, the agencies and institutions of the state
1

government)l; and
5.

that space technology will remain as one of the essential, first priority sectors for development in the
new economic base.

Concept and Elements of a Strategy
Generally, the use of a strategic approach is indicated (1) when the goal of a development effort is
beyond the vision and ability of planners to provide, with confidence, detailed plans to reach the goal and (2)
when the potential uncertainties and variables in a development effort are large and unpredictable. It is this
gap between the limits of our vision and the eventual goal which drives the need for a superstructure or
framework to keep a current effort connected to its long-range purpose. The analogy to a road map and its
utility in the effort and experience of a traveler to undertake journeys with confidence in order to reach a
predetermined, but not visible, destination is useful.
Strategies can assume several forms as they are adapted to specific situations. They can be
multibranched, specifying several alternatives or paths to reach objectives and goals, or they can be multilayered, with several substrategies undergoing concurrent implementation in advancing toward their
objectives. Their application is similarly widespread, being used with equal facility in industrial, investment,
political, economic, and military arenas, as well as for government planning and policy analysis and
development.
The baseline strategy is the simplest of the forms in structure and for comprehension (but not
necessarily the easiest to implement). It recommends itself when no previous experience exists or precedent
strategy is in place and when availability of funds for strategic implementation is modest and dictates a
gradual approach. It is construed as "baseline" for the following reasons: (1) it is the first or starting point of
a series of periodic strategies (each commonly on the order of a decade in length) and (2) it is intentionally
constructed as the minimal (or baseline) effort required to make major advances toward the long-range goal
in the given strategy period. The corollary is also the case (i.e., if an implementation effort, over the period
of the strategy, falls below the level of effort recommended, the expectations for a major advance toward the
goal also need to be revised downward). The strategy developed in this report is a baseline strategy.
With this exception in the choice of form, strategies have important common elements: a long-range
goal; a current base of required knowledge; a statement of the strategy for the specified period; a selective
list of high priority actions that are required to address the strategy, usually called primary objectives; and a
carefully developed set of considerations which guide the implementation of these primary objectives.
When the current or initial strategy is not or cannot be expected to achieve the desired results at the
end of the strategy period, it is necessary to establish a long-range goal. More than one strategic period
generally is required to achieve the long-range goal. The initial and each subsequent strategy will use the
same goal as its target. While individual strategies are expected to be different, as they are shaped by shortterm forces and circumstances, the long-range goal by definition is expected to remain constant. In this
report, the baseline strategy will be the first of several strategies that must be implemented to attain the
long-range goal.
Strategies typically anchor their development on a cu"ent infonnation base (i.e., a research effort to
acquire data and knowledge on the subject to be addressed and for a subsequent assessment of the base). In
this report the essential elements of the state's space-related industry are identified from the project's
research base, and their roles in defining the current space infrastructure are assessed. In brief, the research
base for this report's baseline strategy should address such general questions as: Who are the principal
"space players" in the state? What are their individual strengths and weaknesses? What is the degree to
which they collectively constitute or could constitute a state space economy? What, if any, are the
relationships between them?
2
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It is from this current knowledge base that the overall strateg\' for the decade under considcr:H inn
(e.g., baseline strategy) will evolve, largely in answer to the general question: Gi\·en the present makeup and
knowledge of the state's space-related activity, what can this infrastructure be expected or challe nged t 0
accomplish over a ten-year period? Each strategy period should have a succinct statement of what is, in an
overall sense, expected to be accomplished by the end of the strategy period. The statement is a measure of
the effort needed not only to achieve major advances on the long-range goal, but also to position the state to
address subsequent strategies.
Each decadal strategy statement typically has several primary objectives associated with it. These are
detailed, specific tasks which are required to accomplish the overall strategy for the period. Their fulfillment
will achieve the required minimum level of advancement toward the long-range goal. Each primary objective
is usually amplified by further criteria or considerations which guide and assess the implementation of the
objective.
Not surprisingly, strategies which are developed as described above take on a highly integrated
character. From the definition of the long-range goal, each strategy cascades in pyramid-like form to lower
levels of detail, each level of detail being linked to adjacent levels. It is these relationships that make up the
integrity of the strategy and that provide the continuity over the designated period. Because of this
"wholeness" quality of the resulting strategy, it should be understood that the implementation process does
not have the latitude to select only parts of the strategy to address. To do so risks the virtual loss of the
strategic quality of the product. It reduces the implementation process to a series of disconnected actions
whose accomplishment is likely to have little or no effect in terms of fulfilling the purpose of the strategy,
positioning the state for the next period of development, or making a satisfactory advance on the long-range
goal. This integrated character of a sound strategy must be clearly understood prior to beginning its
implementation process.
Finally, in the formation of any strategy, care must be taken to distinguish between strategic and
tactical considerations. Their employment is sequential; the strategy must first be in place, and then it
provides the framework for tactical development. Tactical considerations and subsequent planning, therefore,
are generally consigned to and employed in the strategy's implementation process. Unlike the long-range
and constant nature of strategic planning and recommendations, tactical planning and decision-making are
generally of shorter time scales and usually require a high degree of flexibility in order to address near-term
actions and adapt to changing circumstances as the implementation process moves forward.

3

Chapter 2.
The National Context
for a Texas Space Strategy
National Civil Space Program
Trends and Characteristics of Future Civil Space Programs
A number of critical factors have emerged in recent years, some with unprecedented rapidity, which
seem destined to have profound effects on the directions and content of the U.S. civil space program, as well
as on its relative priority and position in a national context.
1.

The collapse of the Soviet Union has effectively removed a major challenger to the U.S. for world
leadership in space and the national security rationale for most of the largest U.S. manned space
endeavors. Further, it appears unlikely that the surviving Soviet states, especially Russia, will have
the economic stature in the foreseeable future to undertake a commensurate challenge at anything
near the scale of its predecessor. On the contrary, if Russia is to have any significant role in world
space affairs, it will have to be achieved cooperatively or collaboratively with the remaining spacefaring nations. The opportunity now for the U.S. to entertain the possibility of large endeavors in
space exploration done jointly with Russia will demand careful analysis and new policy development.

2.

The steady growth of the European space program and the emergence of the European Community
as a viable economic power pose an entirely new challenge to the U.S. for world space leadership.
While the Europeans have aspired to the goal of space autonomy vis-a-vis the U.S. and the former
Soviet Union, achieving this goal, especially in manned space flight, has proved so costly to the
Europeans as to provoke a new internal debate on the wisdom of their continuing to address it.
Ironically, the collapse of the Soviet Union has brought about an entirely new perception to the
long-range space planning and policies of Western Europe. The very technology under dispute for
development within Europe now has become available at much lower cost from Russia as the major
heir of the space technology capability of the former Soviet Union. The consequence of close space
relations between Russia and the Europeans, especially in manned space flight and deep space
exploration, will maintain a rationale for the U .S. to preserve its technological position, albeit for
different reasons.

3.

The cessation of the Cold War has led to a renewed national debate on the use of the so-called
"peace dividend," those national resources that presumably are no longer needed for security
purposes with regard to the Soviet Union. It is unclear whether any significant portion of such a
"dividend" would be redirected into expansion of the civil space program; however, it is safe to
assume that the host of social problems which are demanding attention at the national level will have
at least equal priority for reallocation of these national resources. There is little to indicate that the
national civil space program will contend and compete for these funds; on the contrary, federal
government executive and legislative leaders have given clear evidence that the civil space program
will likely have to retrench or maintain its present position for some indefinite period.

4.

The U.S. Congress has shown increasing frustration about and resistance to the constant rise in
federal expenditures for large manned space ventures (e.g., Space Station Freedom and the Space
Exploration Initiative), especially in the middle of a severe, extended economic recession. The
rationale and justification for increased expenditures cannot be consistently demonstrated, and
performance levels have fallen short of expectations.

5

These factors will have significant impact on the future character of the nat ional ci\·il space program
and will almost surely res ult in its reordering and restructuring. These changes, in turn, will affcct the
actions that individual or groups of states take in pursuing their own space interests.
Although there is little doubt that large manned programs will continue to be a major component of
the U.S. civil space effort, they very likely will be forced to develop at a slower pace, under budgetary cap
constraints and maintaining flexibility to reduce costs as technological opportunities become available. There
will be increasing pressure to demonstrate the relevance of their objectives to other priority national goals
(e.g., education, technology spin-offs, environmental applications, commercial potential). Further, manned
and unmanned programs gradually will become more integrated in order to effect balance and to achieve
cost management and appropriate use of new technologies (as is the case in the premises under study for the
Space Exploration Initiative).
The emergence of several critical new technologies, many from the classified development programs
of the Department of Defense and Department of Energy, present very exciting opportunities for civil space
applications. Offering new potential not only for the national civil program, but, as importantly, for
commercial applications by industry and by individual states are the down-scaling, or miniaturization, of
technologies used onboard orbiting spacecraft with virtually no loss of capability; the growing trend in the
development of small launcher capability to accommodate these smaller payloads; and the proportionately
lower costs associated with these reductions in size.
Given the funding problems shared by the U.S. and Western Europe space programs, together with
the demise of the Soviet Union, it would appear that large exploration programs will inevitably be attracted
to the economies of scale provided by cooperative programs conducted on a truly joint, equal-partner basis.
This collaboration will undoubtedly require a new and innovative approach to cooperative space policy, one
which will seek to redesign the interface between competition and cooperation and to redefine the terms of
world leadership. It is also important to note, in looking at the change in the international sphere, that both
the U.S. and Europe are keenly interested in fostering the commercialization of space.
Behind the general frustration of the Congress and some executive branch leaders with the inability
of the civil space program to function and perform effectively has been the disappointment that, to date,
there have been few economic or commercial benefits to the nation from the enormous investment of
resources. One school of thought maintains that unless there is some beginning and growth of benefits,
federal government leaders will continue to raise questions as to the real worth of the national civil space
program. Some insist that, without an economic return, the program cannot survive indefinitely. To be sure,
most advocates of this position have in mind the large returns that have been expected, often unreasonably
so, from the commercialization of space. Although there has been a federal policy decision that the national
civil program will no longer develop commercial programs, several programs and offices have been created
within the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) to encourage and assist commercialization.

Implications for the Johnson Space Center and the State of Texas
From these critical factors and current developments, we can draw, with reasonable confidence, the
following conclusions on how the perceived changes in the national and international arenas will affect
NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the economy of Texas.
First, in spite of the foreseeable changes in the national civil space program, there is no indication
that the U.S. will soon or even gradually end its long-held leadership position in manned space flight. It is
highly likely that JSC will remain the lead NASA center for large manned programs. However, the
integration of manned and unmanned programs and the likely stretch-out of large manned programs imply
the onset of a new set of relations for JSC with other NASA centers and with other federal agencies which
now are exploring the ways and means to redirect and apply appropriate military space technology, space
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systems, and expertise in the civil space program. The ongoing issue of whether JSC will continue its space
operations responsibilities or be reorganized into a predominantly research center for manned space flight
will decide to a large extent its future direction. Whether the shift in this relative balance between
operations and research produces any major or sustained economic disruption within Texas is uncertain at
present. Such fundamental changes in the role and mission of the center could only be accomplished over a
period of time, however, which would measurably spread and lessen any negative economic effects to the
state. Nevertheless, increased JSC emphasis on R&D implies by definition the pursuit and application of
new, critical space technologies. The extent that these critical technologies pursued for applications in
national programs are similar to or match those selected by Texas for its own strategic purposes will
determine important new market leverage, expanded opportunities, and the rationale for future relationships
and business development between the state and JSC.
Second, the inability of the national economy to accommodate the cost projections of the national
civil space program and the frustration of the Whlte House and space advocates in the Congress with a lack
of budget controls and program performance will drive the civil program into a period of restrained growth.
To address these concerns will require new organizational and management changes in NASA and the
incorporation of new technologies in NASA programs. For the large manned programs, program objectives
must be able to demonstrate direct linkage and value to other national goals (e.g., how manned missions to
other planetary bodies should be configured to give direct aid to teaching science, mathematics, and
engineering). It is virtually certain that addressing these new education and other objectives in NASA can be
done only or primarily at the NASA centers (e.g., JSC). Whlle these centers are federal facilities and must
serve the general populace, states with major NASA centers have particular advantages. Given the strong
interest and encouragement expressed by NASA headquarters, state universities and university systems have
opportunities to create new and innovative relations with a unique national resource for teaching science,
mathematics, and engineering and for developing professional and technical skills.
Third, many of the new technologies that will be developed and enter the national civil space
program will be available to individual states for the development of their own economies. Some of these
technologies are available now and can be used in state programs; for the first time, states realistically can
conceive of acquiring the technology to establish space programs as fundamental elements of their
economies. Although the number of states with interests in developing space-related industries is growing,
none has yet fully recognized or responded to the strategic importance, in economic terms, of these new
technologies.
Finally, there is little doubt that the commercialization of space will not take place at the federal
level. Since the decision to take the national civil program out of commercial space development, the federal
government has resisted pressure to subsidize heavily the major aerospace corporations in the transition from
public to private space development. Thus it is apparent that space commercialization will have to find
another setting if it is to become a significant part of the overall national economy. It is conceivable that the
development of space-related industries and economies at the scale of individual states provides the
commercial and industrial framework that is absent in the perspective from the national level. Indeed,
consistent with this development, several members and committees of Congress have begun to formulate
legislation that will directly aid commercial space development in the states. For example, in November 1991
Congressman Hall (Texas) introduced the Commercial Space Competitiveness Act of 1991 (H.R. 3848).

Space Initiatives of Other States
Most state space initiatives are in an early and dynamic phase, expanding and changing as new
technological and economic opportunities emerge and as business, government, and university space interests
increase. These initiatives are far from uniform across the United States, given state-by-state geographic,
economic, and R&D differences. Moreover, a program successful in one state may not necessarily be
appropriate for development in another state. Yet an overview of selected activities in other states is useful
in identifying initiatives which could create either multistate cooperation opportunities or competitive
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advantages for Texas as the state seeks to achieve a self-sustaining space-related economy.
Following a brief description of a multistate effort to strengthen space-related U .S. economic activity.
this section highlights space developments in eight states which are generally recognized as current or
potential leaders in the space industry.

Aerospace States Association, Inc.
The Aerospace States Association, Inc. (ASA), organized by six states in 1990 at a meeting convened
by the State of Florida, is a coalition of states committed to ensuring that the United States maintains a
strong and competitive presence in space commerce. As its bylaws state,
ASA recognizes the importance of aerospace commerce to the economies
of its member states, and it is bound by strong state government
commitment to broad-based educational efforts in support of aerospace
industry and research. ASA members are further committed to seek the
enhancement of U.S. competitiveness in aerospace through commercial
innovation, joint programs, cooperation in space-related commerce and
space-related advanced technology endeavors, technology transfer, and ...
information exchange on these topics.1
ASA state representatives are appointed by their respective governors. The Colorado lieutenant
governor was elected the initial ASA chairman in January 1991, at which time ASA comprised 15 states:
Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi, New
Mexico, Ohio, Texas, Utah, and Virginia.2 As of July 1992, ASA membership had increased to 31 states.3

Comparison of State Initiatives
Comparative information about other key states' space plans, programs, and progress is important to
the formulation of a Texas space strategy for the 1990s. Summarized below, in four categories, is selected
information from eight states (all of which are ASA members): Alabama, Alaska, California, Colorado,
Florida, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Virginia.4

State Space Organization(s).
Actions taken to develop an organizational framework for space-related activity vary widely among
the eight states. For example, the Alabama Legislature created the Alabama Commission on Aerospace,
Science and Industry, a public-private organization charged with developing and implementing a long-range
plan to expand and achieve international recognition for the state's space industry and science. In Alaska,
the legislature created in 1991 the Alaska Aerospace Development Corporation (AADC), which is managed
by a public-private board and responsible for attracting commercial space firms to Alaska. The Alaska
Science & Technology Foundation, established in 1988 as a public corporation in the Alaska Department of
Revenue, complements AADC through its general support for basic and applied research. In 1989, as a
result of the Florida Governor's Commission on Space, the Florida governor and legislature created the
Spaceport Florida Authority to coordinate and stimulate statewide efforts to improve space launch facilities
and associated transportation and support infrastructure. It is the nation's first commercial space
transportation authority and is able to issue up to $500 million in revenue bonds. The Hawaii Office of
Space Industry (OSI) was created by the legislature in 1988 in the Department of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism (DBED) to support a broad range of space activities, including the development of
a commercial launch facility. Also in DBED is the Hawaii Space Development Authority (HSDA), created
in 1989 to promote space industry and international space cooperation among universities, government, and
business. Space New Mexico, while not created by the legislature, links the state's national laboratories (Los
Alamos, Sandia, Phillips), universities, and other space-related groups to promote land-based satellite
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recovery and other space business opportunities. Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology (CIT) is 3
nonprofit organization created by the state to support the state's space industry through research and
development. Among its initiatives have been the establishment of the Virginia Space Development
Consortium, ten technology development centers, a network of enterprise centers and business incubators,
and the Commercial Space Archives (jointly with the Space Foundation), as well as participation in the
launch of VaStar, a small experimental satellite (jointly with Orbital Sciences Corporation). Virginia also
was the first state to employ a full-time space business advocate in the governor's office. California, on the
other hand, while fully recognizing the importance of space-related manufacturing, business, research, and
other activity in the state, has neither adopted an explicit state space policy nor created a state space
authority.
Characterization of Space Industry.

There is no broad agreement among states as to which firms and industrial sectors constitute the
space industry. Some states include anything related to aerospace activity; others limit it more narrowly to
specific sectors. For Alabama, the space industry includes not only its aircraft, missile, space, and
information systems industries, but also its research universities and institutions. For California, the space
industry is composed of firms that provide space-related products and services to the government and other
paying companies; these products and services include, for example, space transportation, communications
satellites, remote sensing, and materials processed in space. Hawaii takes yet another approach, separating
its space industry into two segments: (1) commercial space activities, including Hawaii companies in space
R&D, manufacturing, and related technologies and non-Hawaii companies having Hawaii offices servicing
local space-related contracts, and (2) related activities, including university research and education programs,
government programs, and nonprofit public service corporation activity.
NASA and Other Federal Facilities.

Most of the eight key states have significant NASA or other federal facilities within their borders.
Huntsville, Alabama, is the site of NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, which provides the
shuttle orbiter's engines and boosters and plays a key role in shuttle payload development. Even more
important to the Huntsville (and Alabama) economy is the U.S. Army, whose Redstone Arsenal, Missile
Command, and Strategic Defense Command all are located there. California, Florida, and Virginia each has
a particularly significant NASA presence as well. In northern California, NASA's Ames Research Center
specializes in scientific research and new technology applications and also operates the Dryden Research
Facility in the Mojave Desert; in southern California, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory focuses on
unmanned deep space scientific missions. Florida's John F. Kennedy Space Center is NASA's primary center
for testing, checking out, and launching space vehicles at the Kennedy Center and Cape Canaveral. In
Virginia, NASA's Langley Research Center's projects include technology development for the National AeroSpace Plane, while NASA's Wallops Flight Facility (operated by the Goddard Space Flight Center) manages
and implements NASA's scientific balloon and sounding rocket projects. NASA's Space Station Freedom
program office also is located in Virginia. While Colorado has no NASA center, it is the primary site of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), as well as major U.S. Department of Defense facilities, including the U .S. Space
Command, the Air Force Space Command, and numerous Air Force bases. New Mexico likewise has no
major NASA center, but it is the site of NASA's White Sands Test Facility (operated by the Johnson Space
Center), two U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories (Sandia and Los Alamos), the Air Force's
Phillips Lab (a space or missile "superlab"), and the Army's White Sands Missile Range. Although Hawaii
and Alaska have no major federal space centers, Alaska's state-owned Poker Flat rocket range/launch facility
receives significant federal funding, while Hawaii's Pacific Space (PacSpace) links technical expertise in
Hawaii and the Pacific Basin with space R&D opportunities worldwide and also works with NASA's Ames
Research Center (California) to transfer space technology into Hawaii's private sector. (See appendix A for
an overview of the nine NASA centers.)
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Space Business and Technology Development.

Approaches by these eight states to space business and technology development are substantial but
vary significantly. Florida, for example, links numerous projects through the Spaceport Florida Authority to
create a comprehensive space infrastructure. These initiatives include the Florida High Technology and
Industry Council, the Technological Research and Development Authority, the Foreign Trade Zone at Port
Canaveral, the Florida/NASA Technology Transfer Agreement, the Spacecraft Florida Labs, the Florida
Space Business Roundtable, and the Commercial Space Transportation Infrastructure and Systems
Modernization Program. Likewise, Virginia's Center for Innovative Technology actively coordinates and
supports the development of the five-university Virginia Space Development Consortium, four special
university research institutes focusing on R&D projects with strong commercial application potential, ten
technology development centers, the Virginia Community College System-based Technology Transfer
Program, a network of seven innovation centers (i.e., combinations of enterprise centers and business
incubators), and the Commercial Space Archives; it also develops interstate agreements with space
authorities in other states (e.g., Florida's Technological Research and Development Authority). The State of
Alaska, through its Alaska Aerospace Development Corporation and Alaska Science & Technology
Foundation, has aggressively sought to enhance space business and technology through the expansion of its
Poker Flat rocket launch range into a major commercial facility for microsatellite launches into polar orbits.
Hawaii, through its Office of Space Industry and its Space Development Authority, also is aggressively
seeking to establish a commercial launch facility, since it is the only land-based U.S. site capable of launching
payloads into both equatorial and polar orbits. With less of a state government role, Space New Mexico has
focused on development linked to distinctive in-state technologies and resources, including land recovery of
satellites. The Alabama Commission on Aerospace, Science and Industry offers the potential to provide the
focus for designing and implementing a comprehensive space strategy focusing on business and technology
development. For example, it is preparing plans to use an oil drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico as a
commercial rocket launch site, with associated prelaunch preparation services in Mobile. An initial test
launch is scheduled for fall 1993. As for California and Colorado, both states clearly recognize the
importance of space-related development to their respective state economies, even though neither state has
yet adopted a formal statewide plan or strategy to achieve this result.

Findings
Based on these eight-state comparisons, it is clear that the states which have been most successful in
moving toward a space-related economy have had an institutional focus through which objectives are
formulated and implemented. Most of the states surveyed have major NASA or other federal facilities and
incorporate new initiatives involving these facilities in their long-range business and technology development
plans. Other noteworthy activities in the more forward-looking states include the development of commercial
launch facilities for microsatellites (but minimal attention, except for New Mexico, to land-based satellite
recovery and other payload services); technology-based innovation center networks; opportunities for and
interest in space collaboration among states; and the launch of a state satellite. The above comparisons also
clearly demonstrate that there is no generally accepted definition, or characterization, of the space industry in
a state.
The importance of an institutional focus, relationships with NASA facilities, payload services, a
technology-based innovation center network, a state satellite, and other elements in one or more of these
eight states as they seek to achieve a space-related economy suggests strongly that these elements also should
be considered in the formulation of a Texas space strategy for the 1990s. Following an overview of the space
infrastructure in Texas in chapter 3, chapter 4 provides the strategic framework for this baseline strategy,
with chapters 5 through 9 addressing its essential elements.
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Chapter 3.
Space Infrastructure in Texas
NASA and JSC
Any discussion of a Texas space strategy must take into account the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) civil space programs and NASA's presence in Texas. This section reviews the
strategic plans and economic impact of both NASA generally and the Johnson Space Center (JSC)
specifically.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
The original objectives of NASA, as specified in the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958
(P.L. 85-568), were the
expansion of human knowledge; improvement of space vehicles; development and
operation of space transportation systems; establishment of long-range studies of
space activities for peaceful and scientific purposes; preservation of the United
States as a leader in space science and technology and in their application for
peaceful purposes; transfer of information to other agencies; and international
cooperation.
In response to these objectives, primary program activity has been in the areas of human space flight (e.g.,
Apollo, Space Shuttle, Space Station Freedom), space science and applications (e.g., robotics, planetary
exploration, astronomy, meteorology, communications, remote sensing), and associated technology
development (e.g., launch vehicles, spacecraft, tracking networks, and data acquisition and management).
NASA's appropriation for fiscal year (FY) 1992 was $14.4 billion, slightly more than its FY 1991
appropriation ($13.9 billion) but less than NASA had requested to fund its increasingly more costly human
space flight programs as well as its ongoing space science and technology development activities. NASA's
FY 1992 appropriation was about two-thirds of that year's U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) space
appropriation, which for the past decade has annually surpassed and grown more rapidly than NASA's.2
The current framework for NASA program activity in the 21st century in Vision 21, its strategic plan
for the 1990s which was released in January 1992.3 Developed in response to evolving national civil space
priorities and resources, this plan seeks to inspire and better the lives of all Americans by focusing NASA
activity on the fallowing four goals:
1.

"advance scientific knowledge of the planet Earth, the sun, the solar system, the universe, and
fundamental physical and biological processes";

2.

"expand human activity beyond Earth orbit into the solar system";

3.

"strengthen the competitive posture of the United States in the fields of space and aeronautics"; and

4.

"attract young people to the wonders of mathematics, science and technology and ensure a more
technically literate society equipped for the world of tomorrow.'.4
To implement its goals, NASA has identified four primary missions for the 1990s, as follows:
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1.

"Space Science -- the pursuit of basic disco\·ery and understanding to ad\·ance the study of the
uniYerse, to soh·e practical problems on Earth, and to prO\ide the scientifi c fou ndation fo r expandins
the human presence in space";

2.

"Mission to Planet Earth -- the use of the unique perspective of and conditions in space to
understand global changes on E arth and how humans are affecting our planet";

3.

"Mission from Planet Earth -- the exploration of space and the expansion of human presence and
activity beyond Earth orbit into the solar system through Space Station Freedom, lunar base
development, and exploration of Mars"; and

4.

"Aeronautics Research -- vehicular technology and disciplinary research to sustain U.S. leadership in
the increasingly competitive field of aviation (e.g., the National Aero-Space Plane program). "5

To carry out these missions, NASA in turn has identified five essential enabling capabilities: human
resources (in the aerospace industry and universities as well as in the NASA centers); physical resources
(including launch pads, computational centers, research laboratories, and management systems); space
technology (the development of technology as well as its active transfer to industrial and commercial
applications); Space Station Freedom; and space transportation and communications (launch services as well
as a command, control, and communications infrastructure).6
Central to NASA's successful development and application of these capabilities to carry out its
missions are its nine centers, one of which is the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Appendix A includes
brief descriptions of these NASA centers.

Johnson Space Center
The Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC), located near Houston, is one of four NASA centers
with major space flight responsibilities. (The other three are the Kennedy Space Center, the Marshall Space
Flight Center, and the Stennis Space Center.) It is the focal point of space activity in Texas and the means
through which NASA most directly affects the Texas economy.
JSC's January 1992 strategic plan sets forth the foundation for carrying out its program
responsibilities in the overall framework of NASA's January 1992 statement of goals, missions, and enabling
capabilities.7 JSC's strategic plan builds on its experience and expertise as the lead NASA center for human
flight activity; its refocused mission is in turn "the expansion of human presence in space through exploration
and utilization for the benefit of all." The JSC strategy formulated within this framework now states that
1.

"JSC is the lead center for human spaceflight, exploration, and utilization";

2.

"JSC will concentrate on piloted vehicles, human systems, life sciences and related technology
development"; and

3.

"JSC will participate in selected precursor activities that will develop our expertise and experience
required for human space exploration."8

Noteworthy about the JSC strategic plan is its emphasis on "doing business differently'' -- finding
synergies in current programs; implementing new approaches to major programs; keeping its workforce upto-date technologically; cultivating partnerships with the contractor community; building in safety, reliability,
and quality assurance; and improving its service base. 9 Also encouraging from the perspective of Texas are
the plan's statements that JSC will "[w]ork closely with the Mid-Continent Regional Technology Transfer
Center and state agencies to facilitate access by the private sector to technologies from NASA, our aerospace
contractors, and other Federal laboratories"; "(m)ake optimal use of our existing facilities by allowing
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contractors access to them"; "[e]xpand the creative application of space-related kn owledge and technique:-; ll)
the classroom and campus environments"; "(r]each beyond traditional aerospace industry and technical field~
of study to establish partnerships in support of educational programs''; and "(nind ways for government.
academic, or private sector users to take advantage of our assets in space and improve the met hods we use
to accommodate their specific requirements." 10 These written statements, reinforced orally by JSC officials.
suggest that NASA and JSC will be increasingly amenable to innovative joint initiatives with business, state
government, and universities in Texas as the state implements its space strategy for the 1990s.
Economic Impact
As its annual appropriations approach $15 billion and its civilian workforce continues to exceed
20,000, NASA has assumed an increasingly major role in the space-related economies of several states,
including Texas. In FY 1990, for example, firms operating in Texas received NASA funds totalling $1.25
billion, third behind California ($3.15 billion) and Florida ($1.34 billion) and ahead of Alabama ($1.12
billion) and Maryland ($0.8 billion). 11 Of the top 100 education and nonprofit institutions receiving NASA
research funding in 1990, 10 were in Texas; their awards exceeded $101 million.
In FY 1990, NASA procurement expenditures of $11.3 billion nationally were estimated to create,
directly or indirectly, 237,000 jobs, $23.2 billion in industry sales, $2.4 billion in corporate profits, and $7.4
billion in federal, state, and local tax revenues. 12 The Texas Comptroller's Office has stated that NASA and
its contractors generate about $4 billion in total economic activity annually in Texas through procurements,
operations, and wage payments, supporting about 30,000 public and private sector jobs. 13 While the precise
economic multiplier for NASA procurement expenditures in Texas is difficult to ascertain, it is clear that the
state's total benefits, direct and indirect, from NASA procurements are significant.
Other national NASA initiatives, namely, the Centers for the Commercial Development of Space
(CCDS) program and the Regional Technology Transfer Center (RTTC) program, also have enhanced state
economies. The CCDS program, established in 1985, seeks to encourage private sector interest and
investment in space-related technology that has commercial potential. Two of the 16 CCDS centers are in
Texas: the Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center at the University of Houston and the Center for Space Power at
Texas A&M University. The RTTC initiative, established by NASA's Technology Utilization program,
funded six new regional nonprofit centers in late 1991 to promote access to and use of technology from
NASA and from federal laboratories and agencies and to foster the commercial application of this
technology. One of the six RTTCs, the 16-state Mid-Continent RTTC, is located in Houston. Services
include access to data bases, seminars, product development and technical assistance, and regional networks.
Primary sponsors of the successful Texas application leading to the creation of this center were Texas A&M
University, the University of Houston-Clear Lake, Southwest Research Institute, UT San Antonio, and the
Midwest Research Institute, assisted by the Texas Department of Commerce's Office of Advanced
Technology. 14
To understand more clearly and fully NASA's economic impact in Texas, it is useful to focus
specifically on JSC. It is one of the three largest employers among the NASA centers, accounting for
approximately 15 percent of NASA's personnel strength, about the same as the Marshall Space Flight Center
and slightly less than the Goddard Space Flight Center. In FY 1990, the combined JSC workforce totalled
16,750 equivalent people (using NASA's terminology), excluding subcontractor staff: 3,751 NASA civil
servants; 12,716 aerospace and other industry contractors; and 283 other government and services
employees. 15 Peak federal employment at JSC occurred during the rapid growth of the manned space
programs in the 1960s, but with the increasing use of outside firms to support the development of Space
Station Freedom contractor employment at JSC is now at its height. 16
In FY 1990 JSC received $2.5 billion from NASA's $12.3 billion budget (slightly more than 20
percent). In that year, JSC spent about $1.2 billion in the Houston area, of which $174 million was spent for
federal salaries (and travel) and approximately $1 billion for contracts with and purchased goods and services
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from local firms. These expenditures in the Houston area amounted to about $-t6 million each working
da\". 17

In FY 1990 JSC ranked second to the Marshall Space Flight Center in procurement levels but was
far ahead of the other NASA centers. Because two California companies, Rockwell International and
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, were the first and second largest JSC contractors in terms of procurement
obligations that year, California actually received more JSC funds than did Texas. On the other hand, 8 of
the 10 largest, 20 of the 25 largest, and 38 of the 50 largest contractors receiving FY 1990 JSC funds were
located in Texas.18 Texas did receive about 53 percent of JSC's education and nonprofit institution
procurements in FY 1990, however, more than double Massachusetts' second place share of 25 percent.
These latter procurements helped distribute total FY 1990 NASA funds to several Texas localities (see table
1).
One additional contributor to the Texas space-related economy is tourism, which will become
increasingly important. The Clear Lake area of Houston has averaged more than one million tourist visitors
per year. The new $60 million nonprofit tourist complex Space Center Houston at JSC is projected to attract
2 to 3 million visitors annually, becoming the top tourist attraction in Texas and contributing an additional
$100 million or more annually to the Houston economy. 19

Texas Space Grant Consortium
The Texas Space Grant Consortium (TSGC) was one of 21 space grant colleges and consortia
formed in 1989 under Phase 1 of NASA's National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program. By 1992
space grant colleges and consortia existed in all states.
The TSGC fosters and strengthens relationships among the space-related university, industrial,
research, and state government communities, as well as between these groups and federal agencies, especially
NASA (and JSC). The consortium's purposes, which reflect the objectives of the national space grant
program, are to
1.

"advance educational, research, development, and commercialization activities in the State of Texas
which are related to space and space-related fields (science, medicine, engineering, and technology)";

2.

"increase the pool of individuals capable of contributing to space research, development, and
exploration";

3.

"increase the application to the needs of society from space-related research, education, and
exploration";

4.

"increase participation in space-related activities by women and underrepresented minorities";

5.

"increase cooperative interaction between and among government, industry, and universities in space
activities";

6.

"strengthen industry-to-industry interactions in the State of Texas in research and development in
space-related activities and . .. expand the Texas industrial base for space activity";

7.

"advance national space programs and policies through research, education, and public service
activities"; and

8.

"strengthen the education base for mathematics, science, and technology in levels K-12 as well as in
higher education."20
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Table 1.
JSC FY 1990 Funds
Obligated in Texas
($000)
Purch. Orders

Total

Contracts

Grants

$996,287

$9,332

$104,881

$1,110,500

7,540

0

10,254

17,794

534

26

22

582

GALVESTON

0

95

0

95

BEAUMONT

0

107

7

114

125

822

13

960

AUSTIN

3,199

742

55

3,996

SAN ANTONIO

4,602

412

71,410

76,424

16,478

174

43,445

60,097

Ff. WORTH

0

60

201

261

AMARILLO

0

0

105

105

488

0

227

715

LUBBOCK

0

25

3

28

WACO

0

0

12

12

3 OTHERS < lOK EA.
Temple, Victoria,
Wichita Falls

0

0

17

17

$1,029,253

$11,795

$230,652

$1,271,700

Location
HOUSTON
PASADENA
CONROE

BRYAN/COLLEGE
STATION

DALLAS

EL PASO

TOTALS

Source: Robert R . Beyer, "Economic Impact on Local Economy," Johnson Space Center, 1990. (Briefing
paper.)
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As of summer 1992, the TSGC had 51 members: three space grant colleges (institutions having at
least three space-related Ph.D. programs and a specified level of space research -- Texas A&M University,
University of Houston, and The University of Texas at Austin); 22 space grant affiliate institutions (colleges
and universities with smaller space-related programs); 22 industrial members (both large and small firm s);
one nonprofit institute (Southwest Research Institute); and three state government agencies (Texas
Department of Commerce, Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, and Texas Space Commission).
The diversity and breadth of its membership give the consortium the institutional network to carry out the
programs contemplated in its charter.

Texas State Government
Over the past decade the Texas Governor's Office and the Texas State Legislature have taken
several initiatives to strengthen economic development, science and technology, and, more recently, space
policy/planning in Texas. The Texas 2000 Commission (1980-82), the Senate Interim Committee on
Business, Technology and Education (1983-84), and the Texas Science and Technology Council (1984-85)
each contributed significantly to the specification and understanding of economic and technology
development trends and opportunities and helped Texas government and business leaders recognize the need
for coordinated public-private action.
Several significant state actions were taken in the latter half of the 1980s to further enhance general
economic and technology development, including space-related activity, in Texas. In 1987 the Texas State
Legislature created the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and Advanced Research Program (ARP) as
peer-reviewed competitive university grants programs. Administered by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board, the ATP is designed to promote economic growth and diversification by attracting new
industries to Texas, creating new products and services, expanding the technology base available to business
and industry, and increasing the number and quality of scientists and engineers in Texas; its state
appropriation for the 1992-1993 biennium is $41.1 million. One of the approximately ten targeted technology
areas is aerospace. Complementing the ATP is the ARP, also administered by the Coordinating Board,
which this biennium awarded $20.5 million in grants to fund the basic university research needed for
technology development and innovation.
Also in 1987 the Texas Department of Commerce (TDOC) was established. Although its mission is
to strengthen and diversify the Texas economy generally, TDOC's business and technology development
activities clearly contribute to the enhancement of the state infrastructure which supports space-related
economic activity. Of significance to the state's space-related economy have been the initiatives of TDOC's
Office of Advanced Technology (OAT), including its coordination of the state's successful 1991 proposal to
NASA to establish one of six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RTTCs) in Texas (see the NASA and
JSC section above) and its efforts in 1990-91 to improve communications and understanding between
JSC/NASA and Texas space interests. The General Business and Technology Development section at the
end of this chapter describes several TDOC (and OAT) programs of particular value with respect to a state
space infrastructure.
Since her January 1991 inauguration, Governor Richards also has reaffirmed the importance of
space industry and business development to Texas. In March 1991, in remarks at the Johnson Space Center,
she personally committed herself "to protecting and enlarging this vital industry."21 Specifically, she
advocated the establishment of a multicity network of space enterprise zones, the loan of a "space
coordinator" from NASA to the governor's office, an upgraded image and role of the Texas Space
Commission, and the establishment of a space science engineering degree program at the University of
Houston-Clear Lake. Governor Richards and the Texas Department of Commerce also have targeted the
aerospace industry as one of six sectors on which to focus the state's business and technology assistance
programs.22 Other recent space-related activity undertaken by Governor Richards' office includes
preliminary discussions with Mexican government officials about a satellite network linking Texas and Mexico
universities.23
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In recent years, Texas state legislators likewise have sought to strengthen the state's space economy
and foster greater public- private collaboration in space business and technology development. A major
legislative initiative was the creation of the Texas Space Commission (TSC) and the associated repo rt of the
T exas Senate Space Science Industry Commission in the late 1980s. The TSC is an important signal of
legislative interest and intent as the state seeks to build a stronger foundation for space-related development.

Texas Space Commission
H.B. 1511, introduced by Texas State Representative Ashley Smith in the 70th legislative session
(1987) and enacted later that term, created the Texas Space Commission (TSC). Its nine members are
appointed by the governor for six-year terms and must have "demonstrated experience in space research,
economic development in the private sector, marketing, bailking, or research and development in science or
engineering."24 The TSC is charged with encouraging state economic growth by fostering the development
of industries related to space commercialization and with conducting activities to advance space-related
research in Texas. It also is able to solicit, accept, and expend public and private funds to administer its
functions. 25
Delaying the effective date of the law, however, was a provision requiring a positive recommendation
in writing to the governor prior to September 1, 1988, by the chair of the Space Science Industry
Commission, also established by the Texas Senate in the 70th session. This commission, chaired by State
Senator J.E. "Buster" Brown, did provide such a recommendation. In addition, it held several hearings and
produced a set of recommendations not only to guide the work of the TSC but also to develop the state's
space industry and to recognize and support the role of the Johnson Space Center as a major Texas asset.
In essence, it produced an initial plan for developing the state's space-related economy.
The Space Science Industry Commission's report went far beyond the TSC charge specified in H .B.
1511. Among the report's recommendations were the following:
1.

formulate a space development framework linking science, technology, and economic development
policy;

2.

support engineering, math, and science education at all levels and provide technical training and
retraining opportunities that support the aerospace industry;

3.

help Texas' space assets compete and cooperate nationally for research and technology funds;

4.

establish formal economic goals to support the diversification of assets in other industries, including
oil, into aerospace-related activities;

5.

endorse and promote JSC as the state's principal current resource for space-related development
and organize the state's assets to enhance JSC in fulfilling its mission;

6.

create a climate conducive to the establishment and growth of technology-based industry in support
of aerospace activities;

7.

encourage industry/ university research partnerships through seed funding and targeted research
initiatives;

8.

encourage industry/ government support to advance K-12 science and technical education;

9.

unify Texas lawmakers on the federal level in support of aerospace projects and R&D funds; and

10.

coordinate efforts to increase federal R&D funds awarded to Texas universities, industry, and
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nonprofit institutes. 26
The Space Science Industry Commission also directed several recommendations at the state's public
and pri\'ate sectors. These included:
1.

The Texas Department of Commerce should work with TSC and JSC, provide (if needed) startup
support for TSC, and establish an inventory of Texas aerospace-related companies.

2.

The state should support a Texas investor network for financing commercial space ventures.

3.

The state should create a state-supported foundation (TEXSPACE) to provide seed money for R&D
with a reserve of $2 to $3 million annually. TSC should oversee the foundation.

4.

The Texas business community should support a lobby group for the production, assembly, and
operation of launch vehicles.

5.

Texas industry should use the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program and other
federal funds for commercial space ventures.

6.

The state should examine and evaluate the development of a Texas satellite system to enhance instate communications.

7.

The state should provide tax incentives and benefits for and eliminate obstacles to the development
of aerospace projects.27

The TSC has held quarterly meetings since 1989. Until 1991, the TSC focused on the preparation of
a mission statement and the identification of short-term projects as part of its required report to the Texas
State Legislature. 28 No state appropriations were provided for the 1990-1991 biennium, although $50,000
was requested. In October 1990, TSC submitted its budget request to the legislature for $428,996 for each of
the next two fiscal years; however, it received an appropriation of only $10,000 in state funds for each year.
Since fall 1991 TSC has benefitted from having an executive director and a staff person on loan from
Houston Lighting and Power and JSC, respectively, enabling the TSC to undertake a small number of
projects. The TSC has focused its activities since fall 1991 on working collaboratively with the Texas
Department of Commerce on local and regional economic development initiatives of benefit to the state's
aerospace industries. As a result of 1991 state legislation sponsored by State Representative Ashley Smith,
the TSC also is now able to generate funds through the sale of specially-designed space industry automobile
license plates (space plates) to supplement future state appropriations and private support.
Although the Texas Space Commission has begun to advance space-related economic activity in
Texas, its relative lack of authority and public-private support may limit its leadership role in space-related
economic development in Texas over the next decade and beyond.

Texas Space Industry
Specification of the Texas space industry depends on the breadth or narrowness of the defining
criteria for inclusion. Should large defense contractors be included, for example, or should the industry
include only those firms (usually smaller and newer ones) primarily devoted to space? While the major
aerospace corporations in Texas are appropriately the focus of state business development and assistance
programs in view of their substantial employment levels, the development of space activity as a major
contributor to the state's economy and the R&D base also will depend upon the growth of the commercial
space industry.
The state's current space industry is assumed to include companies which produce spacecraft,
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satellites, or major systems of either of these. This definition identifies those T exas companies comm itted to
the development of a space-based economy through the use of high technology design and prod uction
techniques (table 2). (See appendix B fo r company descriptions.) Not included in this definition or in table
2 are companies which produce such products as subassemblies (e.g., circuit boards, gauges, lines), "low tech"
items (e.g., wire bundles, seats, structural components), or support items not unique to the space industry
(e.g., forklifts, personal computers) .
In a broader sense, however, given the long-term strategic framework in this project, the state's
space-related industry includes not only T exas firms that currently meet the space industry definition above
but also T exas nonspace companies likely and able to reconfigure themselves to join the space industry with
minimal effort in the 1990s and beyond as demand for space services and products expands. These latter
companies now possess most or all of the capabilities necessary to participate in the space industry in the
near term or perform functions similar to the functions performed by space industry companies but currently
serve different industries (e.g., software firms, technical R&D firms), and over the long term it is appropriate
to include all these firms in a broader, future-oriented list of Texas space-related companies. The number of
such space-related firms is generally said by Texas public officials to exceed 500.29 (See Appendix C for a
list of 521 space-related firms provided by the Texas Department of Commerce in fall 1991.)

Table 2.
Profile of the Texas Space Industry

Industry

Spacecraft/ Space Vehicles
Space Systems
Satellites
Launch Services
Software
Consulting/ Support Services

Totals:

Annual Sales ($Million)
< 10
10-100
> 100

No. of
Companies

1

~

0
3
2
1
2
_Q

-1

1
4
0
0
0
_J
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8

5

8

8
3
1
4

0
1
1
0
2

Source: Corporate Technology Information Services, Inc., Corporate Technology Directory, vol. 1-4 (Woburn,
MA, 1992).

General Business and Technology Development
Until the mid-1980s, public and private funding for technology-based business development in Texas
was limited and unfocused. Now, however, several types of development assistance and resources are
available to high technology firms during their startup or expansion phase. The three sections which follow
focus in turn on business incubators and related venture capital funding, Texas Department of Commerce
programs, and related organizations and programs (e.g., Texas Innovation Network System).
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Business Incubators
The objective of a business incubator is to provide entrepreneurs Vvith a nurturing, professional
environment to support them in the startup and initial development of their businesses. They assist the
entrepreneurs from the time the product ideas are conceived through to delivery of the initial products to
customers. The incubator helps the entrepreneur develop his or her business to the point at which the
business is able to exist on its own outside the protective environment of the incubator.
While economic development agencies are the most frequent sponsors of incubators, local
governments, universities, and for-profit companies also play a significant role. Indeed, it is typical for an
incubator to have multiple sponsors (e.g., an economic development agency with either a vocational/technical
school or a local government. ) 30
This multiple sponsorship of business incubators makes it difficult to specify clearly a purpose for
each one. Nevertheless, the three principal motivations for forming an incubator appear to be
1.

economic development to stimulate the economy, create jobs, and diversify the local economic base;

2.

commercialization of research and the transfer of technology into new applications; and

3.

profits from rents and services and/or equity ownership in or royalty income from small firms, with
risk minimization through investment diversification across many firms. 31

For example, often most important to four-year university sponsors of incubators is the commercialization of
research, whereas economic development agencies place high priority on diversification of the local economy
and employment.32 Indeed, increased local employment often is a significant benefit, since firms
"graduating" from an incubator typically locate in that community.
Incubators differ in the services offered their tenants and how they are provided. The two general
types of services are (1) shared office services and (2) management and technical assistance. Office services
offered by most incubators include a conference room, photocopying, receptionist services, and word
processing, as well as security services, computers, fax machines, office equipment, and a business library.
Making an incubator distinct from a shared office facility are the management and technical services
provided either by the incubator manager or by outside firms. Incubators themselves most commonly offer
assistance with respect to business plans, government grants and loans, and tenant loan funds, while outside
providers typically offer marketing, accounting, legal, tax, equity financing, patent, and other technical
services, either on a fee-for-service basis or as part of the rent paid the incubator by the tenants. 33
The most common incubator tenants are light manufacturing, R&D, and high technology firms.
Retail, heavy manufacturing, and nonprofit firms rarely are accepted as incubator tenants. The number of
tenants in an incubator ranged from zero to 77 in a recent National Business Incubation Association survey,
but a typical number is close to ten. Incubators in existence three or more years tend to have greater
numbers of tenants (about 15, on average) than do newer incubators. Incubators nationally average about
two to three graduates and one failure per year. Average employment of graduate companies the first year
out of the incubator is 20 to 30. 34
By mid-summer 1992 there were approximately 500 business incubators in the United States and
Canada, compared with 50 in 1984. More than half of the current U.S. incubators have opened in the last
four years, with an average of four incubators starting each month.35 In Texas, 32 business incubators were
in operation in July 1992 (see appendix D). These incubators are located in 25 cities, with Austin ( 4),
Houston (3), Odessa (2), and San Antonio (2) having more than one. Most are nonprofit and have light
manufacturing, high technology, and/or services firms as primary tenants. 36
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The Austin Technology Incubator (ATI) is not only the most visible and most successful business
incubator in Texas but also one of the premier programs in the United States. Established three years ago.
A TI had 29 tenants as of May 1992, mainly spinoffs from other companies (e.g., the Microelectronics and
37
Computer Technology Corporation) or from research programs at The University of Texas at Austin, and
had graduated three companies. A program of the Center for Technology Venturing (CTV) in The
University of Texas at Austin Graduate School of Business, A TI is co-administered by the Graduate School
of Business and The University of Texas at Austin's IC2 Institute in collaboration with the Austin City
Council, the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce, the Travis County commissioners, and the private
sector. It is housed in a 55,000 square foot facility and also has a 5,000 square foot wet laboratory. Its first
two "graduating" companies, a UNIX software company and a desktop manufacturing company, created
about 250 full-time jobs at a cost of less than $2,000 per job.38
A TI is an excellent example of a public-private approach to fostering new high technology
businesses. Without an incubator's support, technology companies typically have only a 10 to 20 percent
chance of succeeding; A TI, on the other hand, has had less than a 5 percent failure rate with its tenants, and
other leading technology business incubators have similar success rates.
Also contributing to the success of the Austin Technology Incubator and other Texas technology
business incubators has been the availability of venture capital to assist companies in starting up and
becoming self-sustaining. Of particular significance has been the Texas Capital Network (TCN), established
in Austin in 1989 to provide investors confidential, cost-effective access to a larger pool of ventures in their
areas of interest and entrepreneurs more exposure to potential investors. TCN is recognized as one of the
leading such networks in the United States, working with over 100 investors interested in investing more than
$60 million in promising Texas companies and with more than 300 entrepreneurs. By late 1991, firms had
received financing agreements totalling $3 million, ranging from $10,000 to over $1 million, for expansion
capital, operating capital, and R&D; dozens of "matches" continue to be in evaluation. TCN is a nonprofit
corporation started by The University of Texas at Austin's Center for Technology Venturing and sponsored
by the Texas Lyceum, Leadership Texas, and the Texas Women's Alliance. 39
Texas Department of Commerce
On September 1, 1987, following action by the Texas State Legislature, nine different state entities
were merged to create the Texas Department of Commerce (TDOC). Its mission then was to "encourage a
climate that will stimulate business and other economic activities resulting in the retention and creation of
jobs for Texas residents...40 In 1991, following a departmental transformation and reorganization, TDOC's
mission became to "serve our customers by building partnerships that create economic opportunity and
prosperity for all Texans ...41
Two TDOC offices with primary program responsibilities consistent with this agency role are the
Office of Business Finance Services (OBFS) and the Office of Advanced Technology (OAT). OBFS provides
professional business finance assistance to Texas businesses desiring to expand and administers or
coordinates several financial incentive programs "designed to increase capital availability to Texas businesses,
aid in their expansion efforts and ... create new jobs in Texas." 42 These financial incentive programs
include, but are not limited to, the Texas Exporters Loan Fund; the Texas Capital Fund Loan Program,
Infrastructure Grant Program, and Real Estate Development Program; the Governor's Special Assistance
Fund for Small and Minority Businesses; the Texas Enterprise Zone Program; the Texas Development
Corporation Act of 1979; the City/State Initiative of the Export-Import Bank of the United States; and the
Small Business Administration's 7(a), 504, and International Trade Loan Programs.43
OAT's mission is "to diversify the Texas economy by expanding the number of Texas businesses
developing or using new technology." To that end, it seeks to improve technology assistance resources, make
technology information more available to Texas businesses, improve capital availability for technology
development, and obtain federal resources to support Texas technology development. Since late 1991, OAT
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also has been charged with gi\·ing additional attention to the development of the critical technology industries
in Texas.+\ Following are brief descriptions of OAT programs and acti\i.ties of particular inte rest to the
state's space-related constituencies.
Product Commercialization Fund (PCF).
This fund was created by the 71st Texas Legislature (1989) to provide working capital to assist Texas
companies in bringing innovative technology-based products or processes to the marketplace (with an
emphasis on innovation). The legislature has directed TDOC/OAT to give preference to businesses
receiving assistance from Texas Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs) (see below), businesses
for med to commercialize research funded in part with state funds, recipients of awards under the Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program (see below), and businesses developing energy-related
products or processes. Funding is in the form of a loan or loan guaranty. The maximum amount of each
TDOC investment is $200,000; the minimum is $25,000; and applicants must have a minimum 1:1 matching
funding commitment from a co-investor. The first round of PCF funding was completed in early 1992, with
four businesses recommended for loans. The second round supports the commercialization of recycling
waste minimization technologies ($500,000) and renewable energy/ energy-saving technologies ($1.8
million).45
Product Development Fund (PDF).
This fund was created by the Texas State Legislature in 1989 (and approved by Texas voters in
November 1989 as an amendment to the Texas Constitution) to increase the amount of venture financing in
the form of loans, loan guarantees, royalty agreements, or equity investments to Texas businesses for the
development and commercialization of new technology products or processes. The same businesses receive
PDF preference as receive PCF preference, with the exception of energy-related firms. TDOC may issue up
to $25 million of general obligation bonds for the PDF. Bond proceeds should be used to create and fund a
program to provide venture financing. In order to leverage additional private sector investment, TDOC and
its PDF Advisory Board desire at least a 3:1 match of TDOC's bond proceeds, thereby creating at least $100
million of capital for Texas technology investments. TDOC also seeks to establish a PDF program which is
self-supporting and has minimal administrative costs. To guide it in its design and implementation of the
PDF program, in 1992 TDOC broadly solicited proposals from individuals and groups throughout Texas and
is using these suggestions to create the program.46
Texas Technology Extension Network.
In September 1991 Texas was one of eight states funded (out of 34 state applications) by the U.S.
Department of Commerce's National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to create a statewide
plan for a technology network "to improve manufacturing technology assistance, small business
commercialization assistance, technology financing, technology transfer, workforce training for technology
development, and information and communications ...47 The Texas award, in response to a proposal
submitted by OAT/ TDOC, was $100,000, the second largest award made by the NIST State Technology
Extension Program to improve the comfetitiveness of small and mid-sized businesses through the
applications of science and technology.4 The statewide plan for a Texas Technology Extension Network
should be completed in late 1992.
"Tech Talk."
This monthly publication of OAT has a direct readership of over 1,000 people and also is distributed
on electronic bulletin board systems to the technology business community in Texas.49
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Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program.

The federally funded SBIR program supports small companies whose innovative research and
development activity has excellent commercial potential and is of interest to federal agencies. The program ·s
purpose is to bring small businesses (i.e., independently-owned, for-profit U.S. firms employing 500 or less
persons) into the federal government procurement process by providing hard-to-obtain funding for research
and commercialization. SBIR Phase I awards are up to $50,000 for six months of preliminary research;
Phase II provides awards up to $500,000 for the development of promising Phase I projects; and Phase III
consists of venture funding from non-federal government sources. Eleven federal agencies, including NASA,
allocate a portion of their R&D budget for SBIR awards, with the Small Business Administration providing
national coordination.50 Each agency annually invites proposals for SBIR projects in agency-established
priority areas and determines its division of funds between Phase I and Phase II awards. (NASA, for
example, anticipates that 50 percent of its Phase I projects will receive Phase II awards.51 ) The TDOC
Office of Advanced Technology informs Texas companies about federal SBIR opportunities and assists them
in competing for awards. As noted above, the PCF and PDF programs also give SBIR awardees preference.
In fiscal year 1990, 62 Texas small businesses received almost $14 million in 100 SBIR awards, the tenth
highest state total of awards in the United States.52 With respect to NASA SBIR Phase I funding, in fiscal
year 1991 ten Texas firms received only 12 of the approximately 300 awards made, even though the Johnson
Space Center distributed 45 of NASA's awards.53
Not an Office of Advanced Technology program but one which strongly supports OAT activity is
TDOC's Texas Marketplace. The program, announced by Governor Richards in October 1991 as a key
feature of her New Texas Prosperity plan54 and implemented in 1992, is designed to help Texas businesses
access new market opportunities. One of the largest U .S. networks of buyers and sellers, it allows
manufacturers and business service providers to advertise what they want to buy or sell through an electronic
bulletin board. The Texas Small Business Development Centers work in partnership with TDOC on this
program to improve access to its information and to coordinate local and regional business assistance
activities.55 A feature added to Texas Marketplace in summer 1992 is the Texas Technology Incubator
(TTI), through which a technology entrepreneur can receive business guidance and gain access to
information on how to bring ideas, products, or services to market. TTI also helps communities develop
local business incubators.56
Other Programs

The following Texas business and technology development programs complement Texas business
incubators and TDOC programs.
Texas Innovation Network System (TINS) .
In 1987 the Texas State Legislature chartered the Texas Innovation Information Network System
(TIINS) as a nonprofit 501( c)(3) organization. Its purpose is to help establish Texas as a world leader in
scientific and business development by providing government, business, university, and other users in Texas
with a technology transfer database network. Information products and services provided by TINS (the new
name for TIINS) include the High-Tech Texas data base and associated printed directory (the 1992 edition
of which contains over 3,000 technology firms) ; the FacProf database on faculty at more than 50 Texas
colleges and universities; the Texas Research Centers database; and other online data systems, bulletin
boards, library catalogue systems, and the like.57
Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs) .
The SBDC program is the largest small business management assistance program in the United
States. SBDCs counsel and train business people to manage, finance, and operate small businesses rather
than actually carry out these tasks in the businesses. Texas has four regional SBDCs, each of which manages
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network of str ategi c~.dl~ located satellite cente rs. The four regional centers are the l\orthwest Texas
Region SBDC (Lubbock) (6 centers) . the l\orth Texas Region SBDC (Dallas) (12 centers). the South Texas
Border Region SBDC (San Antonio) (8 centers). and the U ni\·ersity of Houston Region SBDC (26
centers).58 Preference in TDOC's PDF and PCF programs is given to small businesses receiYing SBDC
assistance.
J.

Technology Business Developmellt (TBD ).
TBD is a service division of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station (TEES), a component of the
Texas A&M University System. It "promotes the application of technology research to increase economic
growth, encourage industrial development and enhance the standard of living in Texas" by providing (1)
university research commercialization assistance; (2) technical assistance to entrepreneurs and small
technology businesses; (3) economic development assistance; and (4) access to technology and market
databases, publications, conferences, and seminars. A TBD initiative offering consulting services in
marketing assistance, invention evaluation, manufacturing assistance, technical research, and business plan
development is the Technical Assistance Program (TAP).59 One of TBD's most important tasks has been
to establish the NASA-funded Mid-Continent Regional Technology Transfer Center (RTIC) awarded to
Texas in late 1991. As a result of reorganization and a refocusing of its mission during 1991 and 1992, TBD
has closed its regional offices and eliminated several programs; however, it remains a potentially useful
resource for business ·and technology development in Texas, especially given its responsibilities in the
management of the RTIC.
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Chapter 4.
The Strategic Framework
Long-Range Goal
By the late 1980s, the public and private sectors in Texas generally had accepted the need for a more
diverse state economy and had begun the task of formulating and implementing state economic policies to
achieve the required diversity at the earliest possible time. At stake for Texas is the return to its previous
high standard of economic vitality and, equally important, the establishment of a diversified economic base to
sustain a satisfactory quality of life and to minimize in degree and extent the downturn effects of future
economic cycles. While the overall economic condition of the state currently is improving, it is clear that
longer time periods are needed for the emerging high priority, high technology sectors to become
economically significant and to provide the resiliency needed for continued state economic growth. Each of
the economic sectors (including space-related activity) that will make up the state's economic base in the 21st
century must be sufficiently independent of other sectors to meet the intent of diversification; therefore,
economic development of each sector must proceed relatively independently. Further, a vital space-related
industry must exhibit a high degree of self-reliance if it is to meet the intent and purpose of a diversified
economic base.
Based on the nature and intent of the restructured state economic framework, the project has
concluded that the Jong-range goal of this strategic approach is as follows:

Achieve a self-sustaining space-related
economy in Texas by the year 2020.
Although the quality of the space research programs in academic and nonprofit research institutions
throughout the state is impressive, chiefly underwritten by federal contract funds, the bulk of these programs'
economic benefits accrue to the Houston area, given its proximity to the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC).
As important as this source of federal funds is to the state economy, however, there is no evidence to suggest
that the federal civil space program, and especially the JSC portion, will grow to the extent that this longrange goal could be achieved solely on the basis of JSC funding. Even if this growth were, for unapparent
reasons, feasible, the wisdom of tying this important element of the state economic base to a single source
(i.e., the federal civil space program) is questionable and contrary to the intent of the diversification. One
need only look at the performance of the state's economy following the collapse of the energy-related
sectors; the state could not anticipate and did not receive any significant increase in economic returns from
JSC as a means of offsetting the effects of the recession. The conclusion seems straightforward: in order for
space-related industry to achieve the level of economic significance specified in the long-range goal, the state
must commit itself to a new and separate strategic initiative.
This conclusion raises a sobering question. Are there compelling arguments that significant
opportunities for space-related industry exist, apart or virtually independent from the national civil program,
which can be developed entirely within the institutional and economic framework of a single state?
Fortunately, Texas is not the first state to address the question. As described in chapter 2 of this report,
several states with space capabilities less than or equal to those in this state have answered in the affirmative
and have begun development programs. All have based their decisions on a limited number of technology
breakthroughs and their market potential for the state. These technology developments are in turn based
almost exclusively on the downscaling, or miniaturization, of space technology hardware (e.g., space systems,
space sensors, microelectronics, data processors). This radical departure in size and mass will lead to large
reductions in the cost per unit of weight or volume of payloads. Small or light satellites are already under
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development in some states, and the parallel interest in developing smaller, cheaper launch vehicles to
accommodate small payloads and to provide access to space is also underway.
In the judgment of this project's participants, the creation and development of a space-related
industry broadly based on these technology potentials is well within the resources and growth capabilities of
this state. Further, the market potential for this technology, in the broadest economic sense, is sufficiently
large to support buildup of space-related activity to the level demanded by the long-range goal.
Consequently, it is reasonable for the state to expect that a space-related industrial economy can
achieve a self-sustaining level (i.e., be able to survive and maintain sustained growth on its own merit and
economic return). It is estimated that this level of economic viability could be achieved by the year 2020 at a
minimum, depending on the state's commitment. The year 2020 implies that the long-range goal lies beyond
the initial strategy period (i.e., the 1990s) and that a series of approximately decadal strategy/implementation
periods will be necessary before achieving the goal.
The space-related economy that evolves from implementing the baseline strategy and its successors
will, like the strategies, be highly integrated, broad-based, and multifaceted. It will require an aggressive and
efficient organization whose range of operations is statewide; a new public-private partnership and
perspective that ties together the state's industrial base with its research and development base and realigns
the supporting infrastructure base; and a willingness to consider nontraditional approaches to an investment
base. Thus a decision by Texas to undertake a development period of long duration and with high stakes, as
this effort requires, must recognize and assess the risks and accept the likelihood that, to counter these risks,
unconventional relationships and wide latitude in policymaking authority may become commonplace.
Commitment to this long-range economic goal, by virtue of its magnitude and the commensurate
level of required effort, also will reasonably assure the state that it can aspire to a leadership role (presently
vacant) among the space-faring states and that it can establish a strong competitive market position in the
development and return of benefits from space-related industry and the commercialization of space. Given
the high probability that new enabling technologies will also be available elsewhere, however, access to space
is an essential capability for market development and a strong competitive position. This premise should be
regarded as a fundamental underpinning to the initial strategy and its successors.
With these considerations in hand, the question then arises as to the specification of the initial
strategy to advance toward the state's long-range goal.

Strategy for the 1990s (Baseline Strategy)
Any long-term strategy for economic development in the 1990s (space-related business and
technology development is no exception) will need to accommodate the current weakened state of the Texas
economy. While the rationale for selecting space-related development as a new major economic sector is
sound, the public and private resources in Texas necessary to effect significant growth in space-related
activity will likely be modest for at least the next several years. Thus, the rate of expansion of space-related
activity in the 1990s will be constrained.
Nonetheless, the state's commitment to the baseline strategy will still require sustained public and
private support in order to move space-related activity steadily toward a level of critical economic
importance. Despite its modest character, the space strategy for the 1990s should be perceived as a
challenge and should test the state's resolve and ambitions. Thus, it is obliged to strike an appropriate
balance between the two considerations and in this sense truly is a baseline level of effort.
In keeping with the earlier characterization of a baseline strategy, a Texas space strategy for the
1990s should be construed as the least level of public and private effort necessary to make a major advance
on the long-range goal. This requires a baseline strategy as follows:
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Establish an organizational and operational f Oll11datio11 in Texas from which to
address a limited number of primary and critical objectives in the 1990s that sci in
place the long-temz direction and framework for economic dei•elopmcnt and !hat
preserve and enhance future options to expand development, as resources and merit
direct.

Specification of the primary objectives accompanying this strategy was driven by the following
considerations:
1.

A strategy requires an institutional base to implement it; if none exists or current organizations are
not appropriately chartered, an appropriate institutional focus must be created.

2.

Project findings and assessments indicate that the state's R&D base for selected technology and
business development and its capability for access to and commercialization of space either do not
exist or lack an adequate framework.

3.

For the commercialization of space, in its broadest sense, to become a factor in the economic
development of the state, a new perspective on federal-state relations is needed. The case in point
for Texas is the requirement to establish a symbiotic relationship with JSC, an important
consideration for its multilevel assets (e.g., technology, facilities, and scientific expertise) as well as
its potential market opportunities for Texas space business.

These considerations led the project participants to specify the following required institutional focus
and primary objectives:
Institutional Focus: Establish an independent, public-private space authority to provide the institutional focus
for implementing the state's space strategy for the 1990s.
Objective: Establish fomial relationships between Texas and the John son Space Center (JSC) to meet selected
JSC needs for state space-related R&D, technology transfer, industry, education, and infrastructure and to access
JSC technology, engineering, systems management, and business development strengths and services in the
implementation of the Texas space strategy for the 1990s.
Objective: Establish a statewide network of space business incubators in Texas emphasizing technologies that
are critical or enabling to a self-sustaining space-related economy.
Objective: Establish an integrated payload services capability in Texas to foster the space-related business
development, investment, R&D, technology transfer, infrastructure, and human resources necessary to sustain a
space-related economy.
Objective: E stablish a public-private development program for a Texas satellite system providing remote sensing,
associated data management, and other communications services for industrial, commercial, scientific,
educational, and governmental applications.

Relationships Between Objectives
The institutional focus and primary objectives for this baseline strategy are, in keeping with the
concept described earlier, an integrated set of action items to be addressed in Texas in the 1990s. They are
intended to guide the implementation of this first strategy and to set in place the framework leading to the
long-range goal. Consequently, the degree to which they are successfully carried out will determine the base
on which subsequent decadal strategies are conceived and, ultimately, the length of time necessary to achieve
the long-range goal.
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To achie\·e the self-sustaining qu ali ty of the long-range goal. the space infrastructure within T cx3s
must ha\·e an institutional focus and be organized for the sole purpose of building the space-related sector of
the state economy. T o elect a strategic approach to address this challenge carries certain conditions inherent
in the concept: that the goal is \ital and should be achieved at the earliest reasonable time and that the effort
mounted to move toward the goal should, therefore, be highly orchestrated and efficiently managed. The
implication is that every decision and effort to implement the strategy is taken with due regard for the larger
strategic whole. The alternative (i.e., attempting to expand this segment of the state economy by a series of
independent, unrelated development efforts) imposes too much risk of not achieving the goal at the earliest
possible time.
Once the institutional focus has been established, all primary objectives are considered essential, and
therefore all have equal weight and priority. The order in which the objectives are implemented is of no
particular strategic importance; it is largely matters of tactical planning, priority, and timing that will
determine their actual phasing over the period of the 1990s. However, full strategic importance is only
realized with implementation of the entire set; a lesser effort will delay the attainment of the long-range goal.
These objectives have been designed and constructed to be linked inextricably with each other; their strength
and strategic importance are contained within the entire set. To perceive them separately or address them
individually has virtually no larger strategic value. (Figure 1 portrays these interrelationships.) Taken
together, the primary objectives are specific actions intended to initiate and sustain a state infrastructure to
build the technology R&D base, to develop systems and capabilities to use and apply the technology, and
thereby to provide the critical leverage needed to aggressively challenge and compete for a significant market
share of space services.
The accomplishment of the primary "mission" objectives will be substantially enhanced if the state
avails itself of a recent JSC/NASA policy that offers a wide range of resources (e.g., technology development
assistance and use of facilities) to outside contractors, private industry, and states. While the "mission"
objectives of JSC and Texas differ, the common characteristics (including space technology, space systems,
mission operations, communications, and spacecraft tracking systems) position JSC as a unique resource for
the state's long-range space technology intentions. As Texas further develops its own R&D base and
associated space capabilities, the project group foresees the opportunity for the state to meet some of JSC's
needs in critical technology development and in the use of the state's space systems as a space environment
laboratory in which to assess new technologies developed by JSC. It is unlikely, however, that these extended
Texas-JSC relationships and their targeted purposes will flourish without a formal, dedicated effort and
astute management.
The first priority in the selection of critical technologies on which to establish a space business
incubator network is to choose for development those technology candidates that are best suited to provide
the state with an independent, self-sustaining space industry. The focus must be on building an economic
condition (i.e., an R&D base and technology market) in which the state is not wholly or primarily dependent
on securing an increasing share of the national civil space program funding. As the economic base to build
the state's capability is established, critical technology development will be extended into related areas,
thereby broadening the market for Texas space technology products. Nevertheless, the first priority -maintaining the state's self-sustaining capability -- will likely remain in place indefinitely.
The critical technology products emerging from the statewide space business incubator network as
the "seed corn" for an expanded state space technology R&D base in Texas must have an outlet and a
market. These products, some of which will be intended for space commercialization and related purposes,
will require access to space for proof-of-concept and market development. The availability of an integrated
payload services capability within Texas will provide a means to demonstrate the capabilities and potential of
these products and their underlying technologies. Other critical technology developments resulting from the
incubator network will be directed to advanced space hardware for remote sensing and communications from
orbit. An operational state satellite system v.ill be able to demonstrate the capability of state-produced
technology for the system and its market potential.
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Figure 1.
Relationships Between Primary Objectives
of a Texas Space Strategy for the 1990s

Te:xas-JSC
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Services Capability
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In a reciprocal manner, an integrated payload services capability ·will depend on a continuous flow of
advanced technology to create and enhance a state-of-the-art system, a strong competitive position in the
marketing of space commercialization services, and the advantages and leverage which the state has at its
disposal by virtue of its size, geographic location, and space infrastructure. It is equally important that new
concepts and opportunities for space commercialization, whether from the statewide incubator network or
from emerging new space technology businesses, be based in the state and have preferential access to space.
The "packaged" nature of payload services available entirely within the state, in this sense, will be a powerful
attraction for space technology R&D and commercial development.
The objective to establish a public-private development program for a state satellite system, perhaps
the most ambitious of the objective tasks, similarly is closely tied to the statewide incubator network and its
associated critical technologies as well as to the payload services capability. It is vitally important to develop
within Texas the critical technologies and products that will enable the state to acquire an advanced,
multipurpose satellite system, not only the space system hardware but also the payload hardware for sensor
instrumentation, communications, and data management. Before being placed in orbit, many of the
technology capabilities that ultimately will be used in a state satellite system must go through an
experimental and proof-of-concept phase that will be available through the state's payload services. In this
sense, there also likely will be a substantial symbiotic relationship between a satellite system and an
integrated payload services capability. Despite the differences in their main purposes, both objectives require
launch capability (ranging from sounding rocket altitudes to low earth orbit); payload recovery and
processing; and data processing, management, and distribution.
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Chapter 5.
Institutional Focus:
A Texas Space Authority
INSTITUTIONAL FOCUS: Establish an independent, public-private space authority to provide the institutional
focus for implementing the state's space strategy for the 1990s.

Rationale
Current Situation
Space development and the advancement of space-related activities in Texas has been pursued for
several years by Texas governments, business and industry, and academia. The Texas State Legislature
established the Texas Space Commission in 1987, for example, to encourage economic development in Texas
by fostering the growth of industries related to the commercialization of space and to conduct activities to
advance space-related research. 1 The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) designated
Texas A&M University, The University of Texas at Austin, and the University of Houston as space grant
colleges to enhance space-related educational and research efforts. These universities, joined by other
universities and colleges, state government, industry, and the nonprofit sector, formed the Texas Space Grant
Consortium to advance space-related education, research, development, and commercialization activities and
cooperation in Texas.2 Aerospace companies such as Rockwell International, General Dynamics,
McDonnell Douglas, and Lockheed have major facilities in Texas, as do smaller space-related firms such as
Space Industries, Inc.
State government, academia, and the private sector share primary interests in the attainment of the
long-range space-related economic goal for Texas. State government seeks to improve the long-term growth
and stability of the state's economy, and it has major responsibilities and challenges that can be addressed
from space platforms. Universities endeavor to increase, apply, and disseminate knowledge about space and
to expand their space-related research and development base. The space-related industrial sector seeks new
technological opportunities and a stable business environment in which firms can grow and earn profits.
Between these public and private sectors exists an interface across which information, communication, and
coordination should occur with relative ease. There must be an organizational and operational foundation
through which each of these sectors has a focused, proactive, participatory responsibility to ensure that spacerelated business and industry is a major attribute of the state's economy by the year 2020.
Numerous organizations in Texas currently are active in the commercialization and economic
development of the space-related sector. The Texas Department of Commerce created the Office of
Advanced Technology to stimulate development of high technology industries. This office administers the
Product Commercialization Fund and the Product Development Fund, through which public monies are
provided for technology business development. The Texas Space Commission is working with the
Department of Commerce to foster space-related local economic development. The Texas Space Grant
Consortium has attempted to increase collaboration among its members with respect to technology transfer
and other shared interests. Each biennium the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board awards
approximately $60 million in public funds to university researchers through the Advanced Research Program
and the Advanced Technology Program to strengthen the state's R&D base. Space-related firms also are
enhancing the economic climate through contracting, entrepreneurial, and community activities (e.g., Space
Business Roundtables).
Yet the current efforts of these and other state (which in this report, refers to both public and
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pri\'ate sectors, unless otherwise noted) space organizations are limited in scope and relati\'ely uncoordin ated .
v\'hile each organization is actively engaged in pursuing its own particular agenda, none is responsible for or
intends to lead development of the state's space-related economy. No organizational framework exists to
move Texas to a predominant leadership position in space-related economic activity in the 1990s and beyond.
It is clear that a tacit laissez-faire policy has led the state to its current space infrastructure and the current
economic role of space technology. This infrastructure and the economic return to the state are virtually
exclusively tied, directly or indirectly, to the national civil and military space program. As pointed out earlier,
however, there is no compelling evidence on which to base the conclusion that this current situation will lead,
in a reasonable time frame, to the high priority economic role projected for space technology. Consequently,
if the state chooses to embark on a long-range economic development effort employing a strategic
framework and if this effort is to build on the current space infrastructure, then the question naturally arises
as to the appropriate organization that must direct the task. The project participants have concluded that the
state critically needs a clearly identifiable, separate, and independent institutional focus to guide the
implementation of the state's space strategy for the 1990s and to mobilize a long-term commitment to
economic growth through space-related development.

Strategic Importance
Strategic concepts, virtually by definition, are goal-oriented and, therefore, are constrained to achieve
their predetermined goals by providing clear direction, priority, and focus. Long-range strategies, once
committed to, demand constant attention to tactical planning and to adjustments to accommodate unforeseen
circumstances and events; their duration will surely exceed the professional terms of service of practitioners
and implementers. Strategies do not lend themselves to success by leaving their fate to be determined solely
by market forces and conditions; indeed, economic development strategies are often adopted when
independent markets and industrial factors cannot be relied on with confidence to achieve, laissez faire,
critical economic goals. Lastly, it is an easy misconception that strategies end when there is a general
consensus that predetermined goals have been achieved. They do not. They are essentially unending,
especially, as in the case of this strategy, when the subject area it treats is large, complex, and constantly
evolving and when the critical need to effect a fundamental change in the state's economic base is
transformed into a need to maintain the change once it is in place. In essence, the strategic perspective
undergoes periodic renewal in response to perceived long-term changes and departures from the status quo.
It is these characteristics of a long-range strategy that require an institutional focus, a single
corporate body to develop the tactical plan needed to make the strategy work, to establish the record of
performance and achievement, to provide continuity for the enterprise, and to maintain the state's vision and
focus on the goal. When no corporate body with the appropriate charter and authority exists, it must be
created.
Consequently, we conclude that an institutional focus -- a Texas space authority (TSA) -- is essential
to the commitment of employing a strategic framework to develop a space-related industry and is a
requirement for undertaking implementation of the primary objectives of the baseline strategy. Further,
given the pervasive nature of the current and projected space infrastructure in the state and the broad base
of vital space interests, it is apparent that neither a public nor a private institution is adequate to encompass
effectively these factors and the infrastructure. An innovative and imaginative institutional base is needed to
bridge these elements of the current economic base. We conclude that a public-private institution, vested
with certain characteristics common to individual public and private institutions, can best address the
particular attributes of a Texas space-based economy. Based on research findings and assessments, there
appears to be no current organization that is appropriately chartered, vested with the latitude and range of
operational authorities, or positioned at the public-private interface.
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Operational Responsibilities
According to Peter Drucker, strategic planning is
. .. the continuous process of making present ... decisions systematically
and with the greatest knowledge of their futurity; organizing systematically
the efforts needed to carry out these decisions; and measuring the results
of these decisions against the expectations through organized systematic
feedback. 3
This definition captures the oversight role of a dedicated organization and the operational process by which it
weaves together the principal strategic objectives into a single economic fabric.
The organizational structure of the TSA should include the following critical set of operational
responsibilities: business development, investment base and financial management, technology transfer, and
program management. While supplementary responsibilities may be incorporated into the TSA
organizational structure, they likely will be added to enhance effectiveness and efficiency. This critical set of
responsibilities should be regarded as the core of the TSA. Although they are organizationally distinct, these
responsibilities collectively represent the means to implement the primary objectives of the strategy. As such
they too are mutually dependent and reflect the integrated character of the first baseline strategy's objectives
(i.e., all are vital and, to achieve maximum organizational efficiency, none should be eliminated or placed in
another jurisdiction).
The first priority of the new public-private TSA should be the development of a comprehensive
tactical plan, out of which should emerge organizational priorities, modes of operation, and management
policies and practices. The substance of the plan and TSA's performance in carrying it out will be an
important element and factor in measuring progress toward the goal and in determining accountability.

Business Development
The primary purpose of the TSA with respect to this operational responsibility is to ensure that
business development of space industries is shaped and directed to support the primary objectives in the
space strategy for the 1990s. The magnitude of the task is nothing less than a reorientation of the current
space infrastructure toward the long-range goal.
In close coordination with its other operational responsibilities and focused on the primary
objectives, the TSA should
1.

effectively move emerging technology businesses from incubator or early development stages to a
sound business footing and establish for them, by whatever means feasible, a nourishing environment
and the opportunities to move them as soon as possible into competitive positions;

2.

create an environment to attract entrepreneurs and firms to relocate and enlist in the state's business
development program; and

3.

defme and redefine as necessary the market for Texas space technology and space-related industries,
as well as develop a comprehensive market development plan.

Emerging commercial and industrial space activity often does not fit a typical business development
pattern. There are substantial costs and unusual risks associated with these space ventures, and the
investment return is often longer than desirable for venture capital sources. Nevertheless, private industry is
beginning to explore these business opportunities because of the potential returns; in 1991, for example,
commercial space revenues showed a 29 percent growth rate.4 Further, the state's business development
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approach. with its un us ual combination and scale of economic factors (including the commitment of a large.
resource-rich state), should make prospecti\·e im·estment even more attractive.
Texas must be able to cultivate its own commercial space industry and, when necessary and
expedient, attract space firms to the state if it is to position itself as a leader in space-related economic
activity. In this effort, the state will be competing for space technology entrepreneurs against other states
and nations, some of which already offer comprehensive economic and development incentive packages to
space businesses, a factor which must be accounted for in determining Texas' space market and business
development. These businesses base their site location decisions on considerations of wage rates, quality of
the work force, tax structure, and government regulation. The advantages of geographic location or
availability of an abundant supply of natural resources (two advantages that Texas has generally offered that
other states could not match in the past) are no longer the prime factors when firms make site location
decisions. Small entrepreneurial firms in high technology development especially require financial assistance,
business acumen, and a sheltered environment to gain a sound business footing. Therefore, to be
competitive and increase its space business activity, the Texas space authority must foster the provision of a
comprehensive range of business development services and assistance for both new and existing firms.5
The public and private sectors, as well as universities, share an interest in developing these
businesses within the state. In the public sector, some funding is provided for university basic and applied
research, for product commercialization and development, and for related business development services.
The business sector likewise provides incentives to firms seeking to start up, expand, or relocate in Texas.
These services range from economic forecasting and planning offered by local chambers of commerce to
direct business support provided through a number of business incubators located within the state. Yet,
while these efforts demonstrate a general commitment in Texas to the development of commercial industry,
they either are not focused on space-related businesses or are conducted relatively independently of each
other.

It is critical that the TSA business development operations target these disparate, limited resources
fo r several reasons. First, given the condition of the Texas economy, the availability of public, private, and
university business development resources will be constrained over the near term. This situation, however, is
opportune to demonstrate the advantages of coordination and partnership and to obtain maximum financial
leverage of available funds. Second, knowledge of the aggregate of these funds is required in negotiating and
planning for sustained business development growth. Last, states such as Virginia, Florida, Alaska, and
California, Texas' chief competitors, have already established space-related economic and business
development programs. If Texas does not establish, and soon, an aggressive focus for its business
development initiatives, other states and nations will increase their competitive advantage over Texas.
Although this situation will have some effect on the state effort to develop its own independent space
program, the largest negative impact will be on the potential market outside of the state. In the longer term,
the substantial competitive advantages held by other states would make it even more difficult for Texas to
expand its economy.
Establishing a viable Texas commercial space industry in the 1990s, even though it may be modest, is
crucial to the attainment of this long-range goal. To this end, a space authority must assume the primary
responsibility for coordinating and expanding space business development in Texas.
Investment Base and Financial :Management
The primary responsibility of the TSA in this operational category is to ensure that a financial base
is constructed to support adequately the implementation of the baseline strategy's primary objectives. In
close coordination with its other responsibilities and in accordance with its tactical plan, the TSA should
develop an investment base and financial management plan that
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1.

is characterized by baseline, multiyear financing (i.e .. more than two and no more than five w six
years) in order to avoid the inhibitions that annual budgeting and planning cycles impose (with the
limit of the financial plan determined by the current tactical plan rather than by budgetary cycles of
external funding sources);

2.

defines the intermediate to long-range investment base necessary to support the financial plan, which
should be sufficiently diverse to minimize negative effects during the implementation period and
maintain balance among the economic sectors represented in the public-private authority;

3.

provides the TSA with adequate flexibility in the acquisition and deployment of capital as
implementation and development direct and merit; and

4.

defines the disposition and reinvestment with the TSA of any financial yields that may result from
the TSA's operational or programmatic responsibilities.

Multiyear financing is an important part of the trust that needs to be vested in the TSA. Especially
in the case in which appropriated public funds are involved, there is a strong, conservative preference to keep
the funding appropriation as short-term as possible or feasible in order to minimize the risk of
mismanagement. Examples abound in which the requirement of annual budget cycles has become the
antithesis to effective and efficient program management and development, however. New enterprises,
especially those that depend primarily on bright minds for the creation of new technologies and the growth
of their applications, demand time, support, and noninterference. Unless a highly motivated Texas space
authority is sufficiently prescient to ward off these requirements, it is precisely this characteristic of a high
technology effort that invariably suffers when the administrative overburden creates time and human resource
demands that move critical people away from their principal responsibilities. When the stakes are as high as
they are in Texas and in the expectations from space technology development, a primary factor in assessing
the risk of multiyear financing is the tradeoff between the organization's degree of financial control and the
latitude it needs to move expeditiously toward the state's economic goals. There are many opportunities,
especially in the public-private institutional context, for demonstrating accountability and fiscal responsibility
without resorting to excessive budgetary requirements and justifications on which the next funding
appropriation is contingent.
Building diversity into the TSA investment base has the same rationale as in any other context. It is
a protective attribute, intended to minimize the risks and effects of economic cycles that influence investment
and thereby to ensure a high degree of funding stability for TSA undertakings. Diversity, operating
effectively, precludes the possibility that the financial contribution or investment from a single source
becomes sufficiently large, relative to the balance of the base, that it is able to exercise undue influence on
the operations, policies, or planning of the TSA. While multiple investment sources constitute one facet of
diversity, protection and flexibility should be further enhanced through the use of a variety of investment
forms or vehicles. The following types are mentioned by way of example and are not intended to be allinclusive: venture capital, economic development grants, matching fund grants, revenue bonds, tax-deductible
or tax-deferred contributions, and stock offerings through the TSA.
It will not be possible for the TSA to address all the primary objectives initially. Its tactical plan will
be used to guide and direct the sequence, phasing, and expansion of its program management activities. As
a result, the TSA will have to manage a constantly evolving development environment, which will be
conditioned by such factors as incremental funding, new technology factors to weigh and select, cyclical
economic conditions, entrepreneur pools, and workforce education and training. To a substantial degree its
performance and progress will be directly related to its ability to perceive and accommodate these changes
and to maintain the development plan on track. As with most private corporations, the TSA cannot be
bound by budget cycles in raising funds. Further, it will require the latitude and flexibility to seek additional
funding and the authority to readjust or redeploy its funding base at any time. Consequently, its level of
capitalization should reflect and anticipate these changing needs and not be predetermined based on an
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attempt to predict or constrain the TSA development pace.
Return of investment or profits from TSA activities are unlikely, except perhaps toward the end of
the 1990s. Moreover, it is not a strategic concern how the TSA decides to shape its financial, corporate, or
cost- or profit-sharing relationships among its programs or external contractors. However, the financial plan
for the TSA should contain the necessary options empowering the institution to decide on the disposition of
returns, either through reinvestment in TSA's ongoing development or through returns to investors.
Technology Transfer
The primary purpose of this TSA operational responsibility is to ensure that the appropriate critical
space and nonspace technologies are made available, by any appropriate means and from any source
advantageous to Texas, to support implementation of the primary technology objectives. The state's
technology base (e.g., facilities, equipment, research teams) is not currently adequate to begin to address the
long-term economic goal. It is expected that, with the implementation of the baseline strategy, the
technology development process, from the origin of technology concepts to R&D and to commercialization,
will shift into the state; however, time is always of the essence in economic development, so the TSA initially
should move aggressively to acquire and transfer the critical technologies. In conjunction with the other TSA
operational responsibilities and in accordance with the overall TSA tactical plan, the TSA should
1.

monitor critical space and relevant nonspace technology development in all federal laboratories and
R&D development centers, nonprofit research institutions, and available private sector industries;

2.

develop an open access, interactive database that links the Texas incubator network, the payload
services system, and the satellite system development groups to technology sources;

3.

develop the technical and legal expertise to provide effective and informed "search and procure"
support for the program responsibilities of the TSA, using whatever means appropriate (e.g., patent
rights, technology exchange agreements, licensing, royalties);

4.

establish and maintain a critical technology watch with the NASA centers, especially with JSC, to
identify matches in state and JSC technology needs and to identify and negotiate access to JSC
expertise, facilities, and equipment for development of state critical technologies and implementation
of the strategy's primary objectives; and

5.

develop and broaden the commercial applications market for critical Texas technologies as they
emerge from the space business incubator system.

It is generally agreed by most technology experts that space technology is no longer, if it ever was, a
major driver of U.S. technology leadership nor did it lend the national subsidy that would have led to a large
commercialization of space. Infrequent access to space, high costs, long periods between missions, and
infeasible development programs have often created situations in which space flight technology, despite
mission successes, was conceded to be obsolete at launch. The space program generally could not
accommodate the pace of technology development. Some argue that the situation provoked the move of new
technology to other areas for growth and bas resulted in the present condition in which nonspace technology
is an obvious source for a resurgence of U.S. space technology. The new developments in miniaturization of
a range of technologies, for example, did not have their origins in space applications, exclusively or primarily;
thier potential application to space was only one of several important effects for R&D and commercialization
that evolved during early development stages. As a consequence, nonspace technology development has
become as important as (some would say significantly more important than) the development of technologies
that have their original premise in space application. It is the very nature of these new technologies that has
opened new R&D and commercial possibilities, at scales other than the national level, especially for those
states which adopt these technologies for their own economic growth. Access to nonspace technologies,
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therefore, not only is an important source for transfer purposes, but also brings strength in its di\·crsity am!
range for innovative use.
The federal government has played a significant role in recent years in promoting commercial space
activity through the transfer of space-related technology to the commercial sector. It is important to note
that these federally assisted programs almost exclusively establish commercial development relations between
university and industrial R&D teams. As noted in chapter 3, two NASA Centers for the Commercial
Development of Space (CCDSs) are in Texas: the Space Vacuum Epitaxy Center at the University of
Houston and the Center for Space Power at Texas A&M University. These centers are charged with
encouraging, to the maximum extent possible, the commercial use of space.6 Additionally, one of the six
federally chartered Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RTTCs) established in 1991 is in Houston. It is
responsible for fostering and coordinating space-related and other technology transfer activities over the 16state mid-continent region.
These centers are located in the state because of Texas universities' longstanding involvement with
NASA space exploration and research programs and because of the high level of NASA-funded industry
activity in Texas. For these reasons, as well as their proximity to the Johnson Space Center, the CCDSs and
the RTTC in Texas offer potentially significant benefits to space businesses and entrepreneurs. However,
space-related technology transfer in Texas cannot depend primarily on federally funded initiatives. Funding
reductions for the Texas CCDSs or the RTTC because of federal budgetary constraints would affect Texas
space industries and academic research facilities. Therefore, while it is beneficial to use federal assistance in
establishing commercial centers, the state should seek to broaden and diversify the commercial market and
funding base for Texas CCDS and TSA ventures for space commercialization as early as possible.
Texas must vest a state space authority with the responsibility for facilitating technology transfer for
R&D and for the commercialization of space activity. The authority would complement the activities of (and
have responsibilities similar to those ot) the Texas-based RTTC. However, the authority must be more than
a passive information clearinghouse. It should be charged to transfer technology to the state's space
businesses and to coordinate industry's need for new space-related products and research with the state's
research and development programs.
Program Management
The primary responsibility of the TSA in this operational area is to ensure that the baseline
strategy's primary programmatic objectives (i.e., to establish the state space business technology incubator
system, the integrated payload services system, and state satellite system) are in place by the end of the
decade and are positioned for growth and expansion. These three objectives constitute the "missions" of the
TSA for the first strategic decade. There is virtually no strategic concern regarding the organization type and
structure selected for implementation, except to emphasize that institutional continuity and stability beyond
the first decade are important characteristics of a development program. The choice of organizational form
for this responsibility should be made with a somewhat longer perspective than a decade and with full
cognizance of the TSA tactical plan.
Whatever the choice of organization, it is essential that the TSA retain oversight control of budgets,
development schedules, and policies. This control should prevail whether the TSA chooses to create separate
suborganizations within the TSA or to contract with existing private or public organizations to undertake the
development tasks. Oversight authority is especially important in the first years, when the highly integrated
nature of the objectives needs to be impressed on the TSA suborganizations in forging the links to make
overall development coherent. The success of the "missions" rests on the openness and communications
between these suborganizations.
The sequence or phasing of the three mission elements again will be derived from the TSA tactical
plan. In accordance with this plan the TSA will have direct responsibility for
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1.

the selection of the critical technologies and their sequence for development in the space business
incubator system and of the incubator site locations;

2.

the specification of the technology, capabilities, and facilities required for a complete integrated
payload services system, including its location(s) to support payload integration and launch, space
flight operations, recovery, and payload processing; and

3.

the identification of the technologies for development/ acquisition leading to an operational
multipurpose satellite system, including its capabilities and facilities (i.e., infrastructure) .

The successful implementation of these primary objectives will establish the initial foundation for
expansion and growth leading to the state's self-sustaining space economy. It is vital during this development
process, especially through the difficult early years, to recognize the importance of establishing strong
federal-state relations in space affairs. A commitment by the state to undertake this demanding economic
task will, with virtual certainty, be seen and supported at the national level as a substantial initiative for the
growth of space commercialization. The TSA will provide the vehicle to establish relations. In this sense,
Texas is fortunate to have within its borders a national space program's organizational counterpart of the
TSA, namely, the Johnson Space Center (JSC). It is especially timely for Texas that JSC's long-range
strategy has, consistent with national directives, incorporated a priority outreach effort to individual states
and educational institutions.
In this regard, another primary responsibility of the TSA is to ensure that formal relationships are
forged with JSC very early in the implementation process and that these relationships are used in tactical
planning and incorporated firmly in every operational responsibility and in the primary mission objectives of
the authority. These relationships will reshape the JSC's traditional posture toward the state. While the
long-range strategies of JSC and of Texas are substantially different in orientation and goals, the numerous
areas of overlap will provide the following benefits:
1.

the use of JSC facilities and expertise for space R&D in Texas;

2.

access to JSC facilities and expertise for university research and education programs, with priority
given to those programs that support the priorities of the TSA;

3.

the TSA with the opportunity to direct technology development needs to the Texas space incubator
system and to other established space technology industries; and

4.

the TSA with the means to systemically disseminate information on JSC technology needs and
technology transfer throughout the state.

Organizational Characteristics
While the determination of an appropriate private-public organization model for the TSA has been
identified as a pre-implementation study task (see chapter 10), several organizational characteristics should
be employed as a collective set of criteria in assessing model candidates and in arriving at an institutional
form to manage a space-related growth industry. Its base must encompass the best combination of attributes
of organizations in both the public and the private sectors. It must be institutionally independent in its
decisionmaking processes, controlled neither by state government nor by private sector interests. It must
have a clear authority to assume the state's leadership role, with recognized responsibility and expectations
for coordinating the efforts of the different entities involved in the economic development of space. To
ensure that it has access to a wide range of development capital sources, the authority must be able to secure
both public and private funding for its operational and development program responsibilities. Finally, it must
have the latitude to expend this funding in any way which facilitates the attainment of the state's baseline and
subsequent strategies.
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Public-Private Institution

Public-private institutions must function at an interface which, until recently, was generally \i cwcu as
unworkable in a formal organizational sense, largely because the motivation and premises of the two sides
were incompatible. Only in unusual circumstances and often with limited lifetimes has public-private
collaboration been employed. From the strategic perspective there is little merit in assembling arguments to
justify an "unusual situation" in selecting a public-private institutional base. Rather, its choice is driven by
1.

the magnitude of the economic task set for space technology development in the state;

2.

the large investment demand in fiscal and human resources, which exceeds what a single sector can
provide; and

3.

the scope of interest within the state, demonstrated by any measure of critical infrastructure
elements (e.g., market need, technology base, human and fiscal resources) as being so large and
commonly held as to render the public-private interface, in practical or economic terms, virtually
transparent.

The TSA's organization should be effective and efficient, lean in management structure with primary
emphasis on staff performance, not organizational process. Its staff should be selected for broad-based skills;
it should be team/task oriented, highly motivated, and able to perceive the opportunity to engage in a
challenging high-technology enterprise and the opportunity for major public service as forged into a single
purpose. Its plans, actions, achievements, and performance should all be a matter of public record.
Given the responsibilities and structure of the TSA, there is little purpose served in its clarification
for tax purposes; on the contrary, especially during the formative years, tax-exempt status is an important,
supportive advantage for the organization. Similarly, there is little rationale in selecting a corporate
designation of for-profit, not-for-profit, or nonprofit. If a category must be selected, then the choice should
not be made on narrow legal grounds but on a basis that allows the TSA the latitude for fiscal and
investment capital management to address expeditiously its objectives. In this regard, it is the ability and
priority to advance the state toward a self-sustaining space economy that should govern the question of
corporate boundary conditions and constraints.
Independence

Given our conclusion that an institutional focus is required and should be empowered to lead the
state in the economic development of its space industry, then it is a reasonable subsequent conclusion that
the state space authority should be autonomous, possessing the latitude, leverage, and power to address and
manage the critical needs of this task. Consensus on TSA characteristics and organization among the diverse
state interests to be represented by the TSA carries with it an implicit conveyance of trust that the institution
will consistently act in the best interests of the state and will do so without the need for close oversight by
state government, business, education and community leaders, or special interest groups.
Leadership

From the review of the state's space infrastructure in chapter 3, it is clear that there is a mismatch
between the designated economic role for space technology and the character and organization intended to
implement it. Apparently, a laissez-faire policy has been adopted as the means to successful development.
The burden has been placed primarily on the private sector, with the public sector assuming a support role
with promotional programs, incentive packages, technology grants-in-aid, information bases, and other
initiatives at levels which can be regarded as minor, relative to the task at hand, and largely uncoordinated
and unfocused.
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We have concluded that there is no compelling evidence to indicate, with acceptable confidence
levels, that the current approach will succeed in a reasonable time frame. It appea rs to be motivated by the
immediate and critical need to provide jobs, but with little or no attention to the long-term implications to
building economic stability. With no intent to deter any effort to raise state employment levels, we have
concluded that a long-range perspective is also vitally needed, that the current efforts need to be
fundamentally reorganized and restructured, and that the TSA, in addition to its other duties and powers,
should be formally designated as the lead organization for space technology development in Texas.
Capitalization and Revenue
As the institutional base of the TSA bridges the public and private sectors, so should its investment
and funding base parallel the balance in public-private representation and in the sharing of funding support.
To establish this base, the TSA will need to be empowered to raise funds from a wide variety of sources that
reflect the range, diversity, and needs of its corporate operations and development programs. For example,
the rationale and incentives for a funding source to underwrite the physical operations of the TSA will likely
be substantially different and separate from the funding sources to support R&D development of critical
technologies, the integrated payload services system, and the state satellite system. Consequently, the TSA
must be allowed to raise revenues over a broad base of private and public sources.
Among public sources and funding mechanisms, the TSA should be authorized to raise revenues
through traditional state and federal government means, including economic development grants, legislative
appropriations, authority to issue general or revenue bonds, licensing fees, matching grants, short- and longterm loans, and creation of a venture capital corporation (for investment of both public and private
investment funds). The TSA also should be able to raise capital from a diversity of private sources, including
industrial memberships, fees for TSA services, endowments, direct contributions, and the establishment of a
private foundation for the receipt and management of private funds.
Commensurate with the power to raise revenues the space authority must be able to disburse those
funds directly in ways that support its principal mission objectives and that advance the state's economy.
Further, the TSA, wherever possible and applicable, should also have the authority to use its funding
potential for leveraging as a means of maximizing the use and extent of its fiscal resources.
Conclusions
It is virtually certain that a state space authority with these powers and independence will raise

serious questions concerning accountability, adequate checks and balances, and risk. In order to preserve the
set of organizational characteristics as described and to address these concerns, accountability should be
invested, in a limited way, in the governing arm of the TSA, a small external unit charged to monitor and
advise on all program and policy matters and composed of balanced representation of all sectors
participating in the public-private enterprise. The governing arm should have oversight of the budget
projections and the tactical plan developed by the TSA each planning period. With these two exceptions, the
governing arm should not have veto and absolute approval powers; its primary function would be to provide
an experienced, independent advisory body to guide the TSA in carrying out its responsibilities. That is, once
a budget and tactical plan are agreed to by the governing arm, the TSA's accountability should be perceived
and assessed only in terms of its performance in implementing the tactical plan.
We are not in a position, nor is it appropriate, to advance a position on risk assessment of the
enterprise and the institution described. It is important, however, to set the terms of assessment in the
proper context. Given the magnitude of the economic demands of space technology, the current state of the
Texas economy and the degree of economic stability, the broad base of the development enterprise to spread
the risk, and the essence of time in developing the vital economic role for space technology, risk assessment
should be well within acceptable limits and the margin for error should be biased toward the TSA and its
purposes as described.
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Chapter 6.
Objective: Texas-JSC
Relationships and Initiatives
OBJECTIVE: Establish formal relationships between Texas and the Johnson Space Center (JSC) to meet
selected JSC needs for state space-related R&D, technology transfer, industry, education, and infrastTUcture and
to access JSC technology, engineering, systems management, and business development strengths and services in
the implementation of the Texas space strategy for the 1990s.

Rationale
The Johnson Space Center (JSC) is NASA's primary center for the design, development, and testing
of spacecraft and associated systems for manned flight. It has program management responsibility for the
Space Shuttle program and major responsibility for the development of Space Station Freedom. As these
two programs represent the largest portion of the federal civil space program for the foreseeable future, it is
evident that JSC will continue to play a major role in those efforts. Even if NASA were forced to retrench
due to budgetary constraints and to reduce the number of its centers, it is unlikely that JSC facilities and
human resources could be duplicated elsewhere. In terms of current space activity, then, JSC remains the
most well-known and important entity in the state.
JSC has a significant economic impact in Texas, largely confined to the greater Houston area to
which it provides over one billion federal dollars annually. It employs more than 16,000 personnel, over
12,000 of whom are external, on-site aerospace and other industry contractors, and it accounts for over $2.7
billion of procurement nationwide, almost half of which stays in Texas. The multiplier effect in Texas from
JSC expenditures is said to amount to $4 billion a year, and its procurement network extends throughout the
state, including such cities as San Antonio, Dallas, Pasadena, Austin, El Paso, and Bryan/College Station
(see table 1).
JSC also has internationally recognized technology, engineering, and systems management facilities.
It is an intellectual resource and embodies much that the public approves of in U.S. affairs, namely, manned
space exploration. For example, JSC has the Western hemisphere's largest vacuum chamber, a critical device
in testing equipment and machines before sending them into space. JSC engineers work on a host of
pioneering projects, including full-scale mock-ups of spacecraft, space suit design, robotics, and new materials
testing. It has facilities to test heat shielding material in laboratory conditions that simulate re-entry and can
evaluate new designs for rocket maneuvering. In the life sciences, JSC is a pioneer in the growing field of
space medicine, and it is constantly exploring the effects of the space environment on the human body. It
has extensive simulation facilities for human activity in space. Finally, JSC is NASA's designated center for
manned space flight operations; as such, it maintains a large command center, using a worldwide tracking
network for control and monitoring of every aspect of manned missions. 1
Current federal policy guidelines state that all NASA missions and programs must now relate and
give support to national education goals. It is apparent that NASA's contribution and role in this larger
national endeavor will be tangibly addressed by its centers, a network that extends across the country and is
charged to carry out the agency's complex tasks.2 JSC's unique facilities, talented workforce, and
challenging mission enable it to make an important contribution to the national education challenge and to
enhance American leadership in aeronautics, space science, and technology development through cooperation
with the education establishment. It remains the case that the responsibility for the education and training of
the nation's youth is the responsibility of individual states, and it seems a reasonable conclusion that the
maximum return in the federal-state context should be realized by direct, interactive linkages between federal
centers and a state's university and secondary school systems. JSC has the resources to contribute directly in
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strengthening this state's ed ucati onJl and rese arch programs. (Although somewhat outside th e param ete rs
for this strategy de\·elopment, the concept of a direct linkup betwee n JSC and Texas educational instit utions
also has th e characteristics of a pilot proje ct fr om which could emerge the models(s) for oth er states to use
io establishing working relat ionships with other federal centers.) These assets exist at this moment as
evidenced bv JSC's education and nonprofit procurements in Texas (see chapter 3).
Yet, while organizations like the Texas Space Grant Consortium, partially funded by NASA, are
striving to foster increased math and science participation in public schools and space research at the
university level, there are currently few active direct links between JSC and Texas universities. JSC has
several programs which involve faculty research at both JSC and Texas universities and others which invoh·e
student research, internships, and clerkships, but there is no focused and formal organization in Texas
responsible for enabling the state's educational institutions to capitalize systematically on JSC assets and to
meet JSC needs. Even JSC acknowledges that, with respect to its own requirements for research and
development, Hthere is no one place or document in which all this information on JSC's programs or needs
resides."3 At present, the state's education community must seek out this information.
Likewise, there are few formal relationships, networks, and partnerships between JSC and Texas
businesses and state agencies. JSC's current strategic plan emphasizes its v.illingness to work with outside
organizations4 , but JSC remains a federal facility and retains all the characteristics of such an operation.
JSC cannot favor any particular state in terms of procurement or contracting; it must respond to the
strategies and directives of NASA. JSC can enhance the state's industrial base through an emphasis on the
center's own critical technology areas, but the challenge lies with the state's public and private sectors to
establish and nurture relationships and partnerships with JSC that will systematically search for match-ups
that leverage the development of both JSC's and the state's critical technologies.
In the next ten years, growth in the state's space industry will be related in part to JSC, due to its
prominent role in the current space industry. At present, however, there is virtually no statewide focus or
concentration of effort, either in education or business development, in Texas' public or private sectors to
link the state's long-range space goal to JSC resources or JSC's long-range strategy.

Strategic Considerations
For the larger purposes of this strategy, which is vitally dependent on education, research, and
technical and business development, this state is in a fortunate position of having one of the largest NASA
centers within its borders. The concentration of economic and technological resources, human talent, and
physical facilities at JSC represents a resource virtually without parallel in the state's effort to achieve the
objectives of this baseline strategy. If the state is to make marked progress toward meeting these objectives,
it should build upon existing and available space expertise and infrastructure to the fullest extent possible.
Therefore, in the context of this strategy, JSC is regarded as a part of the existing infrastructure
within the state. This perspective is based on NASA's general policy to promote growth wherever possible in
the commercial space industry; the general offers of assistance by NASA centers to make their facilities and
expertise available, where feasible, to aid commercial growth; and the overlap of the mission-oriented
objectives of this strategy and the established capabilities of JSC (including technology development,
spacecraft flight systems and operations, and payload operations). Texas should use the advanced stage of
JSC technology in establishing its own facilities and programs as rapidly as possible, thereby avoiding the
long evolutionary path to achieve an advanced technology development industry. Consequently, JSC
collaboration in sharing facilities and expertise early in the baseline strategy period would diminish the time
and costs to Texas in creating its own facilities and human resources base. Equally important, such a
partnership creates a specific way for JSC, a federal center, to contribute directly to a space
commercialization enterprise that gradually builds its own self-sustaining base and becomes independent of
federal assistance.
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In a similar manner, in order to leverage the development and grov.·1h of its own space technology
industry, Texas also must give serious consideration to JSC's (and NASA's) long- range goals and strategic
plans. JSC represents an important sector of the greater future market fo r Texas businesses and ind ustry.
more so than it is now. During the early growth of a space-based economy in T exas, as the state
collaborates with JSC to address shared or complementary development objectives, the economic returns to
the state will be partially derived from or associated with JSC. Knowing JSC's program priorities will help
direct the state's own space enterprise into research areas that can provide Texas and JSC with tangible
benefits.
Education is the remaining area in which building relations with JSC takes on major strategic
importance. Even a cursory assessment of JSC facilities and research areas, many at an unprecedented scale
and advanced level, begs the question of not whether but how these resources can be effectively harnessed to
the nation's and the state's education challenges. An innovative concept depicting JSC as a major adjunct
teaching facility for the universities and colleges in Texas has emerged recently and requires a shift in the
perspective usually applied to the center.5 Juxtaposing the teaching and research capacity of Texas
universities with the teaching potential of "hands-on access" to JSC's state-of-the-art research and test
facilities would transform space science and technology curricula and significantly advance the training and
competency of emerging graduate students. Such a program could be accommodated virtually entirely by
computer networks, with little or no need for large movements of people between facilities. While the
concept requires additional detail and evaluation, it is uniquely suited for the purposes of this strategy; its
scale and potential impact are appropriate for Texas. Given its current stage of development, the project
group strongly suggests that further attention be given to this opportunity for collaboration.
E stablishing such a new and innovative relationship with JSC would constitute a significant factor in
attracting Texas' and the nation's best students into undergraduate training and graduate research. It would
be an equally important source for a steady flow of trained people essential for the Texas space-related
industry, well-equipped and keenly informed about advanced space technology development and the
opportunities for the entrepreneurially oriented. Moreover, since the state's space business incubators will be
sited close to and associated with these same research universities and will likely be occupied by or have
collaborative ties with the university research faculty and their graduate students, it is vital that the incubators
be included as the third link in this teaching-research triad.
As with other areas of strategic importance, this educational concept would provide JSC with a
steady flow of highly qualified people, trained and experienced in JSC systems and research categories.
Further, the concept would fulfill the federal mandate to NASA to be directly involved in using the major
NASA roles and missions to educate and train U.S. students. The partnership also has the potential to
expand the scope and level of JSC research fields with small to modest incremental increases in funding
support.

Finally, it is important to recognize that these three major areas of strategic importance for the state
in JSC (i.e., shared facilities and expertise, business development, and education and training) are also
important elements in the new long-range strategy for JSC. They represent a new vision of the center's role.
Indeed, the compatibility of these overlapping areas of interest measurably advances the prospects of
significant collaboration between the state and JSC.
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Chapter 7.
Objective: Critical Technologies
and Space Business Incubator Network
OBJECTIVE: Establish a statewide network of space business incubators in Texas emphasizing technologies
that are critical or enabling to a self-sustaining space-related economy.

Rationale
Unlike research which seeks new knowledge, technology is concerned with
the application of that knowledge to useful purposes. The development of
advanced technology is thus crucial to the success of the exploration and
exploitation of space . . . .1
The U.S. is no longer the unquestioned world leader in space and technology. This shift in U.S.
position has been caused by a decline in U.S. space activity and an accompanying growth in that of other
space-faring nations. Some salient facts from the past two decades illustrate the change. During that time
the U.S. space budget decreased by more than 50 percent in real dollars, while the total U.S. budget
increased more than 150 percent. By the late 1980s the former Soviet Union was launching about 90 percent
of the world's satellites annually (an average of 100 launches per year), an indication of a far different
national policy than the U.S. had in providing access to space. The Soviet Union developed a permanent
manned presence in space about a decade before the U.S. will attain similar capability. Foreigners have
flown more research experiments on the U.S. Space Shuttle than have U.S. researchers. U.S.
communications satellites, long the single mainstay of space commercialization and dominated by U.S. space
technology, have resorted to Europe's Ariane and China's Long March launch vehicles for transportation into
space. The Ariane family of launch vehicles, for example, has captured 60 percent of the free world launch
market.2 Japan and Europe spend three and ten times more, respectively, than the U.S. on microgravity
research (the most likely area from which space manufacturing enterprise will evolve), and both have
committed to the development of large-laboratory modules on the U.S. Space Station Freedom that are
intended to undertake fundamental research for long-range commercial applications.
Whether by strategic design or happenstance, these relative changes in its leadership position
collectively point out that the U.S. space industry faces stiff challenges in developing the space and
technology markets crucial to future competitiveness. The rising success of Japan and Europe, our biggest
competitors, is based on efficient and reliable partnerships between the government and the private sector in
those nations. These approaches have raised important questions as to whether major U.S. achievements in
space and technology for the future will require similar team efforts to capitalize on the initiative and
creativity of all sectors -- business, government, and academia -- through the establishment of an industrial
policy in space technology. It is not clear how the U.S. will address this issue and remain competitive. What
is clear, however, is that the commercial development of space is the arena in which this competition will
take place. If the federal government maintains its policy of not directly participating in the
commercialization of space, then the U.S. competitive base will likely devolve to a different arena or scale,
namely, the states, where private-public industrial policy collaboration is virtually essential.
Technology is the single most important constraint facing individual states attempting to foster the
development of the commercial space industry. This realization has prompted several states to create
programs specifically designed to address technology issues. The Alaska Science & Technology Foundation,
for example, fosters the growth and development of space-related technology and engineering, concentrating
heavily upon technological innovation. Space New Mexico is designed to exploit the existing research centers
in the state, such as the Los Alamos National Laboratories, the White Sands facilities, and state universities.
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Perhaps the most interesting effort is in Virginia, where the Center for Inno\'ative Technology has pro\·i<led
vital funding to space-related university and industrial initiatives and enabled Virginia to become the first
state to orbit its own satellite. 3 Other states also have realized the vital importance of technology and ha\·c
taken steps to develop their technological capabilities (see chapter 2).

If Texas is to develop a self-sustaining space economy, it too must first establish a viable technology
base and then integrate space technology, commercial opportunity, and economic development in a complete
and comprehensive process. Fortunately, the space infrastructure currently existing in Texas, although not
properly focused or directed, provides the state with this opportunity. The Johnson Space Center, the Texas
Space Grant Consortium and associated university research programs, state government support for spacebased economic activity, the state's commercial space industry, and general business and technology
development efforts (e.g., business incubators and Texas Department of Commerce programs) all are in
relatively good position to be redirected to contribute to space-related economic growth (see chapter 3).
These considerations and conclusions pose the clear question as to what techniques or processes the
state must employ to build its technology base and translate that technology into a high level of commercial
endeavor.

Critical Technologies
For the purposes of this strategy, "critical technology" means any technology or technology area
whose development is considered essential to the creation of a self-sustaining space-related economy.
Current Efforts
Given the impressive range of technologies which Texas could consider for space business
development, the process of selecting those which are critical is not an easy one. Fortunately, the task of
choosing the appropriate technologies is simplified once the field of candidates is significantly narrowed.
This task of "narrowing the field" has been the focus of several recent national and international efforts. The
United States, Japan, and the European Community, for example, have developed critical technology lists
(see appendix E).
Although the applicability of any national or international list to Texas is questionable, the methods
through which they are compiled often are applicable and deserve attention. According to George P.
Millburn, the Executive Vice President of the National Center for Advanced Technology (NCAT), essentially
three different methods can be used to identify technologies that are critical. The first method is by simple
consensus, in which a broad-based group of expert technologists agree on which technologies are critical.
(This was the approach used to generate the lists in appendix E.) The second approach, known as the
systems approach, calls for these same experts to first decide upon the critical systems which must be
developed, and then determine the essential technologies from these systems. The final approach, similar to
the second, calls for the experts to develop a strategic plan for an industry or operation and then determine
the technologies essential for the realization of this plan.4 Any of these approaches, singly or in
combination, could be applied in Texas to assist in the identification of critical technologies for state space
business development, provided the long-range goal and the baseline strategy, including its primary
objectives, guide the selection of the technologies.
Millburn also identifies five criteria which generally are among those used to evaluate and narrow
the choice of candidate technologies.5 These five criteria, expanded and reformulated as questions, are as
follows:

1.

What are the current level and source of funding for the technology?
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2.

What alternative technologies are available, and what are the comparative ad\'antages and
disadvantages?

3.

D oes the technology have broad transfer applications?

4.

What is the current state of research and development in the technology? Is more needed? If so, in
what R &D area?

5.

How much will the technology cost?

Candidate Critical Technologies for Texas
Given the need to develop a broad consensus within the state on the critical technologies for spacerelated development, a combination of all three approaches is preferable. Within the strategic framework for
space-related development, first identify the technology sectors (i.e., critical systems) from among which
Texas should select its candidate critical technologies. Once these sectors are identified, experts from the
state's public., private, and university sectors should use appropriate criteria to select the critical technologies
that will underlie implementation of the baseline strategy.
Since the Texas space strategy for the 1990s specifies objectives emphasizing payload services and
satellite systems, the primary criterion for selecting the technology sectors should be: Choose only from
among technologies essential for the development of the key space systems in the baseline strategy. Using this
criterion, our preliminary research suggests four sectors from which to select the state's critical space-related
technologies on which to base a space business incubator network and related economic initiatives:
1.

small, miniaturized configuration space systems (including space flight and satellite systems, sensor
technology, telecommunications, and propulsion and power systems);

2.

ground-based telecommunications/ data management systems;

3.

payload services (including specific payload integration services, space flight management and data
collection, and payload processing) ; and

4.

robotics in space hardware, systems, and payload instrumentation.

Selecting the state's candidate critical technologies and then the technologies themselves from these
technology sectors is beyond the scope of this project. Nevertheless, the criteria used in this selection
process should include the five criteria suggested earlier in this section, as well as eight additional ones.
These criteria are as follows:
Primary Criterion: Choose only from among technologies important for the development of the key space
systems in the baseline strategy.
Additional Criteria:

I. General Queries

1.

What are the current level and source of funding for the technology?

2.

What alternative technologies are available and what are the comparative advantages and
disadvantages?

3.

Does the technology have broad transfer applications?
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4.

\Vhat is the current state of research and de\·elopment in the technology? Is more needed·: If so. in
what R&D area?

5.

How much will the technology cost?

II. Commercial Applications
6.

What are the potential commercial applications? Is more research needed?

7.

Is the technology cost-effective? Will its commercial applications realize profits in the short or long
run?

III. Texas Considerations
8.

What Texas companies are currently developing or using this technology?

9.

Will this technology encourage growth in new businesses?

10.

How will the technology affect the Texas economy in general? How will the technology address
state needs?

11.

Will the technology affect Texas differentially? Will some economic, geographic, and scientific areas
benefit and others not?

IV. Feasibility

12.

Can the technology be applied to a space business incubator system?

13.

Is the technology cost-beneficial? 6

Using these criteria, a respected group with broad representation in space technology and commercial
technology development and with a balanced composition from the public, private, and university sectors
would be fully capable of applying the criteria and selecting the critical technologies for space business
development in Texas.
Indeed, initial meetings with individuals from NASA and the commercial space industry already have
suggested possible candidates. There is agreement, for example, that miniaturization is the key to the
commercial future of space. 7 Miniaturizing computer chips, as well as motors and moving mechanisms, is
already revolutionizing most industries, and this trend will continue even more rapidly. Miniaturization could
significantly stimulate a state space-related economy by lowering the mass and payload size of satellites, and,
as a result, the cost and difficulty of launch and recovery is significantly decreased with a smaller payload and
launch vehicle capability as well.
Another potentially significant technology still in the development stage is autonomous systems, that
is, spacecraft systems coupled to computer programs which work independently or with little need of human
control or intervention, making their own decisions and choosing their own courses. Such systems, in
addition to having new commercial market applications, will ease the requirements and costs for groundbased control payloads, thus facilitating the implementation of the objectives in the state's baseline space
strategy.8
Conclusions
Because the choice of technologies will have such a pervasive effect on other elements and objectives
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of this strategy, the selection process should begin at the earliest possible time. ll is strongly rccommcrnku
that the Texas Space Grant Consortium, perhaps joined by other groups, shoulu play a vital role in this
process. Whatever approach is taken, however, it is most important that this task be one of the initial steps
taken in the implementation of the baseline strategy's objectives. Without the identification and subsequent
development of critical technologies, the strategy's other primary objectives cannot be effectively realized.

Space Business Incubator Network
Once Texas has identified the technologies critical to a self-sustaining space-related economy, it must
determine the means and mechanisms to develop them. It is equally important to consider how such a
technology, once developed, is then transferred to business products and commercialized.
Despite the high merit of new technology concepts and their projected commercial impact, most
technology entrepreneurs have little or no business acumen in moving technology development forward to a
sound business base. This deficiency alone is the principal cause of the high failure rate of new technology
ventures. A large percentage of failures in the effort to build a Texas space technology cannot be tolerated;
the stakes are too high. Since the entire structure of the strategy rests on the selection of critical
technologies and their growth to establish the state's R&D base, it is vital to the enterprise, during the early
years of development when success is tenuous and vulnerable, that the critical technologies be afforded
preferential and protective treatment.
Further, as critical as the technologies are, it is no less critical that a means and process be selected
and used that assures a high success ratio in establishing space technology businesses. This project concludes
that the incubator concept is eminently suited for the state's purpose: the performance record of incubators
in building successful business enterprises is remarkably high; they are cost-effective and affordable through
the use of time-resource sharing and therefore are affordable; they are well-suited and can be positioned to
receive assistance from and to focus on the joint efforts of a public-private enterprise; and, as importantly,
they create a nurturing, safe environment for creative and innovative minds. Their purpose, in the context of
this strategy, is two-fold: to provide a sheltered enclave for the development of critical technologies and to
prepare the technology entrepreneur with the business training and base to move from the protective
incubator to the competitive community of space technology business. One need only examine the record of
the state's business incubators, especially the Austin Technology Incubator, to understand the justification for
this concept as the means to initiate and support space technology growth.
The incubator concept, in this application, has particular characteristics that should be kept in mind
as well. Technology generally is in a constant state of evolution and change. The critical technologies
selected for this strategy implementation will not be the same set ten to twenty years hence. As a
consequence, the need for technology development is unending, and the state's economic intentions for space
technology must accommodate change to maintain the effort and to be competitive in the larger market
arena. Therefore, the space business incubator should be regarded as a permanent presence in the ongoing,
ever-changing task to create and nurture a space technology industry and its commercial applications.
Further, the number of separate technologies in the critical set will almost surely be too large and
diverse for any single incubator to handle. The concept envisioned here, then, will require several separate
incubators, their number as well as their priority or development sequence determined by the set of
technologies or technology categories and by the TSA tactical plan for integrating incubator technology
development with the development of technical requirements for the other primary objectives.
The diversity represented in the set of critical technologies can be addressed by siting separate
incubators in proximity to and linking them to the major research universities across the state. In this way,
the critical technology categories can be matched to the research interests, facilities, and expertise of single
universities, providing a close association and proactive role for universities in the implementation process.
Thus, the incubator concept for this strategy is in practice a network or system of separate facilities.
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Using the universities of the state as a priority consideration in fo rm ing the network creates a
powerful economic leveraging effect. It is well-documented that a large percentage of new businesses which
spin out of incubators locate themselves in the same area. For high technology space firms that are not
location dependent, and the great majority are not, there is a compelling rationale to remain close to their
incubator, especially during the first years of establishing their business base. Continued access to the
incubator's business expertise and assistance, maintaining relations with the incubator for follow-on
technology development, and access to a university for its intellectual resources and for recruitment purposes
are among the most cogent reasons for young companies to maintain close relations with their respective
incubators.
Lastly, the high multiplier effect of high technology industry in generating related or support
industries and increased employment is unquestioned. Space technology is no exception. While the
standards for workforce training, education, and technical competence are demanding, their success and
presence at local and regional levels are a strong incentive for communities to address these challenges. In
the final analysis, this is the primary intent of the incubators. They are charged to produce the "seed corn" of
a future space technology industry; what they produce and where they produce it is the first critical step in
the process of spreading growth across the state.
A Texas space authority, with the selection of critical technologies in hand, should take immediate
steps to develop a statewide network of space business incubators. This network should work collaboratively
with universities and other research institutions, as well as with the Johnson Space Center and the state's
commercial space industry. By forging a strong relationship among these entities, the incubator network
becomes the means by which space industry growth and development is extended across the state.
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Chapter 8.
Objective: Integrated Payload
Services Capability
OBJECTIVE,: Establish an integrated payload services capability in Texas to foster the space-related business
development, investment, R&D, technology transfer, infrastructure, and human resources necessary to sustain a
space-related economy.

Rationale
Current Situation
In recent years the federal government has repeatedly demonstrated its desire to encourage the
growth of the commercial space industry. In 1983 the White House issued a directive which made federal
space technology and launch resources available to private industry. 1 This action was followed in 1984 by
the establishment of the Office of Commercial Space Transportation, which was chartered to "promote,
encourage, and facilitate commercial space transportation" and to regulate commercial space activities.2
Finally, in 1991, the White House released the U.S. Commercial Space Policy Guidelines.3 These guidelines
direct the federal space program to make use of private launch services to the fullest extent feasible;
authorize cooperative research efforts with states, local governments, and private industry; and allow the
federal space program to make available to the public all unused capacity of space assets, services, and
infrastructure.
Despite these encouraging new policies, the federal government intends to continue decreasing its
active role in the development of commercialization and shifting commercial space initiatives to the private
sector and/or individual states. Nevertheless, it is still willing to encourage this development through both
financial and technical assistance. NASA is involved in several programs intended to assist
commercialization efforts through technology transfer, including the Technology Utilization Program, Centers
for Commercial Development of Space, and government/industry partnerships.4 In addition, the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Department of Transportation, and Department of Defense have programs
designed to assist in space-related industry development.5
While some states and private companies are clearly interested in the prospects from
commercialization, they are tentative about assuming full responsibility. The degree of federal financial
assistance is unclear, as is the size of the potential market and probable returns on investment. Even
though space commerce continues to increase every year, large companies, especially those relying on federal
dollars to underwrite their R&D programs, have indicated that the research and development necessary for
commercialization is too large for them to pursue on their own and that government assistance is
necessary. 6
Some forward-looking, venturesome states have established their own programs designed to develop
space commercialization, often with financial assistance from their legislatures. States such as Virginia,
Alaska, and Hawaii have clearly demonstrated their confidence in the long-term economic benefits from
developing a state-based space industry (see chapter 2). They also desire to establish lead positions in order
to remain competitive as space commercialization begins to develop more broadly.
Texas already has a strong leadership position in the national civil space program due to the
presence of the Johnson Space Center and the aerospace corporations which participate in the JSC program,
such as McDonnell Douglas and Martin Marietta. The Texas interest in the national program aside,
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however. the state has not mm·ed in an organized: systematic way to avail itself of federal assistanc~. anc
broadly-based state-level space programs are not yet being actively pursued. \\ nile space technology and
related industries are knov.11 to be an important part of the state ·s economic base, few efforts have been
made to create technology or industry that would enable Texas to build its own commercial space enterprise.
Because of the federal government's support for space commercialization and the potential economic
returns for the state, it is strategically important that Texas take an active role in stimulating this
commercialization. Other states, particularly Virginia and Florida, are currently ahead of Texas in organized
efforts to develop their state space industry, which should provide them with economic opportunities and
leverage in future space commercialization. Virginia, generally considered the national leader in state
initiatives, boasts a strong public-private network of organizations working in concert to develop the space
industry in the state, and it also has access to the federal launch facility at Wallops Island. Florida,
meanwhile, offers SpacePort Florida, the nation's first commercial space transportation authority, and access
to federal facilities at the Kennedy Space Center. Other states are also beginning to position themselves in
sectors of the industry -- Hawaii, Alabama, and Alaska in launch services and New Mexico in recovery sites:
for example -- and are formulating general strategies to attract and develop space business.
However, none of these states has an insurmountable lead on Texas. While a few states may have a
commanding presence in one area of payload services (e.g., launch capability), no state is dominant in all, or
even most, payload service areas. This is particularly important, because those states, and there are only a
few, which are capable and have strategic locations and size will be able to provide a full range of services
and thus gain a competitive leadership advantage. Texas is one of these few states by 'virtue of its existing
space infrastructure, its geographic location making launch services feasible, and its thinly-populated, vast
western lands available for payload recovery facilities.
Capturing a substantial share of the commercial space market will be a gradual, evolutionary
process. The pursuit and development of this capability by any state, including Texas, will more than likely
be paced by the growth of space commercialization. Consequently, there likely will be little compelling
reason for Texas to acquire a comprehensive range of integrated payload services immediately. This should
not obviate the need for Texas to enter into this market area, however, given the interest and intentions of
other leading states. It should be anticipated that in the near term the leader states, including Texas, will
rely on mutually beneficial partnerships with each other (as some currently have) to provide services that do
not exist in each individual state. Through these initial collaborations, Texas can actively participate in space
commercialization growth while pacing the development within its borders of an increasingly more
comprehensive range of services.

Strategic Importance
Frequent access to space and payload recovery plus related support services are mandatory
prerequisites to the building of a commercial space industry. The entity, or state, that is intent on acquiring
this capability assures itself of a strong leverage advantage in capturing a significant portion of the space
commerce market. The limits of the potential market for payload services have yet to be realized, but they
can be assumed to be very broad and of long duration, on the order of decades (i.e., significantly larger than
the investment required for market access). This market will range from domestic and foreign to civil and
military to public and private; it is potentially global in scale and economic magnitude.
Like every complex technological venture, the technology of a payload services system will be in a
virtual constant state of change through improvement. The commercial market demands and competitors
will create technology at ever higher levels. Thus, the payload services system itself is a technology user or
market and, as such, constitutes an outcome of space technology development and application. Since this
mission objective of the baseline strategy occupies a major fraction of the long·range effort for economic
self-sufficiency, the technology of the system must be regarded as critical, and therefore the payload services
system is vitally connected to the technology output of the state's space business incubator system. The
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success of this interdependency will to a large degree define the relative position of Texas in scn ·ing the
commercial space market and, as importantly, the commercial space applications mar ket outside of Texas for
Texas' advanced technology.
The growth of space commercialization will depend in part on the use of the space environment,
principally low-gravity forces and near-perfect vacuums, for R&D leading to new technologies and their
application in non-space industries (e.g., metallurgy, pharmaceuticals, and agriculture). lv1any of these
industries currently are in their infancy; much of their activity is experimental, in small entrepreneurial firms,
often working in collaboration with university research faculties. In part, research progress has been
inhibited by very limited access to space, a situation which is slowly changing due to assistance from federal
funding agencies. The potential is much greater, however, and the availability of a comprehensive services
capability for access to space is a powerful attraction for small, nonspace entrepreneurial firms to locate
close to these services. As in the case of small, space-related firms, these nonspace firms represent the "seed
corn" of new technology industries. It should be anticipated, then, that nonspace industries will be an
associated economic growth sector, multiplying the effects of the Texas investment in payload services
capability.

Strategic Considerations
It is essential that the state move aggressively during the decade of the 1990s to develop the full
range of payload services within its borders. To wait until the capability for payload services exists elsewhere
is to risk market capture by states or regions as capable and as strategically located as Texas and, thereby, to
deny a substantial in-state application of Texas space technology. Because the overall development of the
integrated payload services package will be driven by market forces, competitors, and the availability of
funds, it is not possible to predetermine the sequence and timing of the development of each component of
the package. It may, for example, be tactically advantageous for Texas to develop its in-state recovery site
and ancillary services first in order to have a "bargaining chip" to use in acquiring other out-of-state services
initially. Adequate recovery sites are few and vitally necessary for the return of payloads. From the current
perspective, however, it can only be stated generally that development will be evolutionary and that the actual
initiation of the separate elements will be determined by the tactical plan of the Texas space authority (TSA).
During this evolutionary approach to a full capability, Texas, through the TSA, needs to establish its
presence among other states in the commercial space arena. It is important to begin to cultivate and shape
this market, for the reasons given above, well before the state is able and in a position to provide a complete
range of services within the state. Moreover, it is strategically prudent to set in place, at the earliest possible
moment, the concept of "packaged services," even though during the early years the "package" will likely be
constructed through interstate agreements, collaboration with outside industries, trade-offs, and quid pro quo
arrangements. As necessary as these outside collaborative arrangements may be, however, it is important to
recognize that they are a transitional phase and that the ultimate goal is to provide these packaged services
in the state. To rely indefinitely on agreements with non-Texas entities is to dilute the market advantages
associated with in-state services and to inhibit the economic growth and return to the state.
Clearly, the dynamic relationship and the delicate balancing effort between the early phase of
packaged payload services and the development of the full in-state capability has to be centrally directed and
focused. Further, the relationship of this complex primary objective to the others in the baseline strategy
illustrates again the pressing need for an appropriately constituted Texas space authority to organize and
manage this highly integrated set of tasks.
For the purposes of this strategy, payload services applies collectively to all services which constitute
the planning and execution of a commercial space mission. This includes (but is not limited to) early
payload design, integration, and mission coordination; launch operations, including transportation, launch to
selected altitudes, and associated support services (e.g., legal services, insurance coverage, and environmental
regulations and considerations); payload monitoring and data collection; recovery operations, which
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determine vehicle/payload reentry and capture; and post-recovery processing, including data processing.
Thus, integrated payload services consist of all the services required for the implementation and support of a
complete R&D or commercial space mission, combined and marketed as a single, competitive package.
Since each area of payload services is unique with regard to its characteristics and requirements, a
description of the major areas follows, along with a brief discussion of how those areas fit into the overall
strategy.

Early Payload Design, Integration, and Mission Coordination
This area contains those services which must be secured to prepare a payload for launch. They
include everything from the initial design and purpose of the experiment to the final step of accommodating
the payload in the launch vehicle and linking to the space flight systems (e.g., vehicle control,
communications, power, data acquisition, and recovery).
The design and payload integration of the experiment is a critically important initial step in the
process leading to mission configuration. Before any planning can be accomplished, the client must describe
the purpose and objectives of the mission to be undertaken. This description will determine the physical
makeup of the payload and the environment needed to accomplish the mission, the two factors which drive
the entire range of subsequent payload support services needed. Another key factor will be the manner in
which the payload will be interfaced with the launch vehicle to achieve the mission objectives, a process
known as payload integration. At this stage, the size of the launch vehicle, the desired use of the space
environment, the orbit or trajectory to be attained, the monitoring of the experiment (e.g., communication
needs), and the duration of the mission will be determined.7 Since this early activity plays such a critical
part in defining all the remaining elements of mission services, there is a clear advantage to clients and a
powerful marketing advantage to the state to provide a complete, integrated package of mission services.

Launch Operations
At the current time, Texas does not possess its own ground-based launch capability, although in the
early 1980s the capability for such launches over the Gulf of Mexico was demonstrated. It is important that
current launch options (including land-based, sea-based, and aircraft launch platforms) be examined carefully
to determine their feasibility, as well as the costs and benefits of developing such a capability early within the
present strategic time frame, weighing the gains in market opportunities and leverage of doing so against the
costs of developing and operating such a site.
In order to develop a launch capability within the state, several conditions must be addressed. Some
of these are natural; for example, if ground-based launches are desired, the state must possess a geographic
site which is suitable for that purpose. This includes not only public safety and liability considerations, but
also environmental considerations such as pollution and habitation effects and mission factors such as winds,
climate, and latitude. Some of these factors affect the feasibility of sea-based and aircraft-launched payloads
as well. These natural factors eliminate the possibility of acquiring a launch capability for many states;
however, Texas does not fall within that group. Other factors affecting launch capability are demographic or
legal, including air traffic patterns, population distributions, and transportation infrastructure.
Another launch-related task which the state and its client must consider is the acquisition of
insurance. Three types of insurance are generally required for a launch: first-party, second-party, and thirdparty. First-party insurance covers the liability of the policyholder for losses of its own equipment or
investment (for example, covering the loss to a launch company of its launch vehicle) . Second-party
insurance covers damages to related parties, such as the damages incurred by a payload or an independent
launch facility if a launch vehicle malfunctions. Third-party insurance covers losses to "innocent bystanders,"
those parties which are not involved in the operation but which may incur damages. Third-party insurance
poses the largest problems for the space insurance industry, because it is the least quantifiable in scope and
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in the nature of damage or injury. 8
This \irtually unlimited exposure to liability increases the financial risks to both the lau ncher and the
insurer and results in inflated costs of space-based activity. The coverage for this insurance typically costs as
high as 20 to 25 percent of the overall launch costs, despite the fact that no third-party claims have ever been
paid.9 The entire insurance issue seems to beg for redress solely on economic grounds. If a state space
authority can minimize these costs, through innovative "pooling" techniques and by establishing new bases for
coverage, the state's market position will be greatly enhanced. Meanwhile, insurance representatives are
urging the federal government to assume some of the third-party risks, as is currently done in Europe, China,
and Russia.
Monitoring and Data Collection
Communication requirements for flight control and monitoring, as well as data acquisition, will be
largely dependent on the nature of individual missions. For some missions (e.g., suborbital) a single ground
station would be sufficient to monitor the vehicle. In other cases, such as extended orbital missions, it may
be necessary to have additional ground stations and/ or a space tracking antenna network beneath the flight
path. This could involve agreements with other states and possibly other countries and would require a
system capable of coordinating the network. Advances in computer and communication technology have
greatly reduced the size of ground-based facilities and tracking stations to the point where they are now
commercially available and affordable. The TSA should thoroughly evaluate this technology for use in a
Texas payload services system.
Recovery Operations and Post-Recovery Processing
A commercial space mission requiring that the payload be returned to earth must be provided an
operational means of reentry which will ensure that the payload will not be damaged or compromised by the
extreme environments of reentry, that the payload will survive the recovery process, and that a means exists
to transport the payload safely and quickly to the post-recovery processing facilities.
A major factor in the recovery process is the selection of the recovery site. The requirements are
numerous, highlighted by a flat, open topography on the order of 50-100 miles in area to lessen the
likelihood of damage upon landing and to facilitate access to the payload by the recovery team. This could
be either flat, unvegetated terrain, such as prairie, desert, or salt flats, or conceivably, for some mission types,
open water. In addition, the site should lend itself to a simple transportation infrastructure which can be
used to retrieve the payload and deliver it to the processing area. On land, this could be a road, railroad,
airstrip, navigable river, or other such means of transport, while for ocean recoveries the landing site must be
within range of a boat or seaplane equipped to make the recovery.
Although the requirement that the recovery area be sufficiently distant from uninvolved parties (to
minimize the likelihood and effects of unintentional damage) is useful for contingency purposes, advanced
means of landing the payload with "pinpoint accuracy" are currently available and would essentially negate
this problem. The prospect of unintentional damage is further decreased by the increasingly smaller
payloads likely to be common later this decade. For land recovery sites, the millions of acres of state-owned
land in West Texas fit the criteria required of a suitable recovery area.
The final step in the payload services process provides analysis of the data collected during the flight.
The primary characteristics of a processing facility would be the ability to process the data in a timely
manner, at reasonable cost, with minimal risk of damaging the data and/ or payload and with maximum
confidence of the results and output. For many payloads, it is essential that the post-recovery processing
occur quickly upon recovery, usually within hours; therefore, access to the processing area from the recovery
area is another important data services consideration.
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Chapter 9.
Objective: Public-Private Development
Program for a Texas Satellite System
OBJECTIVE.: Establish a public-private development program for a Texas satellite system providing remote
sensing, associated data management, and other communications services for industrial, commercial, scientific,
educational, and governmental applications.

Rationale
Current Situation

From a review of state agencies and educational institutions, it is apparent that Texas, because of its
enormous geographic size and the complexity of state organizations required to serve its citizens, has been
increasingly drawn to consider new technologies to provide essential services and to meet vital needs across
the state. These technologies have generally fallen into two primary requirement areas: (1) the need to "see"
and monitor phenomena over large surface areas and (2) the need for interactive telecommunications
services, again over large areas of the state. Further, both of these areas have response time dependencies
that range from seconds to days or weeks, depending on the communications application or the rate of
change of observed phenomena.
A number of individuals, singly or occasionally in small, user-oriented groups, have concluded that
satellite platforms and technology could serve state needs generally and could specifically address these two
primary requirement areas. Serious consideration of acquiring space capability or, next best, access to spaceacquired data and information has been fragmented or scattered, however, because the considerations have
been constrained to the needs and tasks of individual agencies or institutions. Largely through actions or
policies outside the state or beyond the control or influence of the state (e.g., privatization of the federal
satellite system, cost of data from commercial sources, a serious recession, and shrinking budgets of state
agencies and institutions), many of the efforts have come to nought.
In retrospect, it is not clear, even if the state had not suffered a severe economic setback, that such a
fragmented, multiple but independent, approach to utilizing space technology would have been in the
economic best interests of the state. Moreover, the project group found no effort which had acknowledged
and studied the diverse range of state needs that could be addressed from orbiting space platforms and had
considered the economies of scale from aggregating needs and integrating them into a single satellite system.
The following brief summary of the current situation illustrates the rationale of these conclusions
and the wide range of needs and opportunities for applying satellite technology within the state.
In recent years, Texas state agencies and private companies have increasingly relied upon
telecommunications systems to carry out their activities and responsibilities. These systems include
traditional telephone lines, fiber optics networks, and satellites. For example, Project Bluebonnet, a
nonprofit organization composed of Texas state government, private sector, and university representatives, is
providing learning and training opportunities for individuals and schools not otherwise having access to such
programs. It also has identified "medical networking" as an important strategic component for the future of
the Texas rural health care system to give bedridden patients access to trained specialists and expensive
equipment not otherwise available.1 The University of Texas at Austin College of Pharmacy teaches
students simultaneously at The University of Texas at Austin and other University of Texas System campuses
through a two-way interactive video system,2 and the Texas A&M University System is planning a similar
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capability for its cam puses. Texas Tech U niversity Health Science Center has had such a system linking fo ur
institutions since 1989. In addition, since 1990 it has operated MED NET, a one-way video, two-way audio
satellite link-up to 18 hospital sites in West Texas. 3 The Texas Rehabilitation Commission uses Texas
Tech's facilities to broadcast to its locations in West Texas. Texas Tech has invested $3.4 million on the
project, of which $1.4 million was provided by federal grants.4
The Texas Agricultural Extension Service is presently engaged in a five-year satellite communications
project, with a goal of creating the capability to deliver its extension programs through downlinks to its
offices all over Texas. Since the TEX-AN state long distance telephone system will not be adequate to serve
future needs, the Texas Air Control Board is examining how best to meet its data transmission needs.5 The
Texas Department of Transportation is looking at using the Global Positioning System (GPS) to provide
Texas agencies with the capability to locate objects on the ground with pinpoint accuracy. This capability
would improve rescue operations, exploration and tracking, surveying, and map making. Already the
Department of Transportation is experimenting with this capability in surveying rights-of-way and in locating
highway mile markers for mapping purposes. The department also has experimented with cellular phone
links to relay positioning data, but has found this technique to be only partially successful due to the limited
coverage areas of cellular phone systems. The Water Quality Board and the Texas Railroad Commission are
focusing on linking telecommunications and the GPS to create a capability to locate water, oil, and natural
gas wells for mapping and regulatory purposes. Again, the same limited coverage by ground-based
telecommunications carriers prevents this capability from being used in the most effective manner.
A satellite-based application of particular interest and importance to environmental and natural
resources agencies and to major Texas energy corporations is remote sensing. In the early 1970s, the Texas
Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS) was organized as a joint venture between the Johnson Space
Center's Earth Observations Division and the State of Texas. Many state agencies, including the Water
Commission, Air Control Board, Forest Service, Parks and Wildlife Department, Department of Health, Soil
and Water Conservation Board, Historical Commission, General Land Office, and Department of
Commerce, participated in the effort. Between 1970 and 1983, $500,000 in grant money was spent on TNRIS
technology in Texas. NASA loaned imaging hardware to TNRIS and also sponsored joint projects with
TNRIS. In 1983, the formal relationship with JSC's Earth Observations Division ended as NASA terminated
this division.
In the 1980s, the federal government also privatized the lANDSAT remote sensing system, turning
operational management and data distribution over to the Earth Observations Satellite Acquisition
Technology (EOSAT) Corporation of Maryland. This company has monopoly control over the availability
and cost of processed remote sensing data from the l.ANDSAT system. With privatization, the cost to
acquire processed data rose, and Texas agencies in need of these data no longer can afford to purchase
them. The only other source of remote sensing data currently available is the French quasi-private
organization Spotimage, whose data pricing schedule is comparable to that for LANDSAT data sets.6
Major energy companies currently are the only remote sensing data users in Texas with the financial
resources to acquire lANDSAT data as their needs dictate.
Two Texas agencies in particular have significant needs for remote sensing data which cannot be
addressed by the current system of purchasing IANDSAT data. The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
would like to use satellite remote sensing technology to improve its monitoring of biological resources in
ground features of wildlife habitats in the state but can only afford four to six LANDSAT data sets per year.
The Texas Air Control Board is interested in using remote sensing satellite data to monitor ozone formation
and study dust storms.
Remote sensing satellites also can be used to create computer-generated simulation maps, or
Geographical Information Systems (GIS), which are particularly useful for studies in community and regional
planning and in environmental and natural resource protection. At The University of Texas at Austin, one
GIS project involves using satellite systems to examine cotton plowdowns in the Rio Grande Valley to detect
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boll weevil nests and their migration patterns to help prevent the spread of crop disease . The Texas General
Land Office has used GIS to create an effective oil slick response program. The Texas Public Utilities
Commission has determined that GIS can provide informat ion to map utility retail service area boundaries
and transmission line routings. 7
In recent years there bas been a growing realization by Texas state agencies and Texas industry that
the expanded uses of satellite services -- including remote sensing, telecommunications, and geographic
positioning systems -- could enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of both private and public sector
organizations. With most current and potential Texas users of satellite services having to rely on private
vendors (e.g., EOSAT for LANDSAT data),8 however, the current high costs for such services and the tight
fiscal situation in Texas have combined to put most of these services beyond the reach of Texas agencies and
businesses. Moreover, current licensing regulations for the sale and use of LANDSAT data make it
impossible for the state to share duplicate copies of data sets it purchases (as it did in TNRIS). Having
Texas create its own data processing facility to bypass LANDSAT purchases is not feasible, either, given the
high cost of acquiring and implementing such a capability. Another problem currently is that even when
several state agencies and businesses are using satellite services, they generally do so independently of each
other. A comprehensive, integrated public-private development program for the operation of a Texas
satellite system could not only improve the availability and use of satellite services but also contribute
substantially to the growth of a Texas space economy.
Fiber optics networks and other earth-based telecommunications systems are frequently touted as a
less expensive alternative to satellite systems. However, while fiber optics networks are more economical for
many tasks, they have significant drawbacks when compared to satellite systems and are able to meet far
fewer needs of state agencies and businesses. Unlike a satellite system, the cost of transmitting information
on a fiber optics network is a function of distance; the cost is almost directly proportional to the length of
the cable. A satellite system can also broadcast to multiple points on earth simultaneously, whereas a cable
system can only communicate between two specific locations. Creating a fiber optics network capable of
reaching every domicile in Texas would be prohibitively expensive; providing such access to a satellite system
would be much more economically efficient.

Strategic Importance
In the commercialization of space, the market potential of satellite communications and remote
sensing has already been established, and the technology is available. Affordable access to space and
declining costs of telecommunications and remote sensing technology, especially through technology
miniaturization, has opened up entirely new market opportunities. For parties intent on participating in the
growth phase of commercialization and establishing market share, entry is opportune now in remote sensing
and communications; it is not necessary to wait for growth and development in the third element of
commercialization, namely, the use of low-gravity and near-perfect vacuums for materials processing in orbit.
For individual states which elect to meet their multiple in-state needs initially and the broader market needs
subsequently, it will be necessary to construct a development program to demonstrate technical feasibility and
efficiency as well as economic cost-effectiveness.
A large commercial space market already exists in Texas by virtue of the state agencies and
institutional needs -- and if such a market exists in Texas, then it also exists in other states and jurisdictions.
Ta.ken together, these complex requirements and opportunities necessitate a different approach to satellite
technology, one that must satisfy a wide range of user needs integrated into a single, or a few, platform(s).
It represents a technology application perspective or window that has not been exploited by commercial
satellite corporations or federal program studies to date. Indeed, a large degree of the strategic importance
of a satellite system is linked to demonstrating that individual states are the appropriate place and scale for
space commercialization.
A development program leading to the placement of a state satellite in orbit and its operation to
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address state needs. would demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of multipurpose sateli:tes. It
would also demonstrate that indi\idual states are capable of assuming control of thei r own future$ in using
space technology and need not always rely on the fede ral go\·ernment or large corporations to direct th e
choices in technology applications.
Once the satellite system has demonstrated its capability to serve a multi-user communit:· in Texas. it
then becomes an effective marketing tool for applications outside Texas. By \i.rtue of the size of Texas. its
variation in geographic domains, and the complexity of its infrastructure, proof of the system's operational
and economic feasibility establishes market credibility.
Like the other primary objectives of this baseline strategy, the technology demands for a state
satellite system, both space- and ground-based, will be in a constant state of evol ution and change, largely
driven by market requirements and competitors. Since the technology of this system, like that of the
integrated payload services system, is a vital factor in attaining economic self-sufficiency, it too must be
regarded as critical. Therefore, the link to the state's space business and technology incubators and to its
space technology development firms is established. Similarly, the state's ~tellite system is itself an end user
for the critical technologies developed in the state. Further, once the proof-of-concept is demonstrated and
the satellite system's relationship to T exas-developed technology shown, the market for Texas satellite
technology will expand, as will the market for the satellite system services. The ~tellite system, then, has a
strong multiplier effect on the state's space R &D base.

Essential Characteristics
Public-Private Development Program
The development program for a Texas satellite system should be designed and managed by a Texas
space authority responsive to the needs and opportunities of both the public and the private sectors and
responsible as well for coordination with other Texas space strategy objectives.
A primary element of the development program should be a comprehensive identification and
assessment of anticipated state agency, business, and university uses of services that could be prO\ided by a
state satellite system over the decade of the 1990s. The full range of users -- potential as well as actual -- for
a state satellite system, their projected needs and use patterns, and the extent to which the existence of a
satellite system would meet those patterns require careful consideration. This information would significantly
influence the satellite system design and mission requirements. Adequately addressing the needs of potential
customers would enable the state space authority to begin marketing the ~tellite system services both in the
state and beyond.
It is essential that the development program have both revision and extension capabilities. The
development program must be flexible enough to enable the ~tellite system to meet changing state needs
and to anticipate changing data requirements over time periods up to a decade. It must provide for a system
able to respond to advances in technology and be upgraded as new capabilities warrant. Only in this way
would the T exas satellite system continue to deliver state-of-the-art, efficient services to all its users.
Ultimately, the development program should be able to guide the design, development, implemen tation, and
operation of the satellite system .
The Texas space authority must include in the development program a market analysis 'With
sensitivity to form s of competition and alternatives to the services provided by a satellite system. This
analysis not only must focus on immediate and short-range returns, but also must consider the strategic
position of the state and its industries. R igorous cost analysis v.ill be required to determine and regulate the
costs of an operational satellite system in accordance with user needs and system design. The development
program should be anchored by firm public and private financial commitments and arrangements in advance
of its implementation. This is crucial to demonstrating the intent and financial credibility both of the
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program and of the satellite system.
A primary element of the development program is the design of technical assessments to identi fy the
desirable characteristics and potential problems associated with a state satellite system. Completion of these
assessments is critically important before initiating a pilot project to demonstrate the system. This
demonstration project is essential for showing potential public, private, and university users the performance
characteristics of the system in a realistic operating environment. As a marketing strategy, the demonstration
project should showcase the distinctive and diverse capabilities of the system, as well as its cost-effectiveness.

Remote Sensing Capability in a State Satellite System
One of the two primary capabilities of a Texas satellite system to be developed initially should be
remote sensing. The essential characteristics of a remote sensing capability must match the requirements of
the users. Each user will have specific data needs, such as spatial resolution and spectral sensitivity. At a
minimum the remote sensing capability must span at least the entirety of Texas with just a few satellite
passes, so that thorough coverage of the state is ensured for all Texas users, regardless of their location.
There must be a reliable and continuous flow of data, and the users of the system must be able to acquire
these processed data in a timely manner.
The system must have provisions for storing and retrieving data. A central repository for the
collection, storage, and dissemination of data collected by the satellite system will be necessary if the state is
to take full advantage of the benefits of a remote sensing capability. The satellite system should have the
capability of allowing data taken at different times to be comparable and of uniform quality. As new
processing techniques emerge in the future, the satellite system should have the capability of processing older
data sets as well as those obtained and processed through more advanced techniques. In all cases, the exact
nature of the storage, processing, and retrieval systems must be driven by the needs of the market, both
present and future.
A state satellite system will succeed only if adequate attention is given to satisfying customer needs
at a reasonable cost. Primary customers should be included in both the development and operational phases
of the remote sensing capability. The costs of obtaining, processing, storing, and retrieving data will be of
major concern to all users. If and when marginal costs require increasing the cost of services, these increases
need to be incremental, so that state agencies and private users alike are able to continue to afford the data.

Telecommunications Capability in a State Satellite System
The second essential capability that should be included in a Texas satellite system and developed
initially is telecommunications. Again, a state satellite system must be responsive to the needs of its public,
private, and university users. At a minimum, comprehensive telecommunications coverage of the state is
necessary; the capability to provide services to other states also is necessary if the state decides to market the
satellite services to users outside the state. The system must have enough capacity to handle multiple data
streams at peak usage hours. It must have sufficient ground support equipment to provide smooth switching
of data streams along communication routes. Maintaining uniform, high-quality, continuous data flow is
essential.
The satellite system's primary telecommunications characteristic should be the capability to provide
fixed point-to-point data transmission services. The essential elements of these services are a direct-to-user
network (i.e., instantaneous communications, not delayed) and high volume trunking capability, at first on a
statewide level, then later on a regional and perhaps even an international level. A secondary characteristic
should be the capacity to handle compatible services in the form of mobile telecommunications services in
the air, on water, and on land, as well as a broadcast and relay service capability. This capacity could include
television programming distribution, two-way educational interactive video, and other data relay functions.
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Chapter 10.
The Space Constituency

Constituency Development
The project group has been consistently impressed in its research effort by the rich promise that the
space frontier has for the quality of life in Texas. It is pervasive and multifaceted, and it has strongly
influenced the course of strategy development. It has provided the rationale for the conclusion that a space
economy, with its practical benefits, has the capacity and potential to expand to the point at which it will be
regarded by the populace as a public utility in the fullest sense. Analogies drawn to such economic
developments as the electrification of the state, the highway system, and communications networks, among
others, and the dramatic effect that these developments have had on the quality of Texans' lives are
appropriate to the space context.
Consequently, this state space strategy for the 1990s and its long-range framework are intended to
embrace as wide an area of the state and to proliferate the space infrastructure as extensively as possible.
The implication is that the economic benefits to the user community and the general citizenry of the state
that are associated with the implementation of this baseline strategy similarly should affect other areas of the
economy. As specified in the report's description of the strategy, these areas include the state education
system (from elementary education through the university system, both public and private); potential sites for
new business development and the involvement of established centers of space technology industries; the farflung network of responsibilities and service areas of the separate state agencies; and, as importantly, the
links which draw all these public and private groups together in this enterprise.
It is essential that the institutional entity charged with addressing and carrying out this baseline
strategy -- the Texas space authority -- undertake an ongoing, proactive outreach to inform, educate,
promote, and involve all interested organizations and citizens of Texas. If the project's conclusions about the
potential and effect of a space economy on the general populace of the state are correct, then it is
strategically important, even vital, that a large portion of the population support the implementation of this
undertaking through their participation and through public-private investment. Obtaining this support will
not be an easy task. The long-range goal is, indeed, several decades into the future, and the next several
years of space economic development, essentially a bootstrap effort, will probably show only limited returns.
Further, these periods are sufficiently long to expect that most of the present generation of leaders in all
sectors that affect the baseline strategy implementation may have given way to new leaders with different
economic and political policies and emphases.
Against these eventualities, it is therefore strategically important that the confidence and sustained
support of the general populace, as well as of those public and private organizations involved in
implementing the strategy, play a vital role in maintaining the economic development enterprise. That is, the
goal of achieving self-reliance in space economic and business development must continue to be regarded as
a public good and thus beyond political question, although there may well be mid-course changes in tactical
and level-of-effort planning. For these reasons, it is essential that a space constituency of the state be widely
sought and developed through focused and active programs to enable people across the state to understand
the state's commitment to space and to participate meaningfully in its growth and benefits.
It should be apparent at this point that the strategic framework is intended to result in the state
mobilizing its resources to establish an independent, ongoing space program of its own. Again, this is a
sobering concept, but the essential nature of the long-range goal and the principal space-related attributes of
the state virtually compel the development and implementation of the baseline and successor strategies to
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this end. Only a few states haYe the opportunity and the capability to think str ategically in these term s: eq:: n
fewer have the temerity to concei\·e of the long-range significance. But the boldness to extrapolate the stat c·s
future in these terms also must recognize the level of effort and the sustained commitment required.
The analogy to the national civil space program is interesting, but there are significant differences
fo r Texas and other states. This report's state space strategy, while keyed on the development of critical
technologies for space applications, is largely confined to and places its priority on economic and business
development and benefits. It is broad·based and diversified , but the base cuts across public and private
sectors in such a way as to require an unusual partnership which must share participation, governance,
investment, and economic return. In a r eal sense, it brings together, at the scale of an individual state, an
active collaboration of industry, academia, and state government. Indeed, the strategy and the level of effort
for implementation virtually require this unusual institutional base that is intended to represent and reflect
the state space constituency.

Preparation for Implementation
Because a statewide constituency is vital to sustaining the long economic development period, it is
essential that the process of involving large numbers of Texas citizens and organizations begin early. This is
an integral part of the formative planning stage of strategy implementation. It should concentrate on
informing citizens about the state's commitment. The magnitude of this education and outreach effort
should not be underestimated, and innovative and imaginative means to achieve it should be sought and
employed. Since there already exist many organizational entities, both private and public, in Texas which
have principal interests in space development and which have access to statewide information networks, the
state institutional focus responsible for implementation of the baseline strategy should enlist these
organizations in Texas in the development of the state space constituency. Such an effort, in the early stages
of implementation, would serve to engage the large number of disparate space organizations in one of
several tasks in which their participation is necessary to achieve a unified and integrated approach. As in the
case of the general populace, these public and private organizations also are an integral part of the state
space constituency.
As indicated throughout the foregoing discussion of the baseline strategy, a number of important
tasks have emerged from the project. These include the following studies:
1.

the specification of models of private-public authorities having the necessary operational
characteristics for an effective institutional focus;

2.

the selection of critical technologies for space incubators;

3.

a feasibility study of the technology base for an integrated, comprehensive payload services
capability;

4.

a feasibility study of a state satellite system;

5.

a database of the state's space infrastructure; and

6.

site studies for the location of space business incubators.

The completion of these studies is a vital part of the preparation leading to the organization of the
institutional base and the commencement of implementation of this state strategy for the 1990s. Because all
these tasks are directed at the primary objectives, it is appropriate that they be used as part of the statewide
constituency development (i.e., that as broad a cross-section of experts and geographic distribution of
participants as possible be involved in these studies, in the definition of issues to be addressed, and in the
debate to reach consensus on the results of the tasks). From the constituency's perspective, the results of
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these study tasks must be seen as fair and objective. Therefore it is ap propriate to seek and im·cst
responsibility in an organization \vhich can prm·ide these advisory services and which also will not h~m. '.
continuing, lo ng-term operation, management, or policymaking roles during the imple mentation of the
strategy.
The Texas Space Grant Consortium is an appropriate institution to undertak e or oversee these
important pre-implementation advisory studies. Its charter is directed to and concerned with most of the
essential elements of the Texas space infrastructure (e.g., education, outreach, research, and public senice).
It is not mission-oriented, however, nor is it primarily involved in economic development per se. Its broad
membership base is drawn from universities throughout the state that are engaged in space science and
technology, from space industries and nonprofit research organizations, and from state agencies th at have
interests or roles in space applications and in fostering space R&D and technology growth. The consortium
base embraces both the public and private sectors and as such provides an unusual parallel and perspective
to the private-public characteristic of the strategic endeavor. From this institutional base, the consortium
could provide an exceptional resource pool of experts to manage and conduct these study tasks.
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Appendix A.
NASA Centers
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has nine primary centers through
which it carries out its missions. Organizationally, these centers are in three areas of primary NASA
responsibility: space flight, space science and applications, and aeronautics and space technology.

Space Flight
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (Texas)
The Johnson Space Center (JSC) is the focal point of U.S. human space flight activities, including
spacecraft development, program management, space flight operations, and related medical research and life
sciences. It has project management, astronaut selection and training, and operations responsibility for the
Space Shuttle, as well as program management responsibility for Space Station Freedom and the moon and
Mars initiatives. It also operates the White Sands Test Facility in New Mexico.
John F. Kennedy Space Center (Florida)
The Kennedy Space Center is NASA's primary launch center for both manned and unmanned (i.e.,
expendable) space missions, including the Space Shuttle. Program management responsibility for the Space
Shuttle also is located here.
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (Alabama)
The Marshall Space Flight Center designs and develops space transportation systems, scientific and
applications payloads, and related systems. It is responsible for the design, test, and evaluation of the Space
Shuttle's main engine, rocket boosters, and external tank, as well as the habitation and laboratory modules
for the Space Station Freedom crew.
John C. Stennis Space Center (Mississippi)
The Stennis Space Center is the prime NASA facility for the static test firing of large rocket engines
and propulsion systems.

Space Science and Applications
Goddard Space Flight Center (Maryland)
The mission of the Goddard Center is to facilitate the expansion of human knowledge of Earth, its
environment, and beyond through the development and use of near-Earth orbiting spacecraft. It plays a
major role in the Earth Observing System (EOS) and the development of Space Station Freedom and also
operates the Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California)
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), located at the California Institute of Technology, has as its
primary mission the unmanned scientific exploration of the solar system through investigation of the planets,
their satellites, and deep space.
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Aeronautics and Space Technology
Ames Research Center (California)
The Ames Research Center has major technical responsibilities in such areas as the life sciences,
human factors and man-machine interactions, fluid dynamics and heat transfer, flight dynamics, flight stability
and control, and project management. It also operates the Dryden Flight Research Facility in the Mojave
Desert, which is responsible for high performance flight research programs, including those on test flights
and Space Shuttle landings.
Langley Research Center (Virginia)
The Langley Research Center is a world leader in aeronautical and space-related R&D in
aerodynamics, materials, structures, information systems, controls, acoustics, and atmospheric sciences. A
major project is technology development for the National Aero-Space Plane.
Lewis Research Center (Ohio)
The Lewis Research Center is NASA's lead facility for R&D in aeropropulsion, space propulsion,
space power, and space science/applications (e.g., microgravity experiments and Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS) development and flight). It is responsible for developing the Space Station
Freedom electric power system.

Source: NASA, Selling to NASA, n.d., pp. 30-47.
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Appendix B.
Texas Space Industry

Company Name

Vital Statistics*

Activities

Barrios Technology, Inc.

City: Houston
Sales: 22
Employees: 512
Founded: 1980

Provider of custom
programming of aerospace
software for the aerospace
industry.

Cimarron Software Services

City: Houston
Sales: 3.75
Employees: 50
Founded: 1981

Publisher of custom aerospace
software and test confirmation
integrated software.
Contracted by Johnson Space
Center.

Communications Data Systems
Associates, Inc.

City: Webster
Sales: 1
Employees: 11
Founded: 1984

Manufacturer of satellite/
microwave equipment.
Provider of telecommunications
related services.

Eagle Engineering, Inc.

City: Houston
Sales: 14
Employees: 150
Founded: 1980

Provider of aerospace
engineering consulting services;
systems engineering support for
space stations used in the
Mars-to-moon initiative during
launch payload integration.

Gardiner Communications
Corp.

City: Garland
Sales: 15
Employees: 110
Founded: 1979

Manufacturer of
communications satellite
components.
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ILC Space Systems

Cit\': H ouston
Sales: 15
Employees: 158
Founded: 1978

Manufacturer of hie.h
....
temperature thermal insubtion
for military and spacecraft
applications; tools and
equipment for NASA space
program use. Produces a wide
range of crew-related products
from astronaut hygiene
equipment to satellite retrieval
equipment. Insulation includes
heat shields, cork products, and
multi-layer insulation for
spacecraft and missile
applications.

KRUG International/
Technology Life Sciences
Division

City: H ouston
Sales: 105
Employees: 320
Founded: 1959

R & D organization
specializing in space
biomedicine and space stations
for aeronautical applications.

Lockheed Engineering &
Sciences Co., Inc.

City: H ouston
Sales: 250-500
Employees: 4,708
Founded: 1979

Provides technical support in
areas including spacecraft
systems development, remote
sensing of the earth and its
environment; environmental
sampling and data analysis; test
range engineering; operation
and maintenance; propulsion
testing and aircraft materials
analysis; spacecraft payload
development; high energy laser
testing.

Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co./Austin Division

City: Austin
Sales: 190
Employees: 1,600
Founded: 1932 (parent)

Software technology research
services and aerospace support
services.

Loral Space Information
Systems (Ford Aerospace
Corporation)

City: Houston
Sales: 110
Employees: 1,200
Founded: 1916

Provider of systems integration
and engineering services for the
Space Shuttle.

LTV Missiles and Electronics
Group/ Missiles Division

City: Dallas
Sales: 550
Employees: 5,000
Founded: 1952

Manufacturer of missiles,
rockets, and space systems.
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McDonell D ouglas Space
Systems Co/Space Station
Division-Houston

Citv: Houston
Sales: 16,250 (parent)
Employees: 500-999
Founded 1972

Pro\·idcr of engineering.
scientific. and computer science
support sen·iccs for spaccrelated programs; includes
vehicle and systems design
verification, flight design, flight
preparation, mission
operations, and flight support.

Oceaneering Space Systems

City: Houston
Sales: 147
Employees: 1,500
Founded: N/A

Provider of aerospace
engineering services for the
U.S. space program.

Performance Metrics, Inc.

City: San Antonio
Sales: < 1
Employees: 5
Founded: 1983

Research and development
organization specializing in
aeronautical training simulation
software.

Phytoresource Research, Inc.

City: College Station
Sales: < 1
Employees: 9
Founded: 1982

R&D organization specializing
in the development of
hardware for plant experiments
m space.

R&D Aeronautical Engineering City: Plano
Co., Inc.
Sales: 1.5
Employees: 20
Founded: 1977

Provider of aerospace
prototype manufacturing,
aerospace engineering, and
unmanned aircraft engineering
servtces.

Satellink, Inc.

City: Garland
Sales: 2.6
Employees: 25
Founded: 1982

Manufacturer of receiving
equipment for satellite
communications and telemetry.
Also manufactures radio
frequency microwave amplifiers
and frequency converters.

Space Industries International,
Inc.

City: Webster
Sales: 2.5-5
Employees: 85
Founded: 1983

Provider of design engineering
services for commercial space
ventures.

Space Services Incorporated of
America

City: Houston
Sales: 1.5
Employees: 16
Founded: 1980

Provider of launch services
according to customer payload
specifications and rocket engine
assembly services.
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Tracor Flight Systems, Inc.

City: Austin
Sales: 27
Employees: 248
Founded 1966

Manufacturer of aircraft and
airborne test svstems and
software simulation systems.

Triton Technologies, Inc.

City: Austin
Sales: 260 (parent)
Employees: 10
Founded: 1986

R&D organization specializing
in electronic digital
accelerometers with aerospace,
automotive, and industrial
applications.
Developer of space
programming communication
satellites for space shuttles.

Source: Corporate Technology Information Services, Inc., Corporate Technology Directory, vol. 1-4. (Woburn,
MA, 1992).

*Sales in millions of dollars
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fAClf ENCINEE•INC, INC
EASTSPEC, I NC
fCOIC»tlC c•OUP, INC
fl l>OtAOO STSIE"S, l•C
flECl•ICAl MANUfACTUlllNC ANO OISTltllUTC»S, IN
ElECTltOOElTA INC
HECUOICIC CCNUlllCAl IONS, lllC
ELfCTltOlllCS Of AUSTIN
ElECT•OSPACE SYSIE"S, INC
flECANT SOfTWAltf, INC
ELITE SOFTWA•E OEVfl°""'ENT, INC
fMlltOIOEltY 'VlfCHINC CEllTE• Of AMERICA
ENE•CY lllOUSTltlES
ENCIWEE•IWC DYNAMICS, INC
EOA STSTf"S, INC
EXCEL CQMPUTER SYSTE"S, INC
EXEClJCOM SYSTE"S COl~TIOIC
EXECUTIVI INSlltUMEWTS, INC
fAIRf IElD TfCHNOlOCIES/MANUfACTUltlNC DIYISIOll
HltQJSOll llllOUSUIU
fllfAllCIAL SENSE, INC
flNANCIAl SE•VICES MAltlCETlllC CORPOllATIOlll

A02

P 0 IOX 60S6
16915 fl CAMINO •EAL
SUI TE 200
17629 El CA"IMO •EAL
SUl1E 202
611 •TAN PLAZA o• , SUITE 700
13SO EAST AAAPAHO •o
SUITE 200
1411 TWiii OAICS
999 CHEROICEE TRACE
3630 CAVALIU Olt
101( 461495
9603 SAUNOUS lll
llOG IC
P 0 IOX 831359
2922 SAN DIECO
P 0 OltAWU 119'
2901 E AUAM
1450 N 1ST
16117 UNIVEltlTT OAIC
1SOS4 IEL TVAY Olt
1200 l"OST OAIC ILVO
SUI TE 200
108 \lllO IASlll RO
4141 LINDBfltC
IOX 216
10627 IClllGHUltST
IOX 42154
1900 V NORTH\lfST H\IT
6310 lE...ON AVE
SUI TE 219
59497
SUI TE SOHM

101(

f<>ltECASTINC PLAllWINC ASSOCIATES
'0Y, INC
fULTOll IUSlllfSS MACHINES, INC
fTI, IWC
~ lllOUST•IES INC
CA•DINU ~ICATIOllS a.P<>llATION
CAltltETJ CCMP\JTINC SYSTEMS, INC
CA•Y AlltCRAfl COIP
CEllEltAl OTWNCICS CO.P/AlllENE fAClllTY
GENUAl ElfCTUC IWfOltMATIOlf SUYICES COMf'ANT
CfllUAl INSTt\.JtENT COllPOtATIOIC/CO'IPUTU ,IOOU
GEllESYS IUSlllESS SYSJE"S
CEOQUfST SYSTEMS, INC

19SO STf""°9fS fltWY
100 "CICINllET ST
1920 "CICINNET AVE
P 0 IOX 26481
SllTOE• H\IY
3605 SECURITY
282e ltCl.JJH, SUITE 500
"-'MICIPAl At•~T
JOO \IAll
14001 NORTM DALLAS Pk\IY •TSO
11801 MlllAM 011
e51S GltEENYILLE AVENUE
sese \IESTHEl"U

IOI( 1911

101(

1401

SUITE I· 1
SUITE 11106
SUITE 800

CIT

STA ZIP

GREENVILLE
HOJSTOll
HOJSTOll
AIU INGTC*
•ICHAltOSC*
\llCHIU fAllS
WHITE OAIC
GAit LANO
AUSTIN
ltlCHAAOSOll
DALLAS

ll(

T540J

u
Tx

nose
nose

ll(

76011

Tl(
Tl(

7'S081
76302

1 l(

7'S69J

n

TS046

fl(

797'>8

1)(

7'S081·

TX

7'S22e

SATAN

1X

77806

AALI NCTO-C
GAIUAllO
SAN ANTONIO
DALLAS
HCl.JSTo-1
AUSTiii
ADOISO..
HCl.JSTOIC
OAllAS
DALLAS
OAllAS
H(l.JS TOii
OAllAS
fAllMUSVlllf
OAllAS
AUST I•
llC SPUNC
GAltlANO
DALLAS

1X
fl(

76010
7'S040

TX

78249

tx

TS244

H0-00

AllLEllE
DALLAS
El PASO
DALLAS
HCl.JSTOIC

TK

nos6

Tl(

78746

fl(

~001

TIC

n042

'I(

7'S220

1X

75209
7'S230

11(

11(

77258

Tl(

1'S20 7 ·

TIC

~0)1

TX

1'S201

lX

787'>S

fl(

79721

TIC

TSOC.2

Tl(

~201

1X

78861

TX

79604

TX

~2C.O

1X

79936

TX

nosr

'x

rs20

COMPANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

llECI
186
HIT
188
189

190
191
192
191
194

19'S
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
201
204
205
206
207
208
209

\

210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219

220
221
222

NAM

AD1

CEOSOUttCE, INC
CHC COllPOUTION
Cl08E UNIVERSAL SCIENCES INC
COOO SOf HIAll E CUit P'Oll AT I ON
CllEfNlEAf SOfTWAllE, INC
CA~N SPACE SYSTE"S
H 0 IAllNETT CUMPUTERS
HAL SYSTEMS & SEllYICES, INC
HAlSEY EllCINEElllNC & MAlfUfACTUlllNC, INC
HARlllS COAP/FAlllNON DIVISION
HAllfEC ENTEllPlllSES, INC /PllCX>UCTS DIVISION
HEllCULES, INC /AEROSPACE PllCX>UCTS CROUP/MCCRE
HEllNANOEZ ENCINEElllNC, INC
HOff~N MAlllTIME COllSULTANTS, INC
ltOCAN SYSTEMS, INC
ltOlT lllNEHAllT ANO WINSTON/SCHOOL DIVISION
ltOOPEll & COMPANY, INC
HOlllZON TECHllOlOGY, INC
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
lfOUSTON COMt"UTEll SERVICES, INC
lfOUSTON DATA CENTEll
~llD MEASUllE"ENT COMPANY, INC
HUGHES Sl"-JLATION SYSTEM, INC
Hl-"PHllEYS & CLAS~, INC
HUNTEll & llEADY, INC
HYDllOSCIENCE, INC
HYPEllCRAPHICS COllPOltATIOlf
llC SYSTEMS COltPOltATION
19" COllP/ENTllY SYSTEMS DIVISIOll
19"/fEDEllAl SYSTEMS DIVISIOll
ICl, INC
IDC CalPOltATION
IDEA COMPUIEllS, INC
IDEAL lEAllNlllC, INC
ILC SPACE SYSTEMS
IMAGl DATA
I.VOCE SCIENCES, INC

6909 SU fREEUAY
1300 HERCUlES
9800 TO'JN PARK
1J601 PllEST()tj 110
1647'9 DALLAS PAllKWAY
12000 AEllOSPACE AVE
6812 LAKE JUNE
1410 l'UOCOUU
209 MAYHlll RO
5n1 rA111NOt1 011
12Sn OARRINCTOll RO
1101 JOHNS09C OR
17629 El CA)!NINO llEAl
520 POST OAK ILVO , SUITE 260
5080 SPECTlll.14 011
1627 \IOa>LANO AYE
2023 WILSHlllE ILVO
650 INTEllNATl()tlAL PK\IY
1l400 MIOUAY llD
11331 RICHM()llD AYE
6801 POIH\lfST Dll
p 0 101( 6601llo
2200 AllLINCTOtl OIJU'IS
10375 RICHHO..O AVE
12850 SPUALINC 110
2659 llOVA OR
308 N CAllllOll ST
10925 ESTATE LANE
11400 BURNET 110
3700 BAY AREA BLVU
909 E LAS COLINAS ILVO
1630 N 10TH
300 JACKS<* STREET
esos FllEEPO.-T PK\l'f
16665 SPACE CENTER ILVO
11550 IH 10 WEST
5910 NOATH CENTllAL fl(Pll[SSWAY

A02

SUITE 111
SUI TE 500 W
SUITE 570

SUIH 1TO

IOX 548
SUI TE 206
SUI TE 400E

CIT

STA ZIP

HOUSTOtl
HOUSTON
HOUST<>tl
DALLAS
DALLAS
HOUSTON
DALLAS
CAUOlllOllf
DENTON
SAN ANTONIO
El PASO
MCGREGO't
HOUS Toef
HOUSTON
DALLAS
AUSTIN

n

f Oil T \«lit T H

SUI TE 180
SUI TE 101
S\JI TE 170

SUI TE 200

SUITE 215

SUITE 1600

SUITE J60
SUITE 200
S\JITE 800

RICHARDSON
DALLAS
HOUSH>tl
HOUS T()e(
OAllAS
ARLINGTON
HOUSTON
OAllAS
OALlAS
OENfON
DALLAS
AUSTIN
HOUS J()tl
IRVING
MCALLEN
lllCH"°"O
IRVINC
HOUST<lll
SAN ANTOlllO
DALLAS

no14

u

nose

u

no16

fl(

7'5240
75248
no34
7'5217
7'5006
76201
78249
7'9927
76657
nose

fl(

u
TX

fl(
JI(

Tl(

JI(
TX

u
Tx

no21 - ~

fl(

7'5248
78741
76110
1"'5081

TX
Tl(
Tl(

TX

7'5244
no82- ;
no24
1"'5266

JI(

76011

fl(

71042
75230
75219
76201
75218
78758
nosa
7'5039
reso1
n469
7'506J ·
nos a
78230
75206·

lJ(

TX

TX

J)(
Tl(
fl(

JI(

TJ(

TX
TX
Tx

n
TX

tx
J)(
JI(

COMPANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

If Cl

•M

AO 1

AD2

CIT

STA ZIP

................................. ... .................. . ......... ...... ....... . .................... ........ ........ . ........... ...... ............. ..... ............... ...... ..... .. ... ......... ........ . ......... .. .. . ... .....
IMSl. INC
2500 CITT WEST ILVD
INOUSTltlAl CXlMP\ITflt SYSTEMS . INC
ns5 ENVOY CT
133 f N~TH IHT
l•flST SYSTE"S• l•C
I Mf ~MT IOii Pl US COit l"O't ATl Oii
4231 SIGMA ID
2301 OHIO DI
1•'0.""'TIOM IESOUtlCfS, INC
1525 N STEM.olS
INPO.""'T IOll lfTllEVAl MfTHOOS. IMC
INfOll"'-'TIOll SllATECIES. INC
888 S CIEENVI llf
no IMSTIUMENT SPECIALTIES COMPANY . lllC
1111 STANLEY 01
, 0 10)( 1012
231 INST~NT UCM
1on PltOTOM ID
212 lllTflCOM SUPl"O'tT SEIVICES
23)
UITEUCl. IMC
670 IMtElllATIOMAl PKWY
234 lllTfllf)( COltPa.AllOM
,. o 10• nt49S
235 INlElllCEllCE TECHNOlOCY COit Pa.A Tl Olf
16526 WESTClovt DltlVE
12700 PIESTOll ID
236 IMTfLllSOJtlCf "IS
131 INTEIC'IAPM COltPOllATION/ TME ltANO Cl~ DIVISIO 17430 CAMPIELl ID
213 IWTflllATIOllAl IUSINESS ""'CHINES (19")
1507 llJ flEEWAY
1517 N CAlllEI PICVY W
239 IMUAUCH COAPOllAt IC*
240 •~•u
2215 AODISOll
241 ISC IUllCU UMS
5615 HICHPOl•T
819 EAST NUTLE
IT
...
IWC
242
5550 llJ fltEEWAY.
20 J D CAllEICEI ANO ASSOCIATES. IMC
1)150 PEWNT $T()lj£
244 J C: P SOF T\JAIE
560 HI ll CIOfT
20 JMA TECHNOLOCY. INC
11908 f NOltTH\lfST
246 J"S CONSULTANTS. INC
1290 HEICUlES
247 JOtlNSC* EMGINEEllNC
1201 WEST CltOSIY aoAO
248 JOMNSOll TOICOCA\.IA ~Pa.AT I Oii
9016 W(STlalAI Dlt
249 JSN IWfO.KAT IOIC SYSTf"S
2 m STE NMON S flUIT '1]20
250 JUST TECHNICAl ASSOCIATES. IMC
12600 EXECUllVE Dlt
251 rESTlAJf • INC
701 II llOADWAY
252 rMIC flllfltP'tllSES. IMC
333 CYPRESS IUN
25J lAIJIOM.al( CUPMICS COll~TIC*
P 0 IOI< 2nzt2
254 LASE• DATA COltl"O'tATIOIC
5400 llJ flllY 11617
lAllS<*
ASSOCIATES
255
624 SOtllA CllCLE
256 lCV EMGINEEllNC C'O"PANT
2120 lEASPAI( PAllC\JAY
257 lEASPAJC INT(IMATIONAl . llCC
17'SO STElllNS
2S8 lEPCO. INC
1700 ALMA
259 lllU SYSTEMS

lll
224
225
226
227
228
229

00

'°

,.\,/,

""'

PEUU AN TOWElt
SUITE 1280
SUITE 207
SUITE 121
10)( )65

SUITE 190

SUITE 215
SUITE 114
SUI TE 140

SUITETOO
SUI YE

soz

SUI TE 201

SUITE 204
SUITE 100

SUI TE 400

HOUSTOll
DALLAS
HOUSTCl'I
DALLAS
PLANO
CAUOll TOlf
llCHAIOSOll
EULESS
ADDISOlf
DALLAS
llCHARDSON
HOUST<)'I
DALLAS
DALL AS
DALLAS
DAllAS
GllANO PU l llE
HOUSTOlf
llVINC
SAN ANTONIO
OAllAS
fAltMEIS IUNCH
HOUS T()lj
DALLAS
HOUSTON
CAIUtOl l TOM
DALLAS
DALLAS
STAHOID
PlAINVIUI
HOUSTC*
HOUSTON
DALLAS
IOCIC\IALl

Tl(
Tl(

TX

,.

Tl(

no4l
7'S24 7
n060
7'S244
7'S09}

t)(

7'S006
7'S081
76039
7'SOO 1
7'S244
7'S081

t)(

mn

TJ(

TX

,.
Tl(

Tl(

t)(
Tl(

,.
Tl(
Tl(

7'S249
7'S2JO
7'S252
7'S234
7'S050

TIC

no.so

,.

7'S038
78212
7'S240
7'S234
77016

Tl(

Tl(
Tl(

TX

,.
,.
TIC

7'Sl 18

n ose
7'S006

TX

7'Sll8

tx

7'S207
n411

')f
')(

7'90n

TX
lX
tx

n094

mrr

TX

7'S240
7'S087

IEDH~O

Tl(

76011

HOUSTOii
PLANO

TX
t)(

n041
7'S07'S

C~PANY

NAME AND ADDRESS

en
STA ZI"
-·-------------------------- ------ ------------------- ----------- --- ----------- ----- ----- ----- --- ---- ---- -- ------ --·· · ··· ·---------- ----- --- ·

•f Cl

0
'°

\

260
261
262
26]
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
2n
274
275
276
Zn
278
279
280
281
282
28J
284
285
286
287

288
289
290

291
292
293

294
295

296

NAM

A01

LOCKHEED CORP/AUSTIN DIVISION
6800 luttLUON RD
LOCKHEED ENGINEERING I MANAGEMENT SERVIC£S CO 2400 NASA ROAD OME
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY, INC
1150 GEMINI AVE
LOCKHEED SPACE OPERATIONS COMPANY
2400 NASA ROAD ONE
9330 LIJ FREEWAY
LOGIC, INC
2217 Tl MIEllWOOO
LOGICAL SOlUTIONS
C/0 MATTHEW S JAC08S
LOMAS INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC (LIS)
LOVELACE SCIENTIFIC IESOUttCES, INC /llOMED TE 6901 CORPOltATE DR
LTV AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE COMPANY-VOUGHT AIRC 9314 WJEFFERSON ILVD
9314 WJEFFERSON ILVD
LTV AIRCRAFT PRCl>UCTS GROUP
LTV ENERGY PROOUCTS CO/AUTOMATED FLUID SYSTEM 2310 SfEVEM RO
LfV MISSILES ANO ELECTRONICS GROUP/MISSILES D 1701 WMARSHALL DR
M A P SYSTEMS, INC
18100 UPPER IAY RO
18111 PRESTON ROAD , SUI TE 500
M·USA BUS INESS SYSTEMS, INC
MAGEC SOFTWARE , INC
P 0 IOX 260319
4100 ALPHA Rt> 11100
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AMERICA , INC
MANUFACTUllNG MANAGEMUT SYSTEMS , INC
700 ROCKMEAO OR
MARATHON COMPUTER SERVICES
5952 ROYAL LM
11520 II CEMTIAL EXPVT, 1210
MARCON I ASSOCIATES, lllC
10502 FALLSTONE ID
MARK PR<llUCTS, lllC
SHILOll 110 ANO FAIRDALE AVE
MAIU«Jlt MOTOlt C<IW'AllY
1730 llASA ROAD ONE
MARTIN MARIETTA COltPORATION
6000 D OLD HEMPHILL RO
MARVEL COMMUNICATIONS COtPOltATION
10338 MILLER Rt>
MATERIALS ANALYSIS, INC
7676 HILLMONT
MATRIX SYSTEMS, INC
P 0 IOX 59902
MAXIM EllGINEEIS, INC
14950 HEATH IOU FOREST PARKVAY
MCC SYSTEMS CORPORATION
8620 luttNET Rt> I SUI TE 122
MCCAW CGIUllCATIONS
, 0 IOI( 180332
MCCRARY ENGINEEllNG, llC
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTlOllAUTICS CO/ENGlllEEllNG 16055 SPACE C£NTEI llVD
1501 LIJ flVY
MCOONNEll· OOUGLAI CXl9'\ITll SYSTEMS COMPAIY
9241 LIJ flEEWAY , 1100
MD fllEDRAll I ASSOC:IATEI, INC
9221 WlllTEIUIT
RECllAlllZID AUTOMATIOM DATA, INC
110 WILD IASI• ID
REDDIC CDl'UTEI IYSTEJll
990 • DIStl
REOIA MMTICS, lllC
1730 kill GEOltGE 0111¥£
REDICAl am. SYSTEMS, llC
5001 IMfOMAIT
REGASOlMCE, IMC

A02

MAIL COOE: A-20
SUITE 600
SUITE 104
1750 VICEROY DRIVE
SUITE 111
IOX 655907
IOI( 650003
SUlfE 100

SUITE 214

462009
SUlfE 106

IOI(

SUITE 355
SUITE 260

SUITE 7000

SUITE 160
SUITE 140
SUITE 104
1950 STEMMONS flVY

AUSTIN
HOOS TOM
HOOS TON
HOOS TOM
DALLAS
CARROLLTON
DALLAS
HOOS TON
DALLAS
DALLAS
OOESSA
DALLAS
HClJSTON
DALLAS
PLANO
DALLAS
KINGWOOO
DALLAS
DALLAS
HOOS TON
GARLAllD
HOOS TON
fOU WRTH
DALLAS
HClJSTON
DALLAS
HOOS TON
AUSTIM
DALLAS
HOOSTOit
DALLAS
DALLAS
DALLAS
AUSTI•
l I CllAlO SON
DALLAS
DALLAS

78744
TX 71058
TX nosa
TX 71058
TX 75243
TX 75006
TX 75265
TX 77036
TX 75265
TX 75265
TX 79764
TX 75265
TX no58
TX 75252
TX 7502t.
TX 75244
fX m19
TX 75230
TX 7524J
TX n099
TX 75046
TX nos a
TX 76134
TX 752311
TX no4o
TX 75229
TX no12
TX 78758
TX 752111
TX n062
TX 75234
TX 75241
TX 75241
TX 78746
TX 75081
TX 75235
TX 75207
TX

COMPANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

A.O 1

A02

197 MfMIUSMI" SUVICU, INC
198 f'(PCO/CENTIAlAI. INC /CAPACITOlt OIVISION
199 MflCltOll, INC

2Tl7 CHEMSEAICK ILVD

JOO
301
302
JO)

3232 MCKINNEY AV(

113

"f:llT STSTEMS, INC
f'(lllll COllSULTANTS
"f: SA SOfT\IUE
MICMAEL MEAD & ASSOCIATES
MICOll ENCINEEllNC
MICIO ASSOCIATES , IMC
MICIO ..:lDE, INC
MICIO F'<JUfl ANO LIGHT COMPANT
MICIO-STNC
MICIOCIAF•, INC
MICIOllNIC INC
MICIONT•. IMC
MICltOSOlUTIONS
MICIOSPEC, INC
MletO:X, IMC
MICIOll, INC /MOUSTON TIME SHAllNC DIVISION
MID COllTINENT OATA SEIVICES, INC
MIL · COM ELECTIONICS COit"
MIMICS, INC
MINCO TECHNOl.OCT lAIS, INC
MIS SOFTUAIE COMPANT
MITEIC STSTEMS COIPOltATIO..
Ml• SOFTWARE, INC
l400UlAI DATA STST(MS , INC

ll4

MOltCAN COMPUTING COMPANY

304

105
306
l07
308
309

310
311
312

313
114
115
116

317
318
119

310
311
311

315 MOllTOM & MOllTON SOFTWARE
326 MlECM
327

328
329
330
331

312

333

~r

(NCINEEllNC <:049ANY
•ANCY A MATHE\IS

NA""• I NC
NATIONAL IUSIMESS COllTIOl. SYSTEMS
llATIONAL INSTtlMOJS COltPOMTIOM
NEW HIOltlZONS SOfTWAIE , INC
NEV ~LD SYSTEMS

7158 MERCHANT AVE

, 0 101( 8l1466

SUITE 2110

10717 CROMWELL DI

3435 CRETSTONE DI
15181 IUSINESS AV(MUE
100 CIAHM ID
2149 M(..allAL llVD
4006 MT LAUllEL
12810 HILLCIEST ID
1655 KICICOltT DI
1820 N GREENVILLE AVE
8533 ALMEDA CEMOA
1901 N CENTIAL fXPVf

10670 N CENTIAL E•"T 1105
840 EAST CENTIAl ,.AllC\IAY
9444 OLD KATT RD
9444 Ol.D 1CA TT RD
2828 WHITE SETTLEMENT ID
3503 CROSSPOINT
7000 IECENCT SOUAIE llllt)
1805 IUTHEIFOllD LN
8900 SHOAL CREEIC llllt)
2033 CHENNAULT 01
1132 COMMERCE 01
2525 IAY AREA llllt>
19')0 STE""°91S f IWT
820 NOltTHWOO
P 0 IOIC 152055
5100 AllPO'IT flEE\IAT WEST
, 0 101(

SUITE 106

SUITE 120
SUITE I

SUITE 400
SUI TE 100
SUITE 103
SUI TE 103

SUI TE 210
SUITE 113
SUI TE 100
lllD HOC>lt
SUITE 2045

796011

llAlEI LN
6504 lllDCE POINT PKT
206 \llLO IASIN 10
5001 INr<lMAIT

STA ZIP

llVINC
El PASO
llCHAIOSON
OAllAS
DALLAS
AUST IN
DALLAS
COLLEGE STAT IC*
"OltT AITHUI
SAN ANT<*IO
DALLAS
HALTOM CITY
llCHAIOSO..
HOUSTC*
RICHARDS<*
DAllAS
PLANO
HCA.JS TON
HOUSTO..

TX

75062

Tl(

79915

lX

7508)

Tl(

75204

f(~ T

2104 ICIAMU LN

2120 · £

CIT

\I

SUITE 109
19'>0 STE~S flVf

\IOtt TH

SAN ANTOlllO
HCAJSTO..
AUST IN
AUSTIN
CAUOll T()lj
llCHAllOSON
HCAJSTON
DALLAS
ra-tJ WOltTH
llVINC
lllVINC
DALLAS
AUSTIN
AUSTIN
AUSTIN
AUSTIN
OAlLAS

TX

75229

Tl(

787]1

TX

75244

Tl(

n845

Tl(

77640

Tl(

78240

TX

75230

TX

76117

Tl(

75081

Tx

no75

'"

75080

Tl(

752J 1

Tl(

75074

TIC
u

nos5
no5s

Tl(

76107

TIC
TIC

78217

,.

781'S4

TIC

Tl(

78758
TS006
TSOS 1
770S8
75207

Tl(

76107

U

TIC

T•

77036

TX

75015

11(

7506 t
75379 ·

TX
Tll

781'S8

TIC

78758

TX

787JO·

TX

78746

TIC

75207

C()4PANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

llECI

OM

A01

AD2

CIT

STA ZIP

............ . _...... .................................. ............ ................ .. ....... . ....... . ........ ........... ........................................................................................ ................ . .. ............................ . ....................

'°
N

H4
HS
JM
337
313
339
l40
141
342
JO
344
345
146
147
}48
}49
350
351
352
351
354
355
156
157
158
159
160

]61
162

\

~'J
)64

165
366
~7

368
~9

370

NEWMAM DATA SE•VICES
NOTCH • ASSOCIATES
MOVA ~PMICS INTfllNATloelAl Cot POU Tl oel
NU:E SYSTEMS
OASIS IUSINESS SYSTEMS
ODESSA ENCINEERllfC, INC
OCRf PARTNERS , LTD , DIA OPC l A
Olf-ll NE DA TA , I NC
ON-lllfE llE SOUllCES
OPCOOE, 1NC
oPEN • VOICE, INC
OPTIC -ELECTRONIC COll~ATIOll
OVUHEAD DOO't
P l M ENCINEElllNC
PALAJITIR, INC
PANOEl INSTR~ENTS, INC
PARSEC, INC
PAlE ·\IEST INTEllESTS
PECASUS SOf TWAAE STSTEMS
PE*'-'N PRC:CUCTS ~POllATION
PE•OUIN TECH•OLOCICAl If SOURCES
PERf<>'t"-'NCE "-'llACEMENT, I NC
PEllf<>'t"-'NCE METlllCS, INC
PERMIAN IUSINESS CRCUP
PERSONAL c;a.PUTEll ITSTEMS
PEllTllOl INTEllNATIOMAl, INC
PETIOC°"P SYSTEMS, INC
PETllODATA IUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC
PElllOlE~ COMPUTINC, INC
PETAOlEUM SOfTUARE, INC
PH, UC
PHIL IPS COM9'0llElf1S
PHILIPS CllClJP, INC
PHILIPS INfOIMATIC* STSiEMS, INC
PllfSOIC ASSOCIATES, llfC
PLATlEl, COllTlfCHAM & ACNEW
PLEN,._T SYSTEMS, INC

1424 EAST ClU
260J CTPllESS Hl llS CT
151S CAPITAL OF TEXAS H\IY s
10031 MONROE Dlt
17070 DALLAS PIC\IY #106
201] \lflLS lllANCH PAlllCUAY
6510 ABllAMS llD #410
11 n llOCK I NG HAM
P 0 IOIC 925]9]
4901 SPICE\IOOO SPlllNCS Ro
49T5 PllESTOlf PAlllC ILW
11545 PACEMILl 110
6T50 LIJ FllEEWAY , SUITE 1200
p 0 IOX 1711
4455 SOUTH PAOAE ISLAND Dll
2100 NOltTH HIGHWAY 160
10145 IAOC~ AO
3939 IAAXlC*
4909 AlllPOIT fllEEUAT
70S If IOWSER •12S
1320 S UNIVEllSITY 1113
TOSO NOltTH POST QAI(
S82S CALLACHAlf
2500 N llC SPRING SUITE 2T5
3107 TAM O'SHANT(I LAME
8935 E"PAESS AO'ol
1111 lfOllTH LOOP \IEST
6S 10 ABRAMS RO
4925 GAEENVILlE AVE
400 If ST PAUL
999 CHEll()l(EE TRACE
7158 MERCHANT AVE

SUI ff 200
SUI TE 106
SUI TE 204

1050 OH NOllTE
SUI TE 150
IOX 740668

SUITE 4]
SUI TE 1607

SUITE100
SUI TE 22S
P 0 BOJC 10963

SUITE 940
SUITE 500
600 OHE OEllCY SQUARE
SUITE 1110

p 0 10)( 14668

15301 DALLAS PAAIC\JAT

SUI lE 300

p 0 10)( 9648

5001 INfOMAU
11969 PLANO ltD

1950 SlEHH<*S FR\IY
SUITE 130

El PASO
Allll NCloel
AUSTIN
DALLAS
DALLAS
AUSTIN
DALLAS
lllCHAllDS<l'I
HWSlON
AUSTIN
PLANO
DALLAS
DALLAS
DICICINSOtl
COllPUS CHRIST I
GRAND PAAIAIE
OALLAS
HOUSTOIC
fOltf WOllTH
RI CHAROSON
fOltT UOllTM
HWSfOtj
SAN AlfTOtflO
llUDlANO
RICHARDSON
DALLAS
HOUSTON
DALLAS
DALLAS
DAllAS
WHITE OAIC
El PASO
HWS TC>tl
DAllAS
AUSllN
OAllAS
DALLAS

lX
TX
TX
Tl(
TX

TJC
T)(
TIC
fl(

TIC
TIC
fl(

l)(
l)(

TIC
TX

TX
TX
TJC
'JC

,.
TIC
TJC
TJC
fl(

TJC
')(

799]6
76006
78746
7'5229
T5248
78721!
T5231
TSOl!O

77018
78T53 · I!
T509]
T5374
T5240
m19- 1
78411 -4
T5050
T5238
no63
76117
TSOln
76107
7705S
78228
7'970S
T5080
T5247
noo8

fl(

7S231

Tl(

J)(

T5206
T5201
7'5693
79915

1)(

77221

1)(

T5248
78766
T5207
T524l

1•
TJC

T)(

TX

TX

CCl'4PANY NAME AND ADDRESS

A01

A02

'"C (llTERPRISl/COMP\JTlR STUff
'°°'(T SOFT, lllC
171 PRECISIOll, lllC
J74 PRIC( WATERMOUSf/ACTROll OIVISIOll
JTS PROOVCTS Dlvt•SIFIED INTERESTS
)76 P•o• MICRO STSTE"s. lllC
Jn P'110JECT SOlUTIOllS CO.POUTION INC
)79 PROPO'SAl MAST(RS, INC
J 7'9 PROSE SOf T\JARE
JeO PROTOS SOfTwA•E COMPANY
.J31 PSI (NVIRON"ENTAl SEaVICES, INC
J82 PUI
J4J CIUADSTAlt CO.POUTION
J&4 CIUl•TESSfllCE COMPVflllC, INC
.J3S R & D AERONAUTICAl ENCINEEltlNC ~PANT, INC
}86 R & ( IUSINESS STSTE"S , INC
187 It 0 llllOUSTllES
].88 R STSTEMS, INC
}89 UW S0'1\Wlf, INC

12J EAST nM ST
7676 HlllMONT
SUITE 19S
8404 STEILING STREET, SUITE A
2212 AlllNCTON DOUNS ID
SUITE 100
9720 IEECHNUT
SUITE 406
PO tox 2110S6

l 90

UO I All COltPOltA Tt 0.

191

RAINeoM SO'TWARE SYSTEMS, INC
llAl · f · DATA , INC
•ECOCNITIOlf (OUl'°"ENT, INC
IEOllRO (lECTIONICS, INC
ll(D PRODUCTS INC
IEPVILIC DATA SERVICES
lfX(()M SYSTEMS Cl»POllATION
lll lCI TAl ElECTIONICS , INC
109INSOIC lNCINEEllNC COMPANT
IOC1C\o1(ll SPACE OPEIATIONS COMPANY
IOOO«ll/AUTONETICS ll'AllNE & AllCIAfT SYSTEMS
IOCIC\'fll/'°"""NO & CO.TROl SYSTEMS DIVISION
R<X>(f & ASSOCIATES
ROIJCHllECX SYSTEMS , INC
ltOUTEWAIE , INC
ltT SYSTEMS, INC

8501
271S
26}4

J71
J72

J92
39)
)94

39S
J96
)97

398
)99

400
401

402

403
404

40S

406
4 0 1 ltUI I COit COit P'Olt A Tl Olli

24SO fONDIEll ST

SUITE JOO

4540 IDLEDEll DI

llOUN TIAll 1 230
7004 IEE CAVES RO
201 UEST \JAll
2000 \o'(STRIOCE OR
S220 SPllllC VALLEY ID 1200
2904 CUADAlUPE ST
, o •o• 861108
5310 HARVlST Kill
2361 feft T \oat TH

~21

SUITE 2200
SUI TE 401 EAST

SUITE 139
BOX 53148..J

10920 S\llTZU

SUITE 11)

n 11S

SUllE 200
IOX 20TOM
SUI TE 21)
SU I tE 107

27'01

, o

HOLL CM 01
MOPAC llYO
llSSONNET ST
S CAO I U PIC\IT
E CIAlAIYlll 10
\l()()O

10• 76lm

ltEOllltO AllPOIH

4129 SOUTHEILAND RO , ILOC 0

4241 MCCAIH AVE
10JJ3 llCH"°"D AVE
JJ27 \JINTHIOP AVE
1914 SllVEI STREET
600 CE"INI AVENUE
9S66 RAILROAD OllV(
3200 E IENNER IOAO
P 0 IOX 1261
1366.l JUPITER RO
331S LISIOll ST
, 0

IOI(

Po IOIC 1140S
SUITE 400
SU11E 157

tox

48S9

SUI TE 401
SUITE 201

809

1217 OICITAl DRlvt, SUITE 12S

' 0 IO'X 8S2099

(If

SU ZIP

AUSTI II
HOUSTON
IRVlllG
AALlllCTON
HOUSTON
IEOfOltO
MOJSTON
fOIH WITH

Tl(

78701

TIC

n040

TIC

7'S063

TIC

7S006

IEOf~O

AUSTiii
MIDLAND
lltVING
DALLAS
AUSTiii
PLANO
DALLAS
CIANO PRAIRIE
DALLAS
AUSTIN
AUST Ill
HOUSTON
CIANO PUllllE
llVlllC
DALLAS
HOUSTON
f~T \oOtTH
HOUST<>M

TX

n036

TX

76094;

TX

n06J

TX

76116

TIC

76021

TIC

78746

TX

79701

Tl(

75038

TIC

7'S240

TX

78705 ·

TIC

7S074 ·

tx

~230

TIC

~ OSJ ·

TIC

75238

..

78731

TIC

78~9 ·

U

7700S

U

TS051

,.

~061

TIC

T5J76

TX

77092

fl(

76115

Tl(

77042

Tl(

76116

GA II LA NO

Tl(

7S042

HOUSTON
El PASO
ltlCHAllOSON
IEOJC>ftO
OALLAS
JC>ft T \oOtT II
All Ell
RI CHAIOSOll

u

nose -;

fl(

7'9924

U

T508T

f~T

~TH

IX

Mm

TX

75218

TIC

76107

,.

7S002

TX

TSQ.85 - ;

COMPANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

408

ADZ

CIT

SUIT E \25
FOllT UOLIEllS COHPLEIC
SUIT E 2SO

DAllAS
MINEllAL UEl lS
HOJS TOW
HOJS I Ot4
AUSfllC
GARlANO
OfNTON

409

S · C SOfJUAllE COltPOU TI Oii
S· TIEC to.,.

23)1 CUS THOHASSOt4
llT 4 llOC 946

4 10
411
412
41)
414
41S
416
417

SAVA•T COltl>O'tAflOll
SCHl•OlEll MACHINE "°"(S
SCl(NTIJIC ANO (NCIN(flllNC SOFlUAll(
SCl(NflFIC C°""-JNICATIC*S, INC
SCOTT INSlllU"ENTS C'Otll>O'tATION
SEI COltl>O'tATION/IENEJIT SEllVICES OIVISI<*
SEISMIC (NCINE(lllNC COHPANY
SUCON ~POUTIOll

11211

C. 18

428
429
4)0
4)1
4)2
4JJ
414
4JS
4}6
4)7
434
4)9
440

SUV · Alll, INC
SHAll(O JINANCIAl SYSTEMS, INC
SHAU SYSTEMS ASSOCIATES , INC
SH(lllllll [NVlllC*MENTAl CONSULTANTS, INC
'"-'ll\IOOO AHO Soet MACHINE COMPANY
SMAllTECH SYSTEMS , INC
SMITH INUOATIOllAL, INC
SOJJSTSTEMS, INC
SOflWAllE OYN~ICS COltPOllATIOll
SOFTWAllE INTEllNATIOlllAl COltl>O'tATIOll
SOflWAllE llECOltOINC COltl>O'tATIOll OJ MUICA
SOflWAllE SHAPEllS, INC
SOJlUAll( UNllMITEO ME"°"Y SYSTEMS
SOUlH COASl OAfA, IMC
SOUTHEllN AVIOlllCS COHPANY INC
SOUTHWSl TEST, INC
SOUTHWST(llN IHl COltl>O'tATION
SQJTM\llSlEllN lAIOllAIOltlES, INC
SPACE llllOUSTlllES
SOUYllES SOFTWAllE, INC
SST •ESEA•CM, DEvtlOPMENT & SlJPPOllT, INC
STAlllOlt SOfTUAll(, INC
STE•llNC SOflWAllE

441

STEllLl•C SOfJWAllE!t>l•ECTIOllS DIVISION

442
443
444

SJE\MJtT SYSTEMS, INC /STE\IAllT HANOLINC C(NT(ll 3730 J04tEST LANE
STOllE~E & C'CJ4PANY
4100 SPRING VALLEY llOAD
STRATEGIC TfCMllOlOGY SEllVICfS, INC
1912 AvtNU( IC

419
420
421
422
4lJ
424
4lS
416

427

'

AD1

4~4

1J01
2908

1111
2TT7
2659
4611

un ruy

u OllEM 011
u 2STH Sf , SUllf JOO
NATIC>elAl 011
WlllOW SPlllNCS OlllVE
STEMHONS JR\l'f , SUITE 700 SUITE 700
NOVA 011
NOllTH LINOHUllST

p 0 1 01( 6669

15301 NOltTH OAllAS P(UY
6200 SAVOY
ISO N MACAllTHUll
l6S7 E KIESf ILVO
10015 W TECHNOL OGY l l VO
167JO HAllOY ST
1 SlMtlT Avt , SU I TE 300
1800 UEST lOOP SOUTH
12221 MElllT Dll ~20
6060 NotlTH CENTllAL EXPllESSuAY
p 0 101( 639
P 0 IOIC 3628
1815 COllAL ST
5000 IElMOllT
90J N IOUSEll, SUITE 140
208 S AOAO
,. 0 10)( 224227
711 u IAY AREA ILVO
9451 LIJ Jll((WAY
P 0 IOK 171)1'!1
P 0 IOI( 1505
9441 llJ
1410

SUITE 600
SUITE 600

p 0 10)( 60068

MALLI CK T<l'IEll
SUI TE 960
SUI TE 122

101( 5345

ONE lfll PlAlA
SUITE 320
SUITE 102 · l l68

,.\IY

15301 N04tTH DALLAS Pl(\IY 1400
SUITE 400
SUITE 100

DALLAS
OAllAS
DALLAS
GllHllVl llE
DAll.AS
HOUST0411
lllV I NG
DAllAS
OAllAS
HOJSIOll
J°"T ~TH
HOJSTON
DAllAS
DALLAS
GRAPEVINE
lAllEOO
HOJS 10..
IEAU"'OllT
lllCHAllOSO..
DALLAS
OAL LAS
\IEIS JU
OAllAS
ARll NCTOll
SUCAll LANO
DALLAS

SlA ZIP

U
Tl(

n
n
fl(
fl(

TX
fl(
fl(
fl(
Tl(

fl(

7"H28
76067

no 1'9
n04s
78TOS
7S041
7620S
75207 ·
75129
75229
75401
75248

u

noJ6

ti(

7S061

fl(

7S20J

u

75220

•• mos
TX

76102

n

nou

TX

7S251

fl(

75206

fl(

7605,

Tl!

78044 ·

,. non
TX

77706

!)(

,.

7S081
7S202
7Sl22

ti(

fl(

77598

TX

7S24J

TX

76003
n487

1x
fl(

7S243

DALLAS

TIC

TS248

CA•LANO
OAllAS
PLANO

TX

7S042
7S244
7S074

TX

,.

Cc.4PANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

ADl

ADl

CIT

STA ZIP

.... ........................ .............. ...... ..... . . .. ................ .. ...... ..... . ........ .................................. ....... .. . . . . . ..... ........................... ................ ................................. .. .. .. .. ..... ................ .................
44S
446

STUllS ovt•IECK l ASSOCIATES. INC
~IT SOfTUARE. INC

447

~IT

448

INC
SXCHL SYSTEMS . INC
SYM80llCS flNANCIAl SYSTEMS. INC
SYNERC°" TECHNOLOGY. INC
SYNTfC COAP
SYSTEMIC ~POTER SERVICES
SYSTEMS ENCINEERINC SERVICES
SYSTEMS •£SEARCH lAIC>aATottlES/SAN ANlC*IO llEC
SYSTEMS SOfhlARE. INC
SYSJEMS SPECIALISTS, INC
SYSTE..uARE, INC
T C TECH
TALOlf TECHNOLOGY COlt"°"ATIOlf
TANDEM ~PUTERS INC
TANOT IUSINESS PRODUCTS
TANDY CORf>atATIOtl/ TANOY .ADVANCED PRODUCTS
lAlfOT "°"E C°"PUTUS
TDC DEfENSE SYSTEMS GROUP
TECH·SYM COA~ATIC>el
TECHNICAL EVALUATIC>el & "'-'NAGEMENT SYSTEMS, IN
TECHNICAL SOfTUARE & ENCINEERINC , INC
TECHNOLOGICAL SUPPLY. INC

449
4SO
4S1

452
4SJ

4S4
4SS
4S6
4H

4S8
~

459

460
461
462
461
464
46S
466

467

'~
469
470

471
472
473
474

47'S
476

4n
418
479

480
481

SVP •

SOt.UltOMS

12n7 SOUTHElt\JOOO 011
1S301 DALLAS PARKuAY
4020 MCEUEN

SUITE 200
SUI TE TSO Ll16
SUITE 1S8

1000 u fUllEll

2428 GRAVEL ST
1TSO •E GAL llOJ
2SOO CITY uEST ILVO
220 1 DONLEY DR
2802 341H ST
1218 u HARY
TSO E MUL BERRY
16302 SEAlARI(
1010 llJ FREEuAY
12no COi T AO
1617 RAIDER OR
18 19 flAl'\AN DRIVE, SUllE 1]7
14231 IANDE M l lvt>
6363 CRAPEVINE HIGHUAT
100 1 NOATHEAST LOOP 820
1001 NottTHEAST LOOP 820
621 SIX fLACS o•
10500 ~ST Off ICE OR
51S1 IELTLINE 110
801 E CAMPBELL 110
p 0 aox 331S09
407 N~TH llG SPRINC
16~0 OALlAS PAAK~AT
TECINOllKS COMPUTER SERVICES, INC
SO I USINESS PAAK~AT
TEL(C~ICATIC*S OATA SYSTEMS COMPANY
TELE~ICATIC*S SUPPORT SYSTEMS , INC
2T7'S VIL LA CREEK
neo VfNNuoa>
THXON CORPORATION
10451 BROCKUOOO 110
TERRA MARINE ENCINEE•INC
lSSO l"APLE ST
TEXAS AlllOSPACf SERVICES INC
11500 N CENTRAl ElCPVf
TEXAS IMSTlll..MfNTS
10618 ROCKLET RO
TEXAS "ICllOSYSlEMS , INC
8122 OATAPOINT DR
TEXAS pttOCESSOll, INC
TEXASOFf. INC
P 0 IOX 1169
lfXSCAJI CO'IPOltATIOlf/~ICATIC*S Pll<X>UCTS D 10841 PELLICANO OR

SUITE 11 00

SUITE 310
SUITE 1100 Ll1S
SUITE 1008

1110 PAESTONIJOOO TOIJER
SUI TE 145

SUI TE 100
SUI TE 10S
SUI IE I
SUITE 250
IOlC 7478

SUITE 910

HOUS H~

TIC

17034

DALLAS
DALLAS
fOAT ~TH
fOAT ~TH
DAlLAS
HOUSTC*
AUSTIN
l UBBOCK
Cll f TON
SAN ANTONIO

fl(
Tl(

7S248
7S244

TX

76115

Tl(

76118

TX

7'S23S

TIC

17042

TIC
TIC

rerse

TX

766]4

79410

TX

78212

HOUSTON
OAllAS
DALlAS
HUAST
RICHAAOS()tj
AUST IN
FOAT ~TH
fOU UOltTH
f~T "°"TH
ARll NC TOM
HOUSTO..
DALLAS
RI CHARDS<>tl
f OU l.()ATH

TX
TX
TX

17062
7S234
7'S2S I

TX

760H

"IDLAllD
DALLAS
RICHAAOSON
DALLAS
HOUS T()tj

TX

DALLAS
ABILENE
DALLAS
HOUSTC*
SAN ANTONIO
CEDAR Hill
EL PASO

TX

7S081

TX

1ene -1

TX

76180

TX

76131

TX

76131

TX

7601 I
77042
TS240

IX
T)(

')(
TIC

rsoe1

TX

76163
79701
7S248 ·

II(

7S081

TX

TS234
77248
7'S2J8

TX
TX

TX

79602 ·

TX

7'S26S

1x

now

TX
TX
TX

18229
7'S 104
7'9935

Cc.IPANY NAME ANO ADDRESS

AO 1

A02

CIT

STA ZIP
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\

482
483
484
485
4&6
487
488
489
490
491
492
49)
494
49";
496
497
499
499
SOO
501
502
50J
504
505
506
507
S08
509
SI 0
511
512
513
514
515

THE flACSHI, C•<l.IP
THE lTV CO.~ATIOlt
THE 'E•SC.Al •oeoT COMPANY
THE SOfTWA•E fACTC»Y, INC
THE SYSTEMS CENTE•, INC
THE TMOltsoet COMPANY SOUfHUEST
THIOICOl CO.POllATION · LONCHORN OIV/LOllCHC»N UM
TIDELANO SICNAL COltP
fllT•AC COltl'OaATION
Tlll'E ENE•CY SYSTEMS, INC
TITUS Co.t..INICATIONS, INC
f()l(H( I• AUT~T JOit COltPOUT J()lj
T•ACOlt AE•~PAC( INC /lA•EDO OPE•ATIONS
t•l•ITY COMP\JTINC SYSTEMS, INC
T•IPLE/S DYNAMICS INC
UW, IWC
Tl.lltNA•WNO C:otP\JT IWC, INC
TO'lAH COltPOUT ION
U S DATA COltfi'O'IATION
l.OD INDUST•IES, INC
l.OP, I •C
1.JtCIUS , IWC
USA ELECT•OlllCS
VALUATION TECHNOl.OCY
vt>M WOOO•Uff, INC
vt MOl.DINC COtfi'O'IATIOlt
Vf(CO INfEC•ATED AUfOMATIOllf, INC
vt•TICAL IV<•KET SOFTWA•E
l.IAC'Olll ,.OOUC TS I NC
..,..OlAW, C\JN•INCH~ & CO , , C
YATSOll STEACM & COMPANY
Wf:AlME• SCAll INC
Wf:STElt• ATLAS INTElllATIOltAl, INC /INTEC•ATEO
Wf:SlElll CECl'MTSICAl COMPANT OF AMEAICA
516 Wf:SJINCNOUSE ElfCTllC COltP/DEFENSE ELECTltOlllC
517 Wf:STIOlllC STSTEICS COltP
518 Wll,IEO IAlEI EWClllEE•IMC

12221 ME•lf , SUITE 400
LTV CENTU
p 0 101( 815608
17610 MIDWAY •D
24n CATEWAY ,
4445 ALPHA •D , SUITE 109
P 0 IOIC 1149
43\0 Dl•ECTOltS •CM
4302 SUNBELT D•tVE
3200 WllC•EST Dlt
1001 •oss AVE
9303 S~ HWSTOlt PKWY
306 HICHT LINE
11 C•EENWAY 'LAZA
1031 S HASICELL
252S IAY A•EA IL\/t>
2912 MOll IM•
811 IA•TON SP•INCS
1551 ClENVlll(
129 lUT UEll ST
84}4 CAULT lAME
5429 llJ fltEEWAY, SUITE 6SO
9090 N STE"'40M$ F•WY
4124 COLE AVE 1210
P 0 IOX 210233
920 113TH Sf
10382 MILLU llD
800 E CAMPBELL
HWY 6 WAND SP\Jlt 412
14200 CULf fltEEWAY
lOOP 132 ANO TMltOCK~TOtl HllY
10205 UESTHEIMElt ltD
, 0 10)( 2469
7807 E IT - PASS
t7l5 AllALOC DI
P 0 IOX 61.TT

p 0 101(

655003

SUITE 134
SUI TE 101

IOX S2430
SUI TE 440

SUITE 1212
BOIC 11 037
SUI TE 620
SUITE ST 1

SUITE 199
IOIC 2114S
SUITE 203
STA• •T IOIC 26

DALLAS
DALLAS
DALLAS
DALLAS
UVINC
OAlLAS
MAltSHAlL
HWSlON
DAllAS
HWSTON
OALLAS
HOJST ON
LAAEDO
H()JST ON
DALLAS
HOJS T<>ti
PLANO
AUSTIN
lll CHA•DSOll
Alll INCTOll
SAN ANTOtllO
DAllAS
DALLAS
DALLAS
BEOFOAO
Alll lNCION
DALLAS
• ICHODSON
\JACO
HOJS TOle
A•LINCTOll
OLNEY
HWSTOlt
HWSTOM
COllECE STATION
11 CHARD SC.
SAii ANTC..10

TX

7'S251
7'S26S
7'S381

TX

7'S287

TX

TX

TX

7'S06J

TIC
fl(
n

7'S244

Tl(
fl(

TX
TIC
ll(

7'S671

nos2
7'S248
77042
7'j202
77099 · S~
78041

TIC

n oi.6

TX

7'S22J

n

n ose

TX

7'S07'S·6 ~

TX

787D4
7'S081
76010
78209
rJ240
7'S247
7'j204
7609S
76011
7'5238
7'5081
76702

TIC
fl(

fl(
fl(

TX
TIC
TX
Tl(
TIC
fl(

TIC
fl(

17034·5~

TIC

76013
76374
n042

fl(

TX

u

ms2

TX

11'845
7'5081
78209

fl(

fl(

COMPANY NAME AND ADDRESS

•ECI NAM
__ . _..•. _... _.. _............
519

\llllSYSTEMS

INC

SZO

•
XUOX co-tPOU TI Oii

Sl1

lAOAll

A01

A02
CIT
ST A ZJ p
. .•...••. • ..•••• • ·------- -- • -- - · . - -· · --- ·--- .. ·-· .. ·- ·. ·- ·- · ---·----- ----- - -- - ---- --- - -- -- - . - ·- -- ----- - - --- -- - - -715 STAOIL.te D• EAST
SUITE 100
AIU ING TON
TX 76011 ·94
222 \IEST lAS COllNAS IClJlEVAAO
l•Vf NG
190] CENT•Al DRIVE

SUI TE ]00

BEOfORO

Source: Company information provided by the Texas Innovation Network System through the Office of
Advanced Technology, Texas Department of Commerce, 1991.

,.

750]9

fl(

76021

Appendix D.
Texas Business Incubators
Abilene
Business Innovation Center
Mr. Gus Holt & Mr. James Campbell
674 East Hwy. 80
Abilene, Texas 79601
Tel: 915/676-3241
Nonprofit
Lt. Mfg., service & other
Austin
Austin Technology Incubator
Ms. Laura J. Kilcrease, Director
8920 Business Park Drive, Suite 150
Austin, Texas 78759-7405
Tel: 512/794-9994 Fax: 512/794-9997
Greater Austin Small Business Incubator
(formerly Huston-Tillotson)
Mr. Walter Stafford
1820 East 8th Street
Austin, Texas 78702
Tel: 512/ 476-7421 Fax: 512/ 474-0762
Nonprofit
Light manufacturing, services
Southeast Business Incubator
Edith Valdespino, Manager
2020 East St. Elmo Road
Austin, Texas 78744
Tel: 512/499-6362 Fax: 512/499-6360
Nonprofit
Manufacturing, high tech & services
Southwest Software
Mr. Thomas Burns
P.O. Box 26823
Austin, Texas 78731
Tel: 512/345-2493
Beaumont
Beaumont Business Incubator
Ms. Beverly Hatcher
1090 South 4th Street
Beaumont, Texas 77701
Tel: 409/835-1000 Fax: 409/832-2540
Nonprofit
Services, agri-business

Brenham
Promethean Corporation
Mr. Doug Hutchins
406 West Horton
P.O. Box 417
Brenham, Texas 77834-0417
Tel: 409/836-6525 Fax: 409/836-1056
For Profit
Manufacturing, high tech & service
Brownwood
Brownwood Economic Development
Corporation
Mr. Ed Latta
P.O. Box 1389
Brownwood, Texas 76804-1389
Tel: 915/646-6751
Bryan
Bryan Business & Technology Center
Ms. Cindy McLemore, Manager
P.O. Box 1000
c/o Bryan Development Foundation
Bryan, Texas 77805
Tel: 409/361-3607 Fax: 409/361-3885
Nonprofit
High tech
Corsicana
K-Wolen's Industrial Incubator
Ms. Melinda Sharpley
200 North 12th Street
Corsicana, Texas 75110
Tel: 903/654-4841 Fax: 903/654-4997
Dallas
Dallas County Community College
District Business Incubation Center
Mr. Mark Keith
1402 Corinth Street
Dallas, Texas 75212
Tel: 214/565-5851 Fax: 214/565-5817
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E l C ampci
El Cam po B u ~ i ne: s s IncubJ.t or
\1r. Kde Smith
Chamber of Commerce. P.O. Box ++6
El Campo, Texas 77437
Tel: 409 / 543-6271
,f\;onprofit (Incubato r v.itbout walls)
Manufacturing

H 0uq 0n (conti nued )
\\. omen· s Business Ce nt er
\1 s. Sandy \\'bit e. Chairman
8S45 Long Point Road
Houston, Texas 77055
Tel: 713/ 864-7733
For profit
\Vomen-owned businesses

Fort \\'orth
Fort Worth Incubator Corporation
Mr. Reinaldo (Renny) Rosas
221 West Exchange, #202
Fort Worth, Texas 76101
Tel: 817 /626-2874 Fax: 817 /336-3299
For profit
:tYffg., high tech & services

Lubbock
Lubbock Center for Innovation
:t¥1r. Frank Espino & Ms. Lori Oswalt
2579 South Loop 289, Suite 100
Lubbock, Texas 79423
Tel: 806/748-1515 Fax: 806/748-1659

Galveston
Galveston Economic Development
Corporation
Mr. J. William Lauderback
2106 Seawall Boulevard
Galveston, Texas 77550
Tel: 409 /762-8355
Garland
Business Ventures of Garland
Mr. Frank O'Donnell
Mr. Harry Swanson
2734 West Kingsley, Suite L2
Garland, Texas 75041
Tel: 214/278-8784 Fax: 214/205 -2794
Nonprofit
Houston
Entrepreneurial Development Center
Mr. C. Dean Kring, Director of Research
5320 Gulfton, # 11
Houston, Texas 77081
Tel: 713/845-2400 Fax: 713/665-1359
For Profit
Manufacturing & services

Marshall
:t\.1arshall Business Development Center
Mr. Charles Fletcher
110 S. Bolivar, Suite 200
Marshall, Texas 75670
Tel: 903/935-0092 Fax; 903/935-1372
Nonprofit
Manufacturing
Midlothian
Midlothian Economic Development Commission
Ms. Pam Mundo
P.O. Box 609
Midlothian, Texas 76065
Tel: 214/775-8500 Fax; 214/775-8932
Odessa
Noel, W.D./Odessa College Business Incubator
Mr. Jeff Melton, Director
201 W. University
Odessa, Texas 79764
Tel: 915/333-7409 Fax: 915/333-7413
University of Texas Permian Basin Center
for Energy & Economic Diversification
Mr. Bob Boothe
4901 E. University Blvd.
Odessa, Texas 79762-8301
Tel: 915/561-5500 Fax: 915/561-5534
Nonprofit
Energy related light mfg., high tech & services

Palm Center Business & Technology
Center
Mr. Joel Flowers, Director of Operations
5330 Griggs
H ouston, T exaas 77021
Tel: 713/845-2400 Fax: 713/641-3853
Nonprofit
Services
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Pharr
Pharr Industrial Foundation
Mr. Ralph DeAnda, E.Y.P.
P.O. Box 59
Pharr, Texas 78577
Tel: 512/ 781-1676
Nonprofit
Manufacturing

Sv.'ect \\'a t er
People for Progress
Mr. Gary Spaulding
301 Arkansas
Sweetwater, Texas 79556
Tel: 915/235-4806 Fax: 915/235-4950
Nonprofit
Manufacturing

Richardson
Advanced Technology Innovation Center
Ms. Judy Crovisier, Director
2201 Waterview Parkway
Richardson, Texas 75080
Tel: 214/690-2250 Fax: 214/699-6678
Nonprofit

Tyler
Tyler Research & Technology
Mr. Glenn G aliga, Manager
1530 S. SW Loop 323
Tyler, Texas 75701
Tel: 903/510-2975 Fax: 903/510-2978
Nonprofit
Manufacturing, high tech & service

San Antonio
El Parian
Mr. David Garza
1410 Guadelupe Street
San Antonio, Texas 78207
Tel: 512/225-1311 Fax: 512/223-3792
Nonprofit
Retail, service
Texas Research & Technology Center
Mr. York Duncan
& Ms. Stephanie Blandford
14785 Omicron Drive
San Antonio, Texas 78245
Tel: 512/677-6000 Fax: 512/677-6070
Nonprofit
Manufacturing, high tech

Victoria
Victoria Business Center
Mr. Tom Murrah
700 Main Center, Suite 102
Victoria, Texas 77901
Tel: 512/575-8944 Fax: 512/572-8852
Nonprofit
Manufacturing & services
Waco
Heart of Texas Business Resource Center
Mrs. Lu Billings, Executive Director
4601 North 19th Street
Waco, Texas 76708
Tel: 817/754-8898 Fax: 817/756-0776
Nonprofit
Manufacturing & services

Stafford
Free Enterprise Center
Mr. Ray Arnett, Director
13600 Murphy Road
Stafford, Texas 77477
Tel: 713/ 499-4870 Fax: 713/499-8194
Nonprofit
Manufacturing, high tech & service

Source: Austin Technology Incubator, "Texas Business Incubators" (unpublished listing), July 1992.
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Appendix E.
Critical Technology Lists
U.S. Office of Science and Technology Policy
Panel on National Critical Technologies

Manufacturing
Flexible Computer Integrated
Manufacturing
Intelligent Processing Equipment
Micro- and Nanofabrication
Systems Management Technologies

Aeronautics and Surface Transportation
Aeronautics
Surface Transportation Technologies
Biotechnology and Life Sciences
Applied Molecular Biology
Medical Technology

Materials
Ceramics
Composites
Electronics and Photonic Materials
High Performance Metals and Alloys
Materials Synthesis and Processing

Energy and Environment
Energy Technologies
Pollution Minimization, Remediation,
and Waste Management
Information and Communications
Computer Simulation and Modeling
Data Storage and Peripherals
High Definition Imaging and Displays
High Performance Computing and Networking
Microelectronics and Optoelectronics
Sensors and Signal Processing
Software

Source:

White House, Office of Science and Technology Policy, Report of the National Critical
Technologies Panel (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, March 1991).
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Japanese 1\linistry of International Trade and Industry (l\1ITI)
Basic Technologies for Industry

Design and Simulation Technology
Photoreactive Process Technology
Processing Technology for Extreme
Environments

New Materials
High-Temperature Superconducting
Materials
Nonlinear Optoelectronic Materials
Ferromagnetic Materials
Molecular Functioning Materials
Advanced Composite Materials
Alloys / Metallic Compounds
Fine Ceramics
Carbon Materials
Amorphous Materials
Highly Pure Polymer Materials
Silicon Chemical Materials
Microelectronic Materials

Bioelectronics
Protein Alignment Technology
Biomembrane Technology
Analysis of Bio-Related Materials
Biomaterials
Bio-Mimicking Materials
Biocompatible Materials
Biochemical Technology
Bioprocessing

Electronics
Superconducting Devices
Quantized Elements
Power Electronic Elements
Optical Elements
Large Area Circuit Elements

Computer Software and Systems
Engineering
Self-Organized Data Processing
Systems
Self-Organized Neural Networks
Ultraparallel Processing Architecture
Integrated Mechanical Control
Software
Software Development Transfer
Disaster Prevention Technology
Environmental Control Technology
Human-Related Technology
Resource and Energy Technology
Robotic Technology

Biotechnology
Animal and Plant Cell Engineering
High Performance Enzymes and
Biomaterials
Genetic Engineering
Biodatabanks
Screening and Isolation of Genes
from All Sources
Bioreactor Technology
New Material/Electronics-Related
Technologies
Atomic Level Precision
Manipulation Technologies
Metallic and Inorganic Materials
Process Technologies
Precision Molecular Alignment
Technology
Evaluation, Analysis and Measuring
Technology

Source:

Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Trends and Future Tasks in Industrial
Technology (Tokyo: Sangyo Gijutsu no Doko to Kadai, October 20, 1988).
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European Con1n1 unity Critical Tec hnologies

Information Technology and
Telecommunications
Electronic Components
Software and Information
Processing
Peripherals
Fundamental Research
Prenormative Research (e.g., standards)
Broadband Infrastructure
Broadband Equipment
Broadband Services

Aeronautics
Aerodynamics and Flight
Mechanics
Materials
Acoustics
Computation
Airborne Systems and Equipment
Propulsion Integration
Design and Manufacturing
Technologies
Life Sciences
Basic Plant Biology
Molecular Investigation of
Genomes of Complex Organisms
Neuroscience
Biotechnology Based AgroIndustrial Research and
Technology Development

Industrial Materials and Technologies
Quality and Reliability Technologies
Techniques for Shaping, Joining and
Assembly, and for Surface Treatment
Catalysts and Membranes
Powder Technology
Other High-Value Materials
(e.g., com posit es)
Superconducting Materials

Source:

Energy
Controlled Nuclear Fusion
Non-Nuclear Energy
Renewables
Energy Efficient Technologies
Energy from Fossil Fuels
Energy Modeling and Environment

Commission of the European Communities, First Report on the State of Science and Technology in
Europe (Brussels, Belgium, Fall 1988).
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